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Preface 

This book is made available online and in printed form in the interest of 
teaching that mass deliverance is available to everyone and to teach you 
how to do it.  We think it will be good introductory material based on the 
teachings of Win Worley.  

Win Worley had a deep understanding of the demonic and how demons 
operate in our lives and he had a powerful revelation for casting them out 
massively. So the following is a basic manual for getting started in self-
deliverance or for sharing with others to minister mass deliverance, together 
with some excerpts of his writings and sermons.  We pray God will use this 
manual to bring healing and deliverance which are so much needed today 
both in the church and the world.  
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Introduction 

This manual is setup for optimum effects in stages against the devil’s 
kingdom, the process of deliverance from demons is achieved by first 
taking away the demons’ “rights” or what I call spiritual cages.  They 
have a binding either from personal sin, ancestral sin, soul ties or 
witchcrafts.  Breaking these curses or spiritual cages is achieved by 
renunciations, once the four gateways are dealt with on a mass level, 
demons have no leg left to stand on and must move!  The four areas 
that are detrimental to cover in renunciations are:  1) Releasing 
yourself from any unforgiveness or bitterness, 2) Renunciation of any 
form of the occult, 3) Breaking ungodly soul ties (by name for best 
effects) and 4) Confession of your own sins and ancestral sins of the 
forefathers.  These will be included in the back of this manual.  In 
regard to listing all these spirits and their functions, we are coming 
against the most common families and groups in a complete blitzkrieg 
style, that Pastor Worley called "casting the net out."  This is a very 
effective method of deliverance.  Don’t be overwhelmed with the list, 
but rather take your time, and see what God can do! 

This Mass Deliverance manual is derived from Pastor Win Worley.  
We updated some areas to include modern day iniquities that are 
manifesting i.e., the internet etc., and we are including six sermons 
that have been transcribed from audio on all the four sections of 
renunciations, and the most important one being “Can a Christian have 
a demon.”  That sermon should be observed to aid you in overcoming 
one of the devil’s biggest blinders in history.  Christians can and do 
have demons.  By keeping Christians in the mindset that they were 
delivered of everything on the day of salvation, and no more 
deliverance is needed, the devil has kept himself covert.  Before each 
renunciation we will include a note to what sermon we transcribed into 
text and the audio times if you choose to listen to them.  We are 
including the transcribed audios of each of the sermons to aid you in 
building your own mini-sermons before each renunciation process.  
These are long sermons which by no means were all used by Pastor 
Win Worley at any one time during a Mass Deliverance, but taken from 
a series of many Mass Deliverances performed under his ministry.  
Read them, and conform them into your deliverance service.  Keep in 
mind you can also achieve great results on yourself following this 
outline in self-deliverance on yourself. 
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Mass Deliverance 

*Pre-Deliverance Refer to transcribed sermon #1 “Can a Christian have a demon” 
Leader:  Father God, in the Name of the Lord Jesus, and by the power 
of the Holy Ghost, I proclaim the precious Blood of Jesus upon 
everyone in this meeting from the top of their heads to the soles of 
their feet.  May the pure precious Blood of Jesus be upon everyone's 
subconscious, unconscious and conscious minds, their thoughts, 
imaginations, emotions, and their nervous systems.  Precious Holy 
Spirit have your way, You are welcome here.  Please take over Holy 
Spirit, You are in control; fill us fuller with your power.  Father God, 
right now I call for in the name of Jesus, for Your Giant Warrior Angels 
go forth and surround this meeting to bind up and cord all demonic 
entities or principalities and evil spirits in this meeting and in and 
around everyone in the Name of the Lord and savior Jesus Christ I 
pray.  So Be It! 

Proverbs 18:21 says "Life and death are in the power of the tongue." 

Begin Group Renunciations 
*Refer to transcribed sermon #2 “Unforgiveness and Bitterness” 

Forgiveness 

As a Group, say:  Father, I confess that in the past I have held 
unforgiveness, sometimes bitterness in my heart against certain 
people who have hurt or disappointed me. 

I now recognize this as a sin and confess it as sin, for You have said in 
your word that if we confess our sin, You are faithful and just to 
forgive us our sins and to cleanse us of all unrighteousness. 

I do now forgive the following people whom I can remember, who 
have hurt or disappointed me, (recall names of the people you need to 
forgive, release forgiveness in your heart for them, picture them and 
release them, ask the Lord to cover the root of the unforgiveness 
/bitterness with the Blood of Jesus).  I’m asking for the Holy Spirit to 
help me break any ground of unforgiveness right now.  I now freely 
forgive all these people and ask You to bless them if they are living.  I 
also forgive myself for all my many faults and failures for You have 
freely forgiven me. 

Thank you, Father, for freedom from the load of unforgiveness, 
bitterness and resentment.  In the Name of the Lord Jesus I pray.  
Amen. 
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Confession of Contact with the occult 
*Refer to transcribed sermon #3 “Witchcraft and the Occult” 

As a Group say:  Heavenly Father, I confess to You, that in the past, 
through ignorance, curiosity or willfulness, I have come into contact 
with certain occult things of the devil.  I now recognize and confess 
these as sins and claim forgiveness in the Name of Jesus.  Specifically, 
I do confess as sin and renounce all contacts which I have had with 
the following occult things - name all that come to mind (i.e., Ouija 
boards, tarot, witchcraft, mediums, psychics, horoscopes, contacting 
the dead etc.).  I also renounce and confess as sin any false oaths 
which I have made to any false god and any idolatry in which I have 
been involved. 

Closing the doors to Satan 

As a Group, say:  Satan, I rebuke you in the Name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ, and I am closing the doors which I or my ancestors may have 
opened to you and your demons.  I renounce Satan and all his 
demons, I hate them and declare them to be my enemies and I want 
them out of my life completely.  In the Name of the Lord Jesus, I now 
claim deliverance from any and all evil spirits which may be in or 
around me.  Once and for all I close the door in my life to all occult 
practices and command all connected and related spirits to leave me 
now, all doors the enemy had in my life I proclaim the Blood of Jesus 
upon these doors and gateways of the devil. 

Breaking Curses 

As a Group, say:  In the Name of the Lord Jesus I break any and all 
curses placed against me by witchcraft, spells or enchantments and 
command the curses and demons from them to return to the senders, 
and I bind it to them by the Blood of Jesus (Psalms 109).  I break the 
curse of Leviathan back to ten generations on both sides of my 
family’s bloodlines, and even as far back to Adam and Eve.  In the 
Name of Jesus Christ and by His Blood I break any curses of rejection 
from the womb or illegitimacy which may be in my family, ten 
generations back and even back to the Garden of Eden on both sides 
of my family’s bloodlines.  In the Name of Jesus Christ, I renounce 
eating any form of blood and break and loose myself from all demonic 
subjection, from the eating of blood in any form.  In the Name of Jesus 
Christ, I renounce, break and loose myself from all curses invoked 
from listening to ungodly music in any form.  I renounce, break and 
loose myself from all demonic subjection, from any ungodly soul ties 
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to my mother, father, grandparents or any other person, living or 
dead, who have ever dominated or controlled me, in any way which is 
contrary to the will of God and His word.  I thank you Lord for setting 
me free.  I also repent and ask You to forgive me if I have ever 
dominated or controlled some other person in the wrong way. 

Renunciation of Witchcrafts and Psychic Bondage 

As a Group, say:  In the Name of the Lord Jesus, by the power of His 
precious Blood, I now renounce, break the CURSES and loose myself 
and all my descendants, from all psychic heredity, demonic holds, 
psychic powers, bondage, bonds or physical or mental illness, or 
curses which may be upon my family line as a result of sins, 
transgressions, iniquities, all witchcrafts, occult or psychic 
involvements of myself, my parents, or any of my ancestors (my 
spouse, any and all ex-spouses, or their parents, or any of their 
ancestors).  In the Name of Jesus and by the power of the Blood of 
Jesus Christ right now, I break all curses and loose myself and all my 
descendants from all evil curses, incantations, chanting, charms, 
crystals, hexes, vexes, voodoo, hoodoo, incense burning, candle 
magick, doll spells/vexations, spells, bottle curses, jinxes, potions, 
prayer chains, spells of Death, spells of Destruction, sickness, pain, 
bewitchments, witchcraft or sorcery in any form which may have been 
put upon me or my family line, from any person or persons or from 
any occult or psychic source.  I renounce all connected and related 
spirits and command them to leave me now.  I thank you Lord Jesus 
for setting me free! 

Cutting Evil Soul Ties 

*Refer to transcribed sermon #4 “Breaking Evil Soul ties” 

As a Group, say:  Father God, in Jesus’ Name I break and renounce, 
cut and burn and break all evil soul ties which I may have with lodges, 
religious system, adulterers, drunkards, close friends, cults, demonic 
spirits etc., and I command all ungodly soul ties by name to come out 
now, that were formed by fornication, adultery or ex-spouses, to leave 
now!  (Have group announce the name of the person or to themselves, 
if they don’t remember the name use the group name “evil soul tie” 
that was formed during that ungodly sexual relation, and command it 
out.) 
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As a Group say:  Heavenly Father, please unknit and untie my soul 
from every ungodly union right now.  Please knit my soul to You by 
your Holy Spirit in Jesus’ Name. 

Loosing the Mind  

As a Group say:  In the Name of Lord Jesus Christ by the power of 
His precious Blood I command Satan and all of his demons to loose my 
mind completely.  I ask You, Father, to send Your Angels to loose, 
break, cut and sever all fetters, bands, chains, ties, silken cords and 
bonds of whatever sort the enemy has managed to place on my body, 
mind, spirit or soul by word or deed.  Father God, I ask in the Name of 
Christ Jesus my Lord to loose into me and my family the full power of 
the Holy Spirit - Wisdom, Counsel, Might, Knowledge, Fear of the Lord, 
Power, Love, Sound Mind, Grace, Peace and Comfort. 

Restoration of Fragmented Soul 

As a Group, say:  Heavenly Father, I ask You in the Name of Jesus to 
send Angels to gather up fragments of my soul and restore them to 
their rightful place in me, because you are a lover of my soul, Lord 
(Psalms 7:2, 23:3).  With the full power and authority of the Name 
Lord Jesus, I ask that Angels unearth and break all earthen vessels, 
bonds, bands or bindings which have been put upon my soul by any 
means.  Restore all the pieces of my fragmented mind, will, emotions, 
appetite, intellect, heart and personality.  Bring them all into proper 
original positions where they belong. 

Confession of Sins of the Fathers 
*Refer to transcribed sermon #5 “Ancestral Sins” 

As a Group, say:  In accordance with (Leviticus 26), I do now 
confess for myself and the sins of my ancestors, and ask forgiveness 
for these sins:  Idolatry, witchcraft, fornication, incest, eating blood, 
murder, stealing, mistreating the poor, covetousness, occultism, lust, 
adultery, divorce, perversion, rebellion, stubbornness and wicked heart 
of unbelief, all sins known and unknown.  I claim forgiveness because 
of the provisions in 1st John 1:9, break the curses and lift the curses 
of whoredoms and iniquities from me and my descendants.  
I command all spirits associated with these to leave me and my family 
and go wherever Jesus wants to send them! 
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Prayer of Surrender to Jesus 

As a Group, say:  I come to you Lord Jesus, as my Deliverer.  You 
know all my problems, all the things that drive, torment, defile and 
harass me.  I now loose myself from every dark spirit, from every evil 
influence, from all satanic bondage and from every spirit in me which 
is not a spirit of God the Father.  I command all such spirits to leave 
me now in the Name of Jesus Christ.  I confess that my body is the 
temple of the Holy Spirit, redeemed, cleansed and sanctified by the 
Blood of Jesus Christ.  Therefore, Satan has no place in me, no more 
power over me, because of the Blood of Jesus.  Amen. 

*End of Renunciations 

*note to leader of prayer -- Some spirit names and listed gateways 
of the demons in this text may be difficult for you to pronounce, that's 
ok, move to the next spirit or group of demons, never stop the flow. 
You will see yawning, tears running and coughing increase as evil 
spirits are rebuked.  This is the Holy Ghost, the finger of God coming 
at these spirits; take your time and speak in authority, BY FAITH!  
Luke 10:19 says you have Authority over the power these demons.  
Also, proclaim the Blood of Jesus on yourself.  Keep on calling them 
out in the Name of Jesus!  Attack and keep attacking. Advance and 
keep calling them out, don’t stop, keep attacking, don’t give the 
demons time to regroup or think.  This is warfare! 

Group Leader Only:  Satan, I am seated in the Heavenlies far above 
you and your power, and in the Mighty Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, 
I put you and all of your legions on notice that I am attacking you 
from my position in Christ at the right hand of my Heavenly Father in 
the Highest Heaven.  This places me high above you, principalities, 
powers, thrones, dominions, world rulers, rulers of darkness, kings, 
princes and every other fallen angelic rank under your command!  In 
the Name of Lord Jesus, I ask the Heavenly Father for sufficient 
legions of the Holy Giant Warrior Angels to BIND all satanic forces here 
and in the air overhead; that they will not be able to interfere in any 
way with God's people being delivered and set free. 

Furthermore, I command in Jesus' Name that the free demonic spirits 
in this place be securely bound and taken where Jesus sends them; 
that they can in nowise interfere.  I take authority from the Highest 
Heaven where I am seated in Christ and remind all evil spirits that you 
must obey when I call your name, group name or your family name.  
You are to come out of the people and go to where ever Jesus sends 
you now! 
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Right now in the Name of the Lord Jesus, by the power of the Holy 
Spirit, through the precious Blood that redeemed us, I now command 
all the following spirits to be bound by Giant Warrior Angels and come 
on out of the people!  Move!  Loose yourselves in the Name of Jesus!  
Here we go! 

Spirits of Occult come on out now:  Ouija Board, Sorcery, Witchcraft 
Control, Witchcraft, Wicca, Water Witching, Magic, Voodoo, Divination, 
Egyptian Book of the Dead, Fortune Telling, Jeanne Dixon, Edgar 
Cayce, Irene Hughes, Silvia Brown, Automatic Writings, Talking to 
demons, Handwriting Analysis, Tea Leaf, Coffee Grounds, Crystal Ball, 
Tarot Cards, Palm Reading, Astrology, Horoscopes, all spirits of the 
Signs of the Zodiac - come on out in the Name of the Lord Jesus NOW!  
You can’t stay; you’ve got to GO!  In the Name of the Lord Jesus!  
MOVE OUT! 

All spirits of Hypnosis, ESP, Spiritualism, Medium, Séance, 
Necromancy, Levitation, Table Tipping, Clairvoyance, Transcendental 
Meditation, Inner Healing, Crystal Healing, Astral Projection, Eckankar, 
Soul Travel, Mind Control - Come on out in the Name of Jesus Christ!  
Loose!  GO NOW! 

In the Name of Christ Jesus all spirits of Eastern Religions come on 
out now, Hinduism, Kundalini, Tantra, Mantras, Chakras, Yantra, 
Taoism, Confucianism, I Ching, Krishna, ZEN, PSI, Jehovah Witnesses, 
Christian Science, Mormonism, Rosicrucians, Theosophy, Unity, 
Metaphysics, Bahai, Scientology, Inner Peace Movement, Spiritual 
Frontiers, Urantia, Moonies, The Farm, Islam, Black Muslims, The Way, 
The Walk (and other groups using the Bible but denying or omitting 
the divinity of Christ and/or the efficacy of His death on the cross and 
His resurrection from the dead or denying the existence of Heaven or 
Hell).  All these spirits leave now in the Name of Lord Jesus Christ!  
Pick up depart and GO NOW!  MOVE! 

All demonic spirits of Biorhythm, Yoga, spirits that came in from 
acupuncture, Karate and Martial Arts, Freemasons, Eastern Star, 
Pierced Body parts, Tattoos, Charms (Hexagram, Pentagram, Ankh, 
Italian Horn, Goats Head, Unicorn, Flying Horse, Rainbows), 
Enchantments, Fetishes, Potions, Spells, Dungeons and dragons, Harry 
Potter, Pokemon, Psychic Reading, Reincarnation, Pyramid power, 
Clairaudience, Mental Science, False Visions, Superstitions, Amulets, 
Talismans, Satanism, Karma, Hex signs come out now!  All spirits 
associated with Egypt and confusion come out!  Horus and Osiris I 
rebuke you!  In Jesus’ Name I break all the curses of Egypt off 
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everyone here!  I bind all third eyes shut right now in the Name of 
Jesus!  All spirits named loose yourselves and come on out in the 
Name of the Lord Jesus!  Move! 

All spirits of Laziness, Self Deception, Impatience, Pride, Leviathan, 
Leviathan thou piercing serpent, let the Angels of God cut you up and 
make meat out of you!  Leviathan and Rahab come out now!  All 
Ugliness, Self-Hate, Irritation, Ambition, Loneliness, Despair, 
Hopelessness, Suicide, Death, Confusion, Rejection, Depression, 
Misery, Torment, Torture, Doubt, Unbelief, Greediness, Covetousness, 
Guilt, Shame, Condemnation, Evil Heart of Unbelief -- all named spirits 
come on out now and go to the PIT or where ever Jesus says to go 
right now.  Loose yourselves and let them go! 

Let the Angels of the Lord descend upon everyone here by the Legions 
to bind, rebuke and take away every demon inside or outside the 
people, in the Name of Jesus! 

2nd Timothy 1:7 says God has not given us a spirit of FEAR, but of 
POWER, and of LOVE, and of a sound mind! 

Fear I rebuke you!  All spirits of fear come on out in the Name of 
Jesus Christ:  Fear of giving and receiving love freely, fear of death, 
fear of pain, fear of falling loose right now and come on out in Jesus’ 
Name!  Fear of darkness, fear of dogs, cats, insects, snakes, crowds, 
fear of water, drowning, close places, fear of future, nightmares, 
demons, fear of Satan, all these spirits come on out in Jesus’ Name!  

All evil spirits of Wrath, Anger, Temper, Contention loose yourselves 
and come on out in the Name of the Lord Jesus, His Blood is upon you!  
Spirits of Murder, Fighting, Childish Self-will, Abbadon, Osmodeus, 
Destruction, Vandalism, Malice, Envy, Resentment, Bitterness come on 
out in the Name of Jesus!  All spirits of Jealousy, Pride, Hysteria, Fits, 
Convulsions, Child Abuse, Divorce, Separation, Broken Heart, 
Unforgiveness, Revenge, Vengeance, Seething Anger, Rage, Wounded 
Spirit, Bruised Emotions come on out in Jesus’ Name go!  All spirits of 
Deep Hurt, Depression, Sadness, Stress, Anxiety, Nervousness I break 
your power in the Name of Jesus come on out spirits!  Schizophrenia, 
Paranoia loose yourselves and come out in the Name of Jesus Christ!  
Profanity, Blasphemy, Filthy Conversation, Lying Gossip, Slander, 
Whining, Backbiting, Complaining, Self-Pity, Criticism, Mockery, 
Foolishness, Ridicule, Perversity and all named demons you can't stay.  
You have to go.  In the Name of Jesus come on out! Move! 
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Ahab and Jezebel 

I separate all Ahab and Jezebel spirits and forbid them to communicate 
or to hinder this deliverance in any way in Jesus’ Name.  I break the 
curse of Jezebel back to ten generations on both sides of all family’s 
bloodlines, and as far back to Adam and Eve in the Garden, on 
everyone here in this meeting.  Let the Blood of Jesus cover the roots 
of all curses right now!  Right now in the Name of Christ, I cut, and 
sever and break and burn all cords, snares, controls and bondages 
used by these evil spirits.  Father God, please send Angels to break all 
yokes of bondage to Jezebel and Ahab spirits.  I command the Mother-
child relationship to be broken and all Ahab and Jezebellic patterns in 
the marriages broken!  All spirits of Jezebel come on out right 
now in Christ Jesus’ Name:  Manipulations, Queen of Heaven, Goddess 
worship, Queen of Babylon, hatred of men, Rebellion toward men, 
father, husband, male authority, Domination, Masculine spirits, 
Untamed Tongue, Temper, Destruction of Family Priesthood, Women's 
lib spirits leave now!  Now all spirits of Ahab, Nimrod, Baal, Passivity, 
Laziness, Hatred of Women, Mother, Wife, Fear of Women, 
Childishness, Cowardice, Hidden Anger, Sluggard, Self-Hatred, 
Rejection, Confusion loose yourselves and come on out in the Name of 
the LORD! 

I break every curse of Automatic Failure Mechanism in the families and 
on everyone here, ten generations back and even as far back to Adam 
and Eve, on both sides of the family's bloodlines.  All demonic spirits of 
Poverty, Discouragement, Failure, Worthlessness and Rejection must 
leave.  Rejected by Friends, Rejected by Parents, Rejected by those 
you looked up to, all rejection come on out in the Name of Jesus right 
now!  All Rejection, the Lord rebukes you!  Jesus was rejected and 
despised that all that come to Jesus are received by the Heavenly 
Father’s eternal family.  All spirits of Rejection leave the people now in 
the Name of Jesus! 

All evil spirits of addiction rooted in rejection:  Gluttony, 
Overeating, Bulimia, Anorexia Nervosa, Bingeing, Addiction and 
craving for foods and sweets loose yourself and come on out in the 
Name of the Lord!  All spirits of addiction and craving for and Bondage 
to all Alcohol come on out!  Wine drinking, Beer Drinking, Mockery, 
Strong Drink, Hangover, Morning After the night before, deception and 
Stupidity come on out!  Addiction and craving for and bondage to all 
Drugs right now all spirits of Marijuana, Nicotine, Tobacco addictions, 
Cocaine, LSD (Acid), Ecstasy, Ketamine come on out in the Name of 
the LORD!  All spirits of Crack, Heroin, Valium, Diet Pills, Barbiturates, 
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Tranquilizers, OxyContin, Phenobarbital, and all mind altering drugs 
come on out in the Name of the Lord!  MOVE NOW! 

In the Name of Jesus I break the curse of LUST back to ten 
generations, and even back to Adam and Eve in the Garden, on both 
sides of the family’s bloodlines of everyone here. 

You prince of lust, Asmodeus I BIND you, and command you come 
out now!  Move!  In Jesus’ Name! 

All spirits of Lust you are BOUND in the Name of Jesus!  Come out now 
in the Name of the Lord, loose the people!  All sex spirits which 
entered through the eye, ears, participation, transfer or by inheritance 
loose yourselves in the Name of Jesus!  Come on out, all spirits of 
Masturbation, Guilt, Shame.  In the Name of Jesus I break the power 
of Shame!  Shame GO!  Condemnation, Pornography, Homosexuality 
spirits loose yourselves and come out now in Jesus’ Name right now!  
Lesbianism, Sexual Perversions, of all kinds including Oral Sex, Anal 
Sex, Bestiality, Sadism, Masochism, Cuckolding, Incest and Rape come 
out now in the Name of our Lord!  All spirits that arrested the soul and 
came in through the trauma of rape come out now!  MOVE! Loose the 
people and let them go! 

All spirits of Fornication, Adultery, Immorality, Occult Sex, Peep 
Shows, Prostitution, Harlotry, Uncleanness, Filth, Filthy Dreams, Filthy 
Conversations, Filthy Imaginations, Sexual Flashbacks leave now in 
the Name of Jesus Christ!  Right now, Sexual Fantasies, Frigidity, 
Impotence come on out, leave now in Jesus’ Name!  All evil spirits of 
Incubi and Succubus sex demons, Lilith, Dream sex, Sex with demons 
come out in the Name of the Lord!  All spirits of Pedophile, Internet 
sex, Rape, Mutual Masturbation, Peeping Tom, Exposing yourself, 
Web-cam sex, Internet sex, all spirits of these perversions you have 
been evicted by the Blood of Jesus, come out now!  All spirits of urine 
and excrement fetishes come out!  Castration fetish, Goddess worship, 
Demasculinization and sissy spirits come out!  All Lewdness, Nudity, 
Chastity perversions, Choking sex, Violent sex, Promiscuity, Flirting, 
Seduction, Lust of the eyes and Lust of the Flesh come on out!  Come 
on out of the sex organs, the lips, the tongue, the taste buds, throat 
and mind and lower extremities in Jesus’ Name pick up, depart and GO 
NOW! 

I take dominion over all forms of sickness and infirmity, and from 
my position in the Heavenlies seated with Christ, I command all 
sickness and infirmity to Go Now!  And by the wounds, stripes and 
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lashes on the back of our Lord Jesus according to Isaiah 53, we are 
healed of all sickness NOW!  He paid the price by those stripes on His 
back!  Do you believe Jesus can heal you right now?  If you believe 
Jesus will heal you right now, won’t you lift your hand?  By faith we 
receive the healing; by faith I proclaim the Blood of Jesus on all 
sickness.  Spirit of Infirmity I rebuke you!  In the Name of Jesus!  
Leave the people, come out now all spirits of infirmity go, loose and 
come out right now!  I break all curses of Deformity, Infirmity, all 
Sickness back to ten generations, and even as far back to Adam and 
Eve in the Garden, on both sides of all the family’s bloodlines of 
everyone here in this meeting, by proclaiming the Blood of Jesus on 
the roots of all sickness!  All curses and spirits of Arthritis, Pain, 
Swelling, Infection, Tumors, Cysts, Weakness, Baldness, Alopecia, 
Ulcers come out now!  Cancer, I bind you and break your power by the 
Blood of Jesus.  Come on out in the Name of Lord Jesus.  GO!  Your 
power is broken!  I command healing and restoration to God’s people’s 
bodies.  They are temples of God.  Be healed in Jesus’ Name!  All 
spirits of Infirmity, I rebuke you!  Die and wither away; let the curse of 
the fig tree cleave upon all cancer.  Tumors and sickness dry up and 
die now in the Name of the Lord!  I command healing in all your 
bodies right now!  Be healed in Jesus’ Name.  Be restored!  Right now 
in the Name of Jesus receive the children’s bread of healing in your 
bodies, be healed in the Name of the Son of God! 

Diseases and Allergies 
By the power of the Name of Jesus and His precious Blood I take 
authority over all spirits of Diseases and Allergies, and break the 
curses of Diseases and Allergies and Multiple Chemical Sensitivities 
back to ten generations and even as far back to Adam and Eve in the 
Garden, on both sides of all the family’s bloodlines of everyone here.  
Right now all spirits of Hay Fever, loose and leave in the Name of the 
Lord!  Spirits of Asthma, Bronchitis, and other Sinus and Respiratory 
System Allergies, leave the people now!  All spirits causing swelling, 
itching, burning, infection, excess drainage, irritation, come out of the 
lungs, the bronchial tubes, the mouth, the sinuses now in the Name of 
Christ!  All allergies to food and chemical substances come on out of 
the blood streams and every organ of the body.  Specifically spirits 
from poisons, Methane, Ethanol, Formaldehyde, contaminated blood, 
come on out of the immune system, the liver, the endocrine system, 
the brain and central nervous systems in Jesus’ Name!  GO! 

The Blood of Jesus rebukes all spirits and manifestations of 
Hemorrhoids, Muscle Spasms, Cramps, Drowning, Asphyxiation, 
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Choking, Smothering, Fainting, Suffering, Swelling, Fits, Convulsions 
and Epilepsy leave now in the Name of Christ Jesus!  All spirits of 
Heart Failure, Heart Attack, Heart Disease and fear of all these, come 
out of the muscles of the heart, out of the valves, the nerves and the 
blood vessels!  All spirits of Hypoglycemia, Hyperglycemia, High and 
Low blood pressure leave now!  Spirits of Diabetes come out now in 
the Name of Christ, loose from these temples of the Holy Spirit!  GO 
now!  All spirits of Gall Bladder problems, Kidney Infections, Multiple 
Sclerosis, Muscular Dystrophy, Crippling spirits you can’t stay; you 
have to go in the Name of the Lord Jesus, come out now!  All spirits 
named now GO!  Spirits of Pneumonia, Parkinson's, Alzheimer’s, 
Psoriasis, Lunatic spirits, Eczema, Acne, Warts, Moles, Fungus, Bone 
Breaker spirits loose!  Back breaker, Traumatic Shock and Paralysis 
come out right now in Jesus’ Name!  All Cataract spirits, Glaucoma, 
Astigmatism, Blindness and all kinds of eye trouble spirits you are 
rebuked in the Name of the Lord, loose!  Leave now!  All spirits that 
came in from vaccinations come out now in the Name of the Lord!  All 
deafness, Hard of Hearing, Deaf and Dumb spirits you are bound and 
your power broken by the Blood of Jesus come on out now!  All spirits 
of infirmity you are bound in Jesus’ Name, Vertigo and ear related 
spirits come on out!  All spirits of Headaches, Tension Headache, 
Migraines loose and come out now in the Name of Jesus!  Move!  I 
speak healing into your bodies right now in the Name of Jesus be 
healed!  Be Restored right now, in the Name of the Lord!  

Arrested Development 

Arrested Development I rebuke you in Jesus’ Name, I Bind you!  
Arrested Development come out now!  Arrested Development 
depart and move out right now in the Name of Jesus!  And all the 
spirits under the umbrella of arrested development come out now!  
And I command restoration and healing to the mind, body and soul 
where the spirit of arrested development retarded.  All spirits that 
were under the control of Arrested Development come out now 
come out screaming like the baby that you are!  Addiction to 
Chocolate, Addiction to Pop; Bedwetting; Pouting, Habitual Lip Biting, 
Compulsion; Knuckle Cracking; Tantrums and Fits, Thumb sucking, 
Daydreaming, Fantasy Childhood, Immaturity, Hatred for Authority, 
Laziness and Suicide come out now in the Name of Jesus.  Fear of 
Rejection, Inferiority Complex, Shame; Frustration; Learning 
Disabilities, Slow Reader; Slower Hearer, Dyslexia; Dysgraphia; 
Dyscalculia; Mental Block; in Jesus’ Name come out now!  I command 
healing to the bodies that arrested development haltered.  I command 
Physical growth be healed and restored, and break the curse of midget 
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or stunted growth in the Name of Jesus!  I command healing to the 
mind, I command restoration to visual and audio problems and stunted 
motor skills in Jesus’ Name! 

All animal spirits come out now!  Spirits of dogs, cats, birds, fish, 
frogs, crabs, lizards, snakes and all creeping things come out now!  All 
the families of these unclean Spirits and all the groups of Reptile and 
amphibian spirits come out now, in Jesus’ Name.  All bottom dwelling 
spirits come out now in the Name of the Son of God! 

Eating Blood:  In the Name of Jesus I break all curses that 
manifested from the abomination of consuming blood off everyone 
here on all the generations back to Adam and Eve in the Garden, on 
both sides family’s bloodlines.  I command all spirits to come out that 
gained entrance through the eating of blood!  Come out of their 
bodies.  Come out of their blood stream!  Leave the people!  I 
command the life of these animals to come out now in Jesus’ Name!  I 
command the spirit and life of the swine to come out now in Jesus’ 
Name!  All spirits associated with vampirism move now! 

Religious Spirits 

All Religious spirits come out now in the Name of Jesus.  Loose 
yourselves and leave, go!  All Pharisaical spirits, Pharisee demons, 
spirits of Pride go now in the Name of Christ Jesus!  Treacherous 
spirits, Self-righteous spirits, Letter of the Law, Trying to perform the 
law, Legalism, Hypocrisy, Religious Bondage, Yahwehism, Pride of 
sacred names, Religious Slavery, Performance spirits, Legalist, Lawyer 
spirit I bind you in the Name of Jesus!  Thinking you know it all, Head 
knowledge, Religious Murder, Lust and Ambition for Recognition, Lust 
and Ambition for Position, Lust and Ambition for power and Control in 
Religious matters, come on out in the Name of Jesus!  All spirits of 
False Love, False Gifts, False Dreams, False Tongues, False Prophecy, 
Religious Dominance, False Discernment, False Word of Wisdom, False 
Laying on of hands come out now you lying devils, loose, loose in 
Jesus’ Name!  GO!  All spirits of Selfishness, Self-Serving, Greed, No 
Love, Religious Coldness, No Compassion, Robbing, Cheating, 
Pretense, False Oaths, Ridged Theology, Obstructionism (trying to 
block the flow of the Holy Spirit), Hatred of the truth, Nimrod come on 
out in the Name of the Lord Jesus!  Go! 

Babylonian Spirits 

All spirits of Catholicism, Idolatry, Mary Worshiper, Praying to saints, 
Praying to the dead, One true Church spirits loose and come on out in 
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the Name of Jesus.  All spirits of Mind Control, Good Works Saves, 
Angel worship spirits loose the people!  Pope worship come on out!  All 
spirits that came in from saint worship and talking to dead saints, 
spiritual mediums, you are bound in the Name of Jesus, loose the 
people now!  Come on out.  I proclaim the Blood of Jesus on all curses 
related to false worship.  Let the Blood of Jesus wash and cleanse all 
false worship curses right now in the Name of the Lord. 

False Christian Worship 

In the Mighty Name of the Lord Jesus I command every spirit that 
came in from false worship, false tongues come out now in the Name 
of Jesus Christ of Nazareth!  All spirits that came in from gold dust 
meetings, false signs meetings, unscriptural signs, false laughing 
meetings, worshipping money meetings, how to get rich meetings, 
mammon the money god you are bound in the Name of Jesus.  Loose 
and come on out of the people!  Material blessings more than soul 
winning meetings, come on out all false demons of deception in the 
Name of the Lord Jesus! 

Ungodly Music spirits begin to leave the people right now!  Every 
demon that gained entrance from listening to any form of ungodly 
music move now!  In the Name of Jesus, all spirits of rock music, devil 
music, death metal, violent music, murderous music, gang music, Rap, 
Hip Hop, misery music, suicidal music, sex music, trance music, 
meditation music, mind control music, immoral music and any music 
that promoted rebellion, come out now! Loose the people and let them 
go! 

In the Name of Jesus I command every demon that has come out and 
that is coming out right now to never come back, never enter back 
into Gods people again!  Their bodies are temples of God and if you 
try to defile the Lord’s temple henceforth I proclaim Almighty God’s 
destruction upon you!  In Jesus’ Name! 

Father God, we just seal everyone's deliverance here with the precious 
Blood of Jesus, and ask the Holy Spirit to fill the voids in every place in 
their bodies where demons used to reside.  Amen.  (Have group ask 
the Holy Spirit to fill them in every area demons used to lodge.) 
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#1 - Can a Christian Have a Demon 

From Sermon “Fact or Fallacy” 

May 23, 1980 – Lake Hamilton Bible Camp 

By Win Worley 

38:33 – 1:46:47 

 

One of the big problems that we face, this dreadful, dreadful thing is 
can a Christian have a demon?  “But a Christian, a born again 
Christian cannot have a demon!”  That’s what you hear.  It’s not what 
the Bible says.  It’s not what experience proves, but that’s what is 
being taught on every hand. 

Turn in 1 Corinthians 5 please.  You may want to get a pencil 
because we are going to go rather rapidly through some scriptures.  
Can a Christian have a demon?  Can a spirit-filled Christian have a 
demon?  You bet.  As a matter of fact, they are prime targets.  The 
devil has got the rest.  Let me just mention one thing to you very 
quickly as an introduction before we even get into the scripture part. 

The problem about demons being in Christians arises mainly from a 
misunderstanding about salvation.  When you ask Jesus to come in 
your heart, you are born again.  You get saved.  Tell me something.  
You are a body, soul and spirit.  Tell me which part of you is saved?  
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It’s the spirit, because you are still having trouble with your mind.  You 
are still having trouble with your body, right?  Okay, your soul is made 
up of your mind, will and emotions.  You’re still having trouble with 
those aren’t you?  Body, soul, spirit.  In the body you’re having 
trouble, in the soul, that’s mind, will and emotions, you’re still having 
problems, right?  Okay.  If you’re honest.  Now of course, if you try to 
flim flam it, you might tell us you’re not.  But, most Christians are 
honest enough to say, “well in my mind, will and emotions I’m still 
having problems.”  Now, the spirit is the one part that is sealed.  The 
Holy Spirit, according to the scriptures, in Colossians, and other 
places, becomes the earnest of the inheritance.  He seals our spirit 
against the day of redemption.  

The spirit is very likely located right here at the base of your skull right 
at the top of that spinal column.  Right in that area, where the central 
nervous system comes out of the brain.  It’s a good control center, 
and there are indications that that’s where it is.  But at any rate, that’s 
the part of you, your spirit, that’s sealed with the Holy Spirit who is 
the earnest – it has sealed unto the day of redemption.  That’s what 
the scripture says.  We’ve even checked this from the enemy.  The 
enemy has confessed repeatedly even though they would say the 
person is not saved or not born again, when we’ve forced them to the 
wall and made them admit, I said, “look over to the spirit and tell me 
what you see.”  They said, “there is a seal there.”  I said, “reach out 
and touch it.”  He said, “no!  You know we can’t touch it.”  If they can’t 
touch it, friend, they can’t undo it.  But I’ll tell you something else 
we’ve learned.  They can try to smother it, and they will layer around 
the spirit to keep you from moving freely in the spirit. 

Now, your spirit was sealed.  The place where the demons are 
operating is in your soul -- mind, will, emotions -- and that affects the 
body, all right?  Now do you see how you can be saved and still have 
an area that’s out of control at times?  Not all the time, but part of the 
time. 

Some of these people who say you can’t have a demon, you know, 
what they’re saying is, “we just got wiped clean.”  Let me tell you 
something.  If your skin was brown, black or white when you got 
saved, it stayed that color when you got saved, didn’t it?  There was 
no change, and a lot of other things stayed the same.  And if there 
were demons there people, they did not automatically come out.  They 
took a back seat. 
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I love in deliverance when I get a hold of the demons.  I’d say, “do 
you remember the day he got saved?”   

“Yes, it was a horrible day.”  

I said, “oh really?”  He said, “Oh, he thought it was great.  Fool!  We 
told him don’t do that and he did it anyhow.”  

Then I’d say, “do you remember the day he got baptized in the Holy 
Spirit?”   

“Yes!  That was just as bad!”  

They know people.  They‘re in there.  Whether people like it or they 
acknowledge it, doesn’t make a lot of difference.  The devil is not in 
the business of publicizing his business, but God is.  God is ripping the 
covers off so we can get at these things.  You are not going to gain 
anything by denying what’s obviously true. 

Now, of course, well meaning people come up with all these 
arguments, and the arguments they use, most of them I heard from 
the mouths of demons a long time ago when we were in deliverance, 
telling us you can’t do this because of this, that and the other.  They 
are arguments used by the enemy. 

Look at 1 Corinthians 5:4-5.  He is talking about a case of extreme 
sinfulness in the Corinthian church. He said, “In the Name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, when you are gathered together, and my spirit, with the 
power of our Lord Jesus Christ, to deliver such an one unto Satan for 
the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of 
the Lord Jesus.”  Sounds like somebody had something wrong in their 
soul and body, doesn’t it?  But it sounds like Paul was interested in the 
flesh being destroyed if necessary, that the spirit might be saved. 

Let’s look again at 1 Timothy, Chapter 1.  1 Timothy Chapter 1, 
Verse 19.  Of course, when you go into Thessalonians, and Timothy 
and Titus, you know that’s grandpa, his son, which is Timothy, a little 
shorter, and Titus is a little bitty fellow.  That’s how you know which 
way they go. 

In 1 Timothy 1:19, “Holding faith, and a good conscience; which 
some having put away concerning faith have made shipwreck of whom 
is Hymenaeus and Alexander; whom I have delivered unto Satan, that 
they may learn not to blaspheme.” 
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These are men causing dissension and problems in the church, and 
they had gotten to such a place that Paul had delivered them up to 
Satan.  Look at 2 Timothy 2.  That will work, by the way, just be 
careful.  Be sure the Lord is telling you to do it. 

2 Timothy 2:25.  “In meekness instructing those that oppose 
themselves; if God peradventure will give them repentance to the 
acknowledging of the truth; And that they may recover themselves out 
of the snare of the devil, who are taken captive by him at his will.” 

Are you getting a picture of some people who have played the fool and 
gotten hung up?  Hung by the heel?  And these are people inside the 
churches.  Let’s look a little further. 

Well, first of all, basically somebody has reduced this to five 
major arguments to prove beyond the shadow of a doubt that a 
Christian can by no means have a demon.  Let’s look at those 
for a minute because you will bump into these and variations of 
them. 

For instance, they say the Christian is inhabited by the Holy Spirit, and 
the Holy Spirit cannot co-exist with the devil or with demons.  Why my 
body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, the Holy Spirit lives inside, and 
there is no way that the demons and the Holy Spirit could live side by 
side.  That’s what the scripture says.  It doesn’t say any such thing.  It 
certainly does not.  Let me ask you something.  You’ve got an old sin 
nature.  If you don’t believe it, read Romans.  That old sin nature is 
just as filthy, rebellious and rotten as any demon that ever lived.  
That’s why they get along so well together.  And then that old sin 
nature, the Holy Spirit lives right alongside.  But where is the Holy 
Spirit?  Sealed up in the spirit.  That’s why when you pray with a 
prayer language, you pray out of your spirit.  That part has been 
saved, cleansed and is inviolate.  1 John talks about “the new man 
sinneth not.”  He is sealed up in the spirit, and that’s why you can 
pray.  The Holy Spirit gives you utterance to pray pure prayers 
unaffected by the body or the soul.  That doesn’t mean you shut down 
and don’t pray any of it.  You are supposed to pray in the 
understanding and pray with the spirit also.  You need both kinds. 

Now that’s one of the arguments.  And then you’ll hear this, 1 John 
3:8, “Jesus was manifested to destroy the works of the devil, and 
when Jesus comes in your heart he destroys the works of the devil.”  
He sure does, but He does it in accordance with His Word.  And He 
said, “these signs shall follow them that believe.  In my Name shall 
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they cast out devils.”  That comes right after evangelism.  First, go 
into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.  Second, 
throw out demons.  

Now, another popular argument that comes, “well the struggle for the 
believer in Romans 6 and 7 is presented as a struggle between the 
flesh and the spirit, not as a struggle with the devil.”  You heard that 
one?  That sure sounds religious doesn’t it.  It is a struggle with the 
flesh and the spirit, but remember, the flesh is the place where the 
demons rest and gain their strength.  This is why many of the demons 
carry the names and/or exaggerated characteristics of the sins of the 
flesh, because they roost in the flesh and they exaggerate and 
strengthen the pushings of the flesh, the old flesh nature, the sin 
nature. 

Now, you’ll hear this argument:  “believers are delivered from the 
power of Satan,” as in Col. 1:12 and Eph 2:1-3.  And indeed we are.  
We are delivered from the power of Satan, but not automatically.  My 
spirit was delivered instantaneously.  Bang.  I was born again.  It 
wasn’t a process.  I didn’t grow into it, but it wasn’t long after I got 
saved I found out I still had problems.  It wasn’t with salvation, that 
was fixed.  It was with this flesh.  The old body and soul were giving 
me problems. 

Now, this deliverance from the power of Satan becomes a battlefield, 
it’s pictured in the Old Testament, by little and by little.  Now, if we 
think it’s automatic, then why isn’t every Christian perfect?  Now you 
think that through.  These people who say, “well Jesus was manifested 
to destroy the works of the devil,” well indeed He was.  However, this 
deliverance is not automatic in this life.  It becomes a matter of 
moving against the enemy and taking the weapons of our warfare and 
attacking the enemy.  I’m telling you people most of the things fought 
about in the churches have nothing to do with spiritual things at all.  I 
mean in some churches the biggest argument is who is going to sing 
the solo on Sunday or what color is the ruffle going to be on the new 
nursery curtain?  I mean that’s really a powerful thing.  I mean, you 
know, the nursery committee, they are locked in battle about this 
thing.  I mean that’s crucial.  If you don’t believe it, you see how many 
hurt feelings and wounded spirits there are.  Of course, if they’d do 
away with the Sunday school they would make a giant step forward.  
It’s not scriptural.  Even Bill Goff has come out against it now.  Last 
seminar, he attacked the Sunday school.  He said, “It’s not scriptural.”  
I say praise the Lord.  That’s what I’ve been saying for a long time.  In 
old or new testament there is no basis for Sunday school.  Children are 
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to be taught in the home.  Mom and Daddy are supposed to come to 
church, to the assembly of the believers and the Word of God be 
preached followed by signs and wonders to get them charged up so 
they go home and they have something to teach the children.  
Obviously not much has happened.  About the only sign you see 
around most churches is the one telling you what the name is.  It’s a 
wonder if anybody comes back a second time.  Because there is not 
really much going on.  That’s sad.  It ought not to be true.  I’ve never 
seen so many do nothing Christians.   

You know, you hear people talking about the end times, “we’d better 
stock up on food,” and things like that.  Well, you had better.  You say, 
“Well the ravens are gonna feed me.”  Oh Wonderful.  I didn’t know 
you had an Elijah ticket.  I’ve got news for you.  There are more 
Joseph tickets than there are Elijah tickets.  If you’ve got a Joseph 
ticket it won’t cash on the Elijah raven train.  And frankly friend I’ve 
been out across the field and I haven’t found many people tangling 
with Jezebel and that’s what Elijah was doing.  That’s why he didn’t 
have to stock up.  Elijah wasn’t warned ahead of time.  Joseph was 
warned for seven years.  We’ve had more than seven years of warning 
people.  You’re welcome 

Now, another argument that comes is:  “The Christian has protection.  
In Ephesians 6, the great armor, the shield, the helmet, the 
breastplate, the loins girt around, the shoes and all of this.”  That’s 
right, but this armor, if you notice, is all against enemies coming from 
the outside.  Isn’t it?  Why?  Because there is another way to deal with 
the enemy within.  That’s to cast him out in Jesus’ Name.  Then you 
only have to face the enemy from without. 

Now, of course, I know what it is, it’s sort of like the story somebody 
told.  I think it’s very apropos.  They tell about a lake way out in the 
mountains somewhere where the people went fishing.  And this 
particular fisherman, he went out with his boat and he caught fish a lot 
And he used to hear people talking about catching fish that were three 
foot long and he had never seen a fish over a foot and a half long.  So 
he knew they were lying.  One day he was out in his boat, he put 
down his line and guess what?  He pulled up one a full yard long.  He 
looked at it, took it off the hook and said, “just another lie” and put it 
back. 

Did you know that that’s what some people are doing about 
deliverance?  They say, “there are no demons in Christians!  I hear 
people talking about it but they’re just making all of it up!”  “Couldn’t 
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be!”  “Couldn’t be!”  So guess what?  One pops, blooey, right under 
their nose, “AAAAH!” and starts screaming, throwing on the floor.  You 
say, “Now do you believe?”  They say, “nah, it’s just another lie.”  
They won’t believe even the evidence of their eyes.  It’s incredible!  
Absolutely incredible. 

Chuck Smith, Maranatha Ministries at Calvary Chapel in California, you 
ought to see the tract he put out attacking deliverance.  Incredible, 
that man.  One section of it, he was attacking deliverance, Christians 
can’t have a demon under no circumstances, the usual you know.  But 
one paragraph was so interesting.  He said, “You ask me, ‘What do you 
do then if you say they can’t have demons; what about these 
Christians who cough, who gag, who vomit, who writhe on the floor, 
who scream and curse, who fight, all of these things, what do you do 
with all these?’”  He said, “I don’t cause such unscriptural 
manifestations so I don’t have to explain them.”  I could not believe 
that’s in black and white printed.  It’s just another lie.  They won’t face 
it.  They don’t want to face it people.  But I’m sorry, we are in the time 
when they are gonna have to. 

If you run across somebody that is just dead set against deliverance, 
do you know how to fix it?  It’s kind of nasty, but I’ll tell you how to do 
it.  Once in awhile we have somebody that takes a cudgel against us.  
In the past, but not recently, but one preacher attacked us on the 
radio, by name, and just poo pooed the whole idea.  This was several 
years ago.  I heard about it.  I didn’t hear him, but some people told 
me about it.  I said, “so the next time churchmen.” I said, “people, I 
understand Pastor so and so doesn’t believe that a Christian can have 
a demon and he’s making fun of the whole idea.”  I said, “he has a 
nice large congregation, let’s just pray that the Lord will have one 
explode right under his nose, up close, so he and his whole 
congregation can see them.  They won’t come over here, so let them 
see it right up close so they can believe.”  It took a couple of weeks 
but “Blooey!”  And sure enough, somebody he knew beyond a shadow 
of a doubt to be born again exploded.  Guess what they finally had to 
do?  Guess where they had to bring her to get help?  Talk about the 
mountain coming to Mohammed.  I’ll tell you.  It was the only place 
that help could be.  God has said, “I’ll make your enemies come to 
your feet if you will be faithful to be what I want you to be.” 

Well, I suppose you’re familiar with the facts.  Well, of course, the next 
thing that comes, you talk to somebody and they are having these 
tremendous problems and you say, “well you know, you probably need 
deliverance.”  They say, “what’s that?”  You say, “well you know, you 
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cast out demons.”  They say, “You mean you think I’m demon 
possessed?!”  [raising voice, emphasis added.]  Well now I’ll tell you 
how to answer that.  Because you know, if you just very carefully 
suggest that somebody just might have a demon because every once 
in awhile they go up here and they go up the wall with their feet and 
bounce off the top.  They scream, kick and holler and all this kind of 
wild stuff, they might have a demon in them.  Something a little 
abnormal.  But, you know, their immediate response is “YOU THINK 
I’M DEMON POSSESSED???”  Well I mean you know they look like they 
might kill you if you said yes.  I mean they are just insulted!  Well, 
what you tell them is, heh heh, “no, I don’t think so.”  Well then they 
come down to earth you know, and then you hit them.  But 
undoubtedly you have demons. 

You see the word “possession” occurs in our English translation but 
does not occur in the original language.  The devil was a translator of 
fable too.  That has caused a lot of problems you know.  “Possess the 
demons.”  It never says that.  The Greek has three words,  It says, “to 
have a demon,” ” to be demonized,” and “to be demoned.”  That’s the 
three and only three expressions.  They are translated:  “vexed,” “to 
have a demon,” “to be demonized,” but I don’t think it’s to be 
demonized in one or two cases as possessed.  And of course, 
immediately when you mention demons, “I don’t think a Christian can 
be possessed.”  I don’t either.  Well I know he can’t.  I know there is 
one part of him that is sealed off, it can’t possibly be.  There is a seal 
there.  But he can be covered up with them and he can look like it, 
talk like it and act like it sometimes.  It would be hard for you to know 
unless you have discernment from the Lord to know the difference. 

What I’m simply saying is people have gone off the deep end and 
believe what they want to be true.  They don’t want to know how bad 
it is.  You know when the Holy Spirit shows you the truth about 
deliverance, and He has to do this, you will not know this in the 
natural.  Did you know that?  The Holy Spirit must show you.  It does 
no good to argue with people.  When people start arguing with me, I 
say, “alright.”  There was a man who told me, “I don’t have any 
demons!”  I said, “alright.”  He said, “but you don’t believe that do 
you?”  I said, “nope.”  He said, “you mean, you think I have a 
demon?”  I said, “nope.”  “Oh!” He said.  I said, “you have several 
legions.”  See they travel in bunches, they don’t go singly.  It’s very 
unlikely that you have “a” demon.   

One man who was supposed to have been very deep into Satanism.  
He wrote a book about it.  I heard him stand up and say, “Oh I believe 
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in deliverance,” after he had made fun of Don Basham and Derek 
Prince.  This was several years ago.  I was sitting in the service and I 
heard him say this.  He said, “why I believe in deliverance.  After I was 
saved, three or four of my Christian brothers got together and they 
threw seven demons out of me.”  I turned to my wife and I said, “I’ve 
seen seven legions in a baby that hasn’t done anything.  You mean 
that fellow who has been into all that mess got clean with seven?”  Of 
course, I could see a bunch of them sticking out of him like horns 
anyhow.  He was still loaded, bless his heart.  He has since left his wife 
and children and run off with some younger gal.  He said, “we are 
living in a new day.”  Oh? It’s not that new people, not that new. 

Now, believers are attacked.  Look at Job, chapters 1 and 2.  First 
and second chapters of Job tell you about the attacks on a believer.  
By the way, Job was the best man who was living on the earth.  He 
wasn’t just some little bottom-of-the-level man.  He was the top shelf 
and the believer was attacked and attacked savagely.  How did he 
win?  He kept on believing God.  By the way, he didn’t have the Book 
of Job to read and see how it turned out either.  All he had was his 
bare faith in the Lord.  God didn’t come to him and say, “now Job, my 
son, you’re about to go through a lot of trials and tribulations, but 
you’ll be alright son because you’re going to come out alright then, 
and I’ll give you a nice pep talk to get you all set so you won’t be 
afraid and you won’t be frightened when all this comes upon you.”  
God didn’t say anything.  This thing hit just like a tornado, “boom,” 
and wiped him out in every area of his life.  He had to hang on to his 
faith in God, much to Satan’s dismay.  

In Mark 1:23, Jesus stood up and read the scriptures, and a man with 
unclean spirits jumped up and screamed.  I doubt seriously if that man 
knew he had that unclean spirit.  I’ve seen this happen in services.  In 
different places in the country a lot of times I would be preaching or 
just reading the Bible or maybe singing.  You know I don’t sing that 
bad.  But I’ve had them just pop up and start screaming, “shut up!”  “I 
don’t want to hear it!”  You know, you can’t be popular with 
everybody.  This man with an unclean spirit leaped up and I doubt 
seriously if the man knew it when this spirit manifested.  But the spirit 
couldn’t stand it anymore.  He leaped up and said, “we know who you 
are!”  And Jesus said, “you hush!”  Well, that’s another sore point, you 
know.  “Worley talks to demons and that’s wrong.”  Is that so?  Jesus 
said, “He forbade them to speak.”  Would you please read and see why 
He forbade them to speak. 
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Why did he forbid them to speak?  Friend, about a week before the 
crucifixion, the Pharisees knew beyond a shadow of a doubt that Jesus 
Christ was claiming to be the Messiah, the very Son of God.  Once 
they knew for sure that’s what He was claiming it didn’t take them 
very long to get Him on the cross.  Jesus, from the very word go when 
He made public appearances, these demons would pop up and say, 
“You’re the Son of God!  We know you,” and He would say “hush!  You 
be quiet!”  He didn’t do that to the Gadarene because there wasn’t 
anybody there, except His disciples.  But when He was in the 
synagogue, when He was out with a crowd around Him with His 
enemies there, He forbade them to speak and the scripture is explicit.  
It says, “because they knew who He was.”  They were spilling the 
beans.  They identified Him as the Son of God and you see, had He 
allowed that to go on, the Pharisees would have become convinced.  
They would have moved in before His ministry was finished, and God 
had a purpose for His ministry to run a certain time and then His Son 
would give His life.  That was the purpose of God and the will of God.  
The demons were crossing that and that’s why Jesus stopped them 
from talking. 

One reason that people have dropped out of deliverance.  One reason 
they are not knowledgeable in many areas about the demons and how 
they operate.  One reason they are not able to get the demons out is 
because they never under any circumstances will allow the demons to 
talk.  They bind them, they choke them off, and they refuse to let 
them speak.  So what the demons do -- they drop out of sight and 
they say, “now brother you’re free.”  Certainly not!  The demon has 
quieted down so you think he is gone.  He is not. 

I have to tell you this, you won’t carry this out of here, will you?  Glen, 
please cut this off the recording.  I’d hate this to get out on me.  I was 
over someplace, I don’t remember, somewhere across the country, out 
west somewhere, and a demon was screaming at me.  They would just 
scream at me all the time, and I’d tell them, “I’m really a nice old 
man.  You would probably like me if you got to know me.”  And then 
they would have a spasm.  But, anyway, this demon, he was a world 
ruler.  I keep running into these big boys every once in awhile.  He 
was a world ruler.  He said, “Worley!  Why aren’t you a faith 
preacher?”  I drew myself up and I said, “I AM a faith preacher.”  He 
said, “No, you’re not!”  He said, “you just said the faith preachers say 
they just lay hands on somebody and they pray about five minutes 
and they say ‘out in the Name of Jesus!’  ‘Now walk it out brother or 
sister, you’re alright, you’re free!’”  He said, “We don’t even have to 
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manifest to them.”  He said, “but not you.”  “OH!”  He said, “How we 
hate you and that stupid bunch of people who believe like you do!”  He 
said, “You just keep on and on and on and on until you drive a person 
out of their right mind, and we have to manifest and we don’t want 
to!”  I said, “you also have to come out, don’t you.”  He said, “shut 
your mouth!”  Well in that case, I’m glad I’m not a faith preacher 
because that’s their definition. 

But people, a lot of that garbage is going on.  Batting butterflies and 
chasing blackbirds.  Any little kid can say, “shoo!”  And the little 
butterfly demons will go [Worley imitates their sound] and they’re 
gone.  You can take a rock and throw it at a tree full of black birds and 
that whole bunch will go “shoo” and they’re gone.  Well, that’s great.  I 
mean I’m in favor of demons leaving, whatever variety they are.  But 
you grab a rhinoceros by the tail dear friend and you just give it a 
yank and say, “come out of there big boy!”  He’ll turn around and look 
at you and say, “what did you say, you idiot?”  I said, “come out of 
there in Jesus’ Name!”  “No!”  That’s when I want one of those faith 
boys to step up and take over.  Show me what they are talking about.  
I want to see their product.  I don’t want to hear them talk about it.  I 
want to see it done.  And you say, “I have authority over you.”  He 
says, “So what?”  “You’re a defeated enemy!”  He says, “So what? I’m 
not coming out!  I’ve been here for years and I’m not coming out!  I 
don’t want to!”  That can be kind of humbling.  That means you have 
to settle down and go to work.  And friend, work, some people are 
allergic to work.  This will come as a surprise to you.  Some preachers 
and a lot of Christian workers are just downright lazy.  They don’t 
want to work.  They’re the glory boys, you know.  They want it to 
happen quick.  “Woot, woot, woot, woot, woot.  Toot, toot toot, here 
comes the trumpet,” you know.  Well I think it’s not toot the trumpet 
unless you have something tooting about.   

Of course, sometimes you are so tired you don’t feel like tooting too 
much.  Usually after our services we leave the service singing “God’s 
got an army and it’s dragging through the land.”  You know, ha ha.  
When we start the service we’re marching you know, “oh boy!”  But 
after we leave, boy we’re dragging usually.  Well that’s alright.  We’ll 
be back and we’ll be in better shape the next service.  We’ll be ready 
to go again.  Praise the Lord. 

You’ve got to have some people who will pour themselves out for this 
people.  We’ve got to defeat the enemy.  In order to do that, you’ve 
got to be more persistent than he is.  In order to do that you’ve got to 
be more determined than he is.  In order to be that, you’ve got to 
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match him with dedication.  I’ll tell you the people in the devil’s service 
put us to shame. 

Two different people last year brought us word, direct from Africa.  
One was a missionary and one was somebody who had been to Africa.  
On two separate occasions they stood and told our congregation that 
the witches in Africa are going on 30 and 40-day fasts for the explicit 
purpose of breaking up Christian marriages, especially among 
Christian leaders to destroy the force of Christianity in Africa and 
especially in America.  By the way, the dreadful news came over the 
radio this morning that Anita Bryant is divorcing her husband.  Due to 
irreconcilable differences she claims that she is being exploited by her 
husband and others at the expense and they will not let her get into 
her ministry.  She needs to get under her husband’s cover and quit 
worrying about whether she’s got a ministry or not, bless her heart.  
Good woman.  Pray.  Let’s pray this thing will break.  Do you realize 
how much the devil is going to get out of that, how much good he is 
going to get out of that?  “Oh, I thought she was the one that wanted 
the home to be steady.  Ah, ha ha ha.”  You see many in the gay 
community who are into witchcraft have been hurling curses at that 
woman and her husband.  And bless their hearts, they are like many 
fundamental Bible believing Christians.  They have no knowledge nor 
strength against such attack.  Those of us who know more should pray 
definitely and specifically for them.  Amen? 

All right.  Man in the synagogue.  There is no reason to think he wasn’t 
a believer.  He was in a worship place.  The demon exploded.  I’ve 
seen them explode in believers many times.  Now over in Luke, 
chapter 13, verses 11 through 16, Jesus comes in contact with a 
lady who is all bent over and twisted out of shape by deformity.  And 
Jesus said, “this was a daughter of Abraham,” who had been bent with 
a spirit of infirmity, who could not straighten up for 18 years.  He calls 
her a daughter of Abraham.  Do you know what Abraham’s nickname 
is?  In the Bible?  Father of the faithful.  Jesus specifically said she is a 
daughter of Abraham.  This dear believing woman had been bound by 
an evil spirit for 18 long years but thank God Jesus broke its power 
and let that woman go free. 

Oh people listen.  We know so little.  Whatever you do, when you get 
into deliverance.  When you start reading and studying, and when you 
get to working in deliverance and helping people to get free, whatever 
you do, don’t be stupid enough to get puffed up with pride and think 
you know it all.  We are learning every week new things. 
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The fourth book, “Annihilating the Hosts of Hell - The Battle Royale,” is 
over halfway done.  I asked that principality I was talking to on the 
phone in New York, I said, “how do you like the fourth book?”  He said, 
“I hate it!  It’s worse than the others.”  That was encouraging.  It’s 
really good to have it reviewed by the enemy you know. 

We are learning every week that goes by new things of how to defeat 
the enemy.  New insights into how he works and how he gains a 
foothold and thereby how we can destroy them and loose the people of 
God so they can take their spiritual authority and inherit their 
inheritance.  Possess their possessions.  We have not yet seen 
anything of the power that God will unleash through His people when 
they just begin to get free. 

Are you aware that every major revival effort, every great move of 
God has always had casting out of demons in it?  And are you aware 
that you have to dig and dig and dig to find that out because it’s been 
kind of played down and you’ll have to read some of the things that 
were written right at the time it happened?  Because most of the time 
it’s played down to the place you don’t even hear about it.  But 
demons manifested, people barking like dogs, shaking all over, rolling 
on the floor, all kinds of things.  The best documented is the Welsh 
revival, “War on the Saints.”  But most of the other moves of God, 
when you get to digging into them, they started with the casting out of 
demons.  The great Pentecostal movement that started at the turn of 
the century.  What was the main push of it?  Boom, the latter rain.  
Boom, demons.  They were throwing out demons all across the 
country, and for this they were destroyed.  The organized church has 
fought casting out demons ever since when. 

I’ve been doing some digging for the new book.  It will be in the new 
book, quotations from the early church fathers, from the 200s and 
300s right up close to the church itself.  Guess what?  All of them were 
casting out demons in Jesus’ Name.  One nut, I can’t remember 
exactly the quote, but I’ll give you the paraphrase of what he said.  He 
stood before a Roman governor.  He said, “If I cannot cast this evil 
spirit out of this demoniac.  If I cannot set him free in the Name of 
Jesus of Nazareth, then I am a false prophet.”  Wow.  You want to do 
that?  I guess we had better get to practicing a little better, huh? 

It looks like we’ve got a ways to go where we can speak with such 
confidence.  He knew his authority and he set that man free.  People, 
it’s going to get that way again.  You’re going to have to not just talk 
and say “I’m a Christian,” you’re going to prove it.  And you’re going 
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to find out that most of the churches, perhaps 90 percent or more, are 
running on pure soul power.  That’s earthly human enthusiasm, that’s 
good works, good works, rich and creamy good works, sweet and 
lovely.  If the Holy Spirit were to go on vacation, and He were to 
announce, “for two weeks I’m not going to do anything on the earth.”  
Do you realize that the majority of fundamental, Bible believing, Bible 
preaching churches or whatever name they have.  Do you realize that 
their services would be totally uninterrupted?  Do you realize their 
worship would continue?  Do you realize that their preaching would 
continue, they’d continually say, “didn’t our pastor preach a good 
sermon!  So full of the spirit!”  You bet.  Even though the Holy Spirit 
was absent, there was plenty of spirit.  The same kind of spirit that’s 
at an Amway meeting.  That just slipped right out.  Anybody believe 
that?  The same kind of spirit that’s in a Masonic lodge meeting.  The 
same kind of spirit that’s in a super sales meeting.  To get the 
salesmen charged up, “Sell, sell, sell, sell, sell!”  You can do that.  You 
can get a crowd together.  You can build a multi-million dollar building 
which will go under when the crash comes.  They’re mortgaged to the 
hilt.  They’ll never make it through people.  You can do all these 
things, and you don’t need the Holy Spirit at all.  You can start in the 
Spirit and end up in the flesh.  

You know what I hear?  Here is another lie.  I saw a rabbit just run 
right across the trail, I just caught a glimpse of it.  Here is a fallacious 
thing that’s running around the country.  I bump into it every once in a 
while:  “If things are not going right in the service, start off in the flesh 
and you’ll end up in the spirit.”  You sure will, but it won’t be the kind 
of spirit you think it is.  It will be a lovely religious spirit.  Friends, let’s 
start in the Spirit and stay in the Spirit, of the Holy Spirit.  If you are 
dependent on the Holy Spirit for power, you really can’t move without 
Him.   

Now none of us are immune and none of us are omnipotent.  There 
are none of us who know everything that needs to be known.  All of us 
are fallible, full of faults, flaws.  If it were not for the Lord, we would 
all be wiped out.  The demons have said repeatedly, “Worley, if you 
and that stupid bunch of yours had any idea how much power you 
have, how much authority you have and if you knew how to use it, we 
wouldn’t stand a chance!”  Isn’t that encouraging!  I’m so glad I let the 
demons talk.  They just encourage me every once in awhile, you 
know?  I mean they can tell you some encouraging things.  They don’t 
mean to, but the Holy Spirit will verify that the enemy is in 
consternation. 
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Listen people, don’t believe all the fallacious arguments, oh there are 
so many more here.  Daughter of Abraham?  That was a woman who 
was a believer bound by an evil spirit.  Then there was a member in 
Corinth over there.”  I Corinthians 5.  We already read about that.  
In Luke 4:38 you’ll find a spirit of fever was cast out of Peter’s wife’s 
mother, the first Pope’s mother-in-law.  (laughter.)  It does sound kind 
of ridiculous, doesn’t it?  Peter’s wife’s mother.  There is no reason to 
believe that woman was not a believer, and yet a spirit of fever was 
cast out of her, out of a believer.  Then in Acts 10:38, it talks about 
sickness and oppression of the devil.  In Matthew 16:13-23 you’ll 
find Peter making that magnificent confession.  Jesus said, “whom do 
men say that I am?”  And they said, “well some say you’re Elijah and 
some say this, some say that.”  And Jesus said, “But who do you say 
that I am?”  Peter spoke up as a spokesman of the whole group by a 
revelation from God and said, “Thou art the Christ, the Son of the 
Living God.”  Jesus immediately said, “flesh and blood has not 
revealed this to you, Simon Bar Jonah, but my Father, which is in 
Heaven revealed that to you.”  It wasn’t five minutes.  Jesus began to 
talk about His leaving them and being disgraced, and going out in 
disgrace and dying, and Peter began to rebuke Him.  And Jesus turned 
to this man, out of whom had come this magnificent revelation, “Thou 
art the Christ, the Son of the Living God,” he turned to this same man 
five minutes later and said, “get thee behind me Satan!”  “You savor 
not the things of God but of the devil.”  A spirit had gained a foothold 
in Peter to try to discourage the Lord.  Of course, you have to realize 
you know the devil is at a terrible disadvantage attacking Jesus.  The 
devil sent everything he had against Jesus Christ.  It was like a 
rowboat armed with a pea shooter attacking a battle ship.  Really you 
have to kind of feel sorry for the devil.  He really, I mean, you know, 
Jesus Christ took everything He had and just steamed right on to the 
goal, which was to give Himself so that we could be saved. 

Well, over in Acts 8:20-24, Simon the magician had already believed 
and was baptized, but he had been into the occult and those occult 
spirits reared up in him and caused him trouble.  Let’s take a look at 
that.  Kind of an interesting account.  In Acts 8:20, verse 18:  “When 
Simon saw that through the laying on of the apostles’ hands the Holy 
Ghost was given, he offered them money, saying give me also this 
power that on whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive the Holy 
Spirit.”  And Peter goes on and says, “repent,” verse 22 of this thy 
wickedness, and pray God, if the thought of thine heart may be 
forgiven thee.  For you are in the gall of bitterness, and in the bond of 
iniquity.”  
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Now look at this man.  This is a man who had heard and believed but 
he was messed up.  By the way, Peter dealt rather directly with the 
problem, didn’t he?  He didn’t mince words.  He said, “brother you are 
on thin ice.”  Now if that had been today they would have had to call 
counsel.  “Now brother we feel that perhaps there may be merit in 
what you say; however . . .” and they would have circled round and 
around and around.  They never would have got to it.  Peter just 
turned and said, “your money perish with you.”  Some people say, 
“he’s not loving!”  Friend, there was cancer, and he took the only 
remedy; the shock treatment was the only thing Simon could 
understand. 

I need a shock treatment sometimes.  Every once in awhile, you know, 
in deliverance you meet everybody and everybody’s dogs, you know 
they come for help, bless their hearts, they do, they come streaming 
in.  Every once in a while I get somebody and they have a spirit called 
motor mouth.  They can talk the horns off a billy goat.  Sometimes I 
feel like saying “baaaaa.”  I mean they get started and they just won’t 
stop.  They say they want help but really all they want to do is talk.  I 
got to where now I just look at them and I say, “hey look we can stop 
and pray.”  “Well no, I think you need to know about this, about 
grandma’s sore toe….”  I say, “no we already know enough to pray.”  
They say, “well let me tell you this” and then “I’ll tell you this” and 
boy, I mean it goes on and on and on.  One day I looked at a poor 
lady who was doing this and I said, “hey Sis, if you don’t shut up I’m 
not going to pray at all.”  I said, “Either you shut up right now and we 
pray or I’m not going to pray at all.”  She looked at me stunned you 
know.  Well there was no use wasting time.  There were 20 other 
people waiting for prayer.  They didn’t want to talk.  They wanted 
action.  Me too.   

Bind that motor mouth spirit.  I don’t know what its real name is.  
That’s what we call it.  Motor Mouth.  My wife loves to get motor 
mouth.  She is sweet and longsuffering.  She has to be because she 
lives with me.  Say Amen, Hon.  She’ll tell me later on. 

Seriously, there is too much to be done for people who just want to 
waste time.  I used to have a lady, you know I go to bed late.  I used 
to say I’m a hoot owl, but I don’t like owls any more so I don’t say 
that anymore.  I’m a night people.  I go to bed late, and I don’t like 
morning no matter when it comes.  I mean morning, that dreadful 
time of the day, you know.  About midnight to 3:00 in the morning, 
I’m really on high ground.  And Glen, he’s not like that.  He goes to 
bed early and he gets up waking the birds up in the morning.  Uhg.  
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How nauseating.  Yeah, he’s a party pooper.  Now seriously, there was 
a lady, she got in the habit of calling me about 7:00 every morning.  
I’d pick up the phone, “hello?”  After all I’d been in bed almost four 
hours.  “Pastor Worley, I knew you’d want to know so and so.”  And I 
thought, “Lord, restrain me from telling her how I don’t want to know 
about that.”  And she went on winding this little ball of yarn, you 
know, round and round and round.  And I’d just lay there and listen, 
“yeah, uh hum, uh huh … okay uh huh uh hum. . .”  Well, “nah nah 
nah nah nah…”  One morning I was real nasty.  I called her name and 
I said, “look, I’ve been in bed three hours, I’m sleepy, I don’t want to 
talk to you.” Bang.  She quit calling for a while. 

Of course, I’ve had other calls too.  I’ve had some real pleasant ones.  
I remember one time, the phone rang at 3 o’clock in the morning.  I 
said, “Hello?” “This is Beelzebub.”  I said, “I rebuke you in the Name of 
Jesus!”  He said, “Now why did you have to do that!”  I said, “I rebuke 
you in the Name of Jesus!”  He said, “But now you did it again!”  It 
didn’t take long to get rid of him.  He didn’t call any more. 

By the way, you can do that if you get obscene phone calls.  That’s a 
fun time.  Just say, “I rebuke you in the Name of Jesus.  I send the 
angels of God after you.”  They’ll quit calling. 

Really, I go all across the country telling people deliverance is really a 
fun ministry.  I mean if you want an exciting life, something that’s 
different, endless variety, all kinds of interesting people and persons, 
then you get into deliverance.  You will never be bored again.  You 
may never be rested again but you…. [laughs] 

In Acts 5:3, the story of Ananias and Sapphira.  They were in a 
church.  They even came and sold property and brought, but had a 
little scheme to withhold a little bit for a rainy day that became a cloud 
burst, and the day they brought it forward, there was a gully washer.  
Peter looked at them and said, “why has Satan filled your heart to lie 
to the Holy Ghost?”  Don’t say Ananias and Sapphira were lost.  They 
were believers who had been seized by a carnal spirit of covetousness 
which led them to lie to the Holy Spirit.  Peter pointed that out.  He 
said, “you sold the property and it was yours.  If you just wanted to 
give part of it, why did you come and say, ‘we’re giving this much,’ but 
you came and said ‘we have given all.’  Therefore you lied.”  That was 
where the dreadful sin was. 

In II Corinthians 12:7, you’re gonna have real trouble with that one.  
Paul was buffeted by a messenger in the flesh.  Maybe he wasn’t 
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saved.  You want to try that approach?  That doesn’t work too well, 
does it?  You wouldn’t find many heroes there, I mean they’d say, “uh 
ah, can’t go that route.”  Well then if he wasn’t, he himself by his own 
testimony said he was buffeted by a messenger of Satan in his flesh.  I 
know, you know, they come “upon you.”  They’re pressing from the 
“outside.”  He said “it’s in my flesh.”  But then, Dr. Haggard is so 
radical, he found a place over there where Paul got rid of it.  Maybe 
he’ll tell you about it.  I was gonna do that but I couldn’t remember it, 
Marcus, where it was.  All right, just go ahead and chill out Marcus.  
Galatians 3:14.  I forgot how ugly you are Marcus.  In 
II Corinthians 11:4 it gets even thicker.  Look at that a moment.  
II Corinthians 11:4.  Some of these scriptures have been totally 
overlooked by the enemies of deliverance.  It’s as if they never even 
saw them at all.  Verse 3 of Chapter 11, Second Corinthians:  “But 
I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled (or bewitched or 
cast a spell on) Eve through his subtilty, so your minds should be 
corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ.  For if he that cometh 
preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or if you…” 
Who is this written to by the way?  To the believers in Corinth, right?  
So we would not be stretching at all, “if you believers in Corinth 
receive another spirit,” is it possible for believers to receive another 
spirit?  Why would Paul warn them about it?  An impossibility.  If you 
receive another spirit which you have not received, now they had 
received the Holy Spirit, they had received also the spirits of God.  
When Marcus begins to preach on the spirits of God, he will show you 
how that in the letters that Paul wrote he was constantly loosing the 
spirits of God on the people he wrote to.  A glorious truth that’s been 
overlooked.  But God never did overlook it, He’s uncovering it for our 
blessing and our benefit.  “If you receive another spirit that you have 
not received,” Paul would never have written that were it not possible 
to receive another spirit. 

Now, look at Galatians, chapter 3.  Galatians Chapter 3 and look 
down to verse 1:  “O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched (or cast a 
spell on) you, that ye should not obey the truth, before whose eyes 
Jesus Christ hath been evidently set forth, crucified among you?  The 
Galatians had had a spell cast on them.  Bewitched is a term of magic, 
witchcraft and he said, “who has done this to you that you should 
believe and not obey the truth after you had already known it?”  This, 
by the way, this Galatian letter will help you to understand why a lot of 
believers who know better are not doing better.  And why they have 
been exposed to the truth and will turn their back on it and do the 
opposite.  Why they will see a miracle you see them a week later and 
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they say, “oh I don’t believe that.”  Why they see a demon cast out 
and seemingly they are all convinced and say “yes it’s right, it’s really 
true, I didn’t see it before but now I understand it.”  You see them two 
days later, they’ve been over to their pastor and he said, “why a 
Christian can’t have a demon.”  “Really?”  “Why of course not, you 
know you are spirit-filled, you know this and you know that ...,” and 
you see them again, “nope, no way.”  “But you saw it!”  “Well no, but 
it’s not true.  It’s not right.  I can’t explain it, but it’s still not right.”  
It’s unbelievable. 

I’ll tell you something else.  People who are in a church under the 
authority of a pastor, who teaches you cannot have a demon, seldom 
can be helped in deliverance.  Let that soak in.  This has been 
discovered on the warfare field.  Dr. Haggard called me about it once. 
He said, “Win,” he said, “we’ve just found out something.  I don’t 
know whether you have bumped into this or not.  He said, “we had a 
boy in deliverance and he was coming along just fine and he had 
several sessions and was getting better all the time and all of a sudden 
the deliverance suddenly shut off.  He couldn’t figure out what 
happened.  Suddenly it wouldn’t work anymore.  He wasn’t making 
any more headway.  As a matter of fact he started backtracking a 
little, losing ground.  He had started going to a fellowship that put 
itself under the authority of a pastor who taught fervently no Christian 
could have a demon, and his own deliverance was stopped dead in its 
tracks.  You’d better stay away from the literature and the tapes of 
people who believe that a Christian can’t have a demon.  You will pick 
that thing up in your spirit if you are not careful, and it can block your 
own deliverance.  I’m not telling you what to do.  I’m telling you where 
some warning signs are.  Be careful.  This thing is very very strong 
and the devil is against it. 

Now look at I Timothy 4:1 please.  Very interesting passage where 
Paul writes:  “Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter 
times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, 
and doctrines of demons.”  Do you think people haven’t been seduced 
by spirits away from the truth?  Friend, everywhere I go I find people 
who used to do deliverance.  They now “found a better way, a higher 
ministry.”  The demons have repeatedly offered to put me into a 
“higher ministry.”  A higher ministry pays better financially, it gets a 
lot of crowds and most of the people like you instead of throwing up 
their hands in horror when you come to town.  They’ll pack the 
auditoriums to see you rather than to throw up their hands and 
scream and say, “oh he’s come again that terrible man.”  The higher 
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ministries are lovely.  Demons have told me, “we would offer you this 
higher ministry,” but he said “you’re too blankety blank smart.  You 
would figure out what we were doing so we’re just going to tell you flat 
out we want to buy you.”  He said, “we fooled some of the others but 
they were stupid.  They actually thought their god told them to move 
out of deliverance into these other ministries.”  You’re welcome. 

Be careful people, don’t let anything get you off the trail.  Deliverance 
is the thing the devil hates with a fervency and a passion that’s hard 
for us to understand.  Seducing spirits, doctrines of demons, you can 
fall into it, you are not immune. 

Now we’re running late.  Glen set the clock fast.  I want to give you 
just a rundown of a brief outline.  You can jot these scriptures and 
check them.  I won’t have time to develop them at all.  I want to show 
you something that demons in Christians is presented in type in the 
scriptures.  Do you know what a type is?  That’s a scriptural picture 
that gives you an overview of truth.  Where is the temple of God 
today?  What?  Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy 
Spirit?  Let me give you interesting some scriptures here.  That’s in 
I Corinthians 6:19 by the way.  This human body temple can be 
invaded, can be raped by seducing spirits, corrupted and can be 
destroyed, right?  The temple.  Man defiles the temple.  That’s talked 
about in I Corinthians 6:13-19.  

Now I want you to see a picture.  In II Thessalonians 2, 3 and 4, 
Paul discusses the Antichrist and he talks about the Antichrist who sits 
as God in the temple of God and defiles the temple.  Are you following 
me?  That Antichrist who is sitting in the temple of God is a picture of 
what happens in the believer who is the temple of God.  That vicious 
spirit sits in there as God and wants to take charge, to rule, to wreck 
and to ruin, exactly what the Antichrist plans to do on the earth.  But 
in miniature, you’re seeing it in the believers already working.  Spirit 
of Antichrist. 

You might want to jot down some references to the son of perdition 
which is one of the titles of the Antichrist.  In John 17:12, John 
6:70, and in John 13:27.  I just want to drop that on you to let you 
know that this thing about the Antichrist being in the temple of God.  
If you don’t think a demon is Antichrist, you’d better think again.  
Demons sitting in the temple of God as God.  You don’t have to be in 
deliverance very long until a demon looks at you and says, “I’m in 
charge here.  Leave us alone.  He belongs to us.  She belongs to us.  
You leave us alone!”  What we need in these days is to quit quibbling 
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and splitting hairs and get down to the business of doing what Jesus 
said. 

He said, “these signs shall” – a legal term – “shall” – meaning without 
a doubt.  These signs shall without a doubt follow those who do what? 
Believe.  What is the first and primary reason people do not cast out 
demons?  They do not believe.  They may believe Jesus is the Christ.  
They may believe He was born of a virgin.  They may believe He rose 
from the grave.  They may believe a lot of good sound Bible doctrine 
but they do not believe what He said about casting out demons.  
Therefore they don’t do it.  “Those who believe in my Name shall they 
cast out devils.” 

If you’re here tonight and you’ve never asked Jesus in your heart, 
that’s the main thing you need to settle.  If you haven’t asked Jesus 
into your heart or you’re not sure you have, by all means ask Him into 
your heart tonight.  Jesus said, “behold I stand at the door and knock.  
If any man hear my voice and open the door I’ll come in.”  If you’ve 
never asked Him in or you’re not sure about it, by all means ask Him 
to come in. 

Pray something like this: 

“Lord Jesus, if I’ve never really asked you in my heart before, I’m 
asking You here and now, come into my heart and save me from all of 
my sins.” 

If He is not in your heart He will come in.  If He is there already, He 
will tell you why you are confused.  You can’t lose that way.  You say, 
“supposing I do that and nothing happens?”  Then you come to the 
front and see me or Brother Glen or one of the other workers up here 
and say I need to talk to somebody about salvation.  Get it fixed on 
the word of God, that will never change.  Once it’s fixed then you are 
on your way.  You say, “that’s not my problem.  I’m being driven, I’m 
being harassed, I’m being tormented.  It’s producing compulsive 
behavior.”  Then you’re talking about the work of demons.  “These 
signs shall follow those who believe.  In my Name shall they cast out 
demons.”  And that isn’t a question, that’s an absolute statement.  If 
that’s your problem, by all means seek help in the mighty Name of 
Jesus Christ. 

We’re going to pray for some people and we’re going to put a cut-off 
limit on it because but we’re planning to run a pretty intense thing 
here but we will pray for some people tonight if we can to get you 
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free.  There are workers here who believe.  The people who believe 
are the ones who can cast out evil spirits.  Can we stand and sing “I 
believe in the Lord.”  
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#2 - Forgiveness 

Excerpt (1:00 to 18:33) 
with Renunciation Prayer from 

Forgiveness and the Occult Sermon 

June 28, 1979 Sunday Prayer Meeting Arkansas 

By Win Worley 

 

The first bunch of underbrush we go after is in the area of forgiveness.  
Jesus taught us to pray in the model prayer:  Matthew 6:12:  
"Forgive us our trespasses as or with the same measure that we 
forgive others."  You and I build up a lot of resentment and 
unforgiveness in our lifetime because we have not been taught how to 
deal with this.  It’s not optional, by the way, that you forgive people 
who hurt or disappoint you.  And the right or wrong involved in the 
hurt is not important.  I mean by that is we must forgive them even 
when they don't deserve forgiveness, especially when they don't 
deserve forgiveness.  A lot of people you know would say, "Oh, it was 
really my fault so I can forgive them for what they did."  That’s very 
generous of you.  But you know, when it comes to forgiving somebody 
who does us hurt or causes us deep disappointment and it isn’t our 
fault, and it’s mostly their fault or all their fault, we feel very justified 
in saying "well, I’m just not going to forgive them.”  We talk to our 
friends and they say “I don’t blame you.”  So we feel very righteous 
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about the whole thing until we come to the model prayer.  And Jesus 
said, we must forgive.  It’s not optional.  It’s absolutely essential that 
you forgive people who have hurt or disappointed you.  Now, I want to 
show you how to forgive people tonight if you don't know how.  And 
then from now on, be sure that you do it when people hurt or 
disappoint you. 

It’s amazing how many people go through these services and then six 
months later I meet them and they’ve built up another stack of 
resentment because they didn't take care of those things as they 
happened.  As long as we live on this earth there are people who are 
going to hurt or disappoint us.  Now, hurt and disappointment comes 
from those who are close to us.  Those who are distant from us can 
seldom hurt us deeply and bounce us around a little bit, but the people 
who really hurt us are the ones that we are close to.  Mothers and 
fathers hurt children. And you say, “oh well you know mom and dad, 
they are great people you know, they would never hurt me.”  Now that 
wasn’t the way you always felt.  When you are little, they hurt and 
disappointed you.  And if you haven’t dealt with those 
disappointments, then it’s entirely possible you have a festering root of 
bitterness in you that will defile your whole experience and you won’t 
know where the problem is coming from.  And you need to get rid of it 
just like you need to get rid of a rotten tooth because it will poison 
your whole system.  Forgiveness is not optional.  You must forgive 
those who have hurt or disappointed you in the past.  Mothers and 
fathers disappoint children.  Children disappoint their parents and 
cause deep hurt and disappointment.  Husbands and wives hurt each 
other.  Ex-husbands and ex-wives are experts at this sort of thing.  
And close friends, close relatives hurt and disappoint each other.  
Preachers hurt people.  People hurt Preachers.  Teachers sometimes 
are good candidates for hurting people.  But whatever the hurt or 
disappointment that has come to you as a result of somebody else’s 
actions, words or deeds, you must forgive them.  You say, “but they 
don’t deserve forgiving.”  That may be very true.  And let me ask you 
this, did you deserve for Jesus to forgive you when He saved you?  
Have you ever deserved His forgiveness since then?  Have you ever 
deserved His forgiveness a single day of your life since you were born 
again?  And yet you and I have claimed that forgiveness, haven’t we?  
I hope we have.  1 John 1:9, "If we confess our sins, He is faithful 
and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness."  But we claim forgiveness we did not earn, right?  
As an old song said, "He paid a debt He did not owe.”  He also forgives 
us of things we do not deserve forgiveness for.  Did you ever analyze 
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how many dumb and stupid things you do?  It’s easier to analyze 
somebody else’s dumb and stupid things, but I mean did you ever do 
yours?  We really just stick our head in the lion's mouth a lot of times, 
when the enemy is moving against us.  And we need to learn to accept 
the fact that we are the recipients of undeserved forgiveness. 

Now the Lord Jesus wants us to enter into the experience of that kind 
of grace.  Whereby we extend that to somebody else.  And you say 
“eew, that’s hard.”  That’s right, and that’s why He wants you to do it.  
You and I need because of the grace of God shown toward us to be 
forgiving and loving towards those who have hurt and disappointed us.  
And if we are not willing to do that, then we’re going to give roots for 
unforgiveness, bitterness and resentment to take in our old sin nature.  
By the way that’s where the demons operate.  They operate in the old 
sin nature, and you are providing the kind of fertilizer they grow best 
in.  When you provide them with some fodder, “I just hate her.  I can’t 
stand her.  You hussy, took my husband!  That old reprobate cheated 
us out of all our money!”  You’re going to have to forgive them.  It’s 
not worth what it’s costing you.  The luxury of holding that 
unforgiveness, resentment and bitterness in your heart is costing you 
so much it’s not worth it at all friend.  Tell you something else.  You 
are going to have to ask the Lord to bless them.  You say “uh ah, woe!  
Back up.  No, no, no.  No way!  I was going along with you pretty well 
until then preacher, but forget it!  That ole hussy grabbed somebody 
else’s husband as soon as she got mine.  She is still on the trail.  That 
ole man is still working everybody out of everything they’ve got.”  But 
you see what your problem is you don’t know what God means by 
blessing.  If a person is unsaved what’s the best blessing that God 
could give to them?  Are you really so angry with them that you don’t 
want them to get saved?  Oh you say, “well that’s different.  I hadn’t 
thought about that.”  Now I know what you are thinking, you are 
thinking bless what they are doing.  No. When you ask God to bless 
somebody, you don’t ask Him to bless what they’re doing.  The 
blessing they need is what He will give them.  You say “yeah but the 
one I know of professes to know the Lord.  How about them?”  What’s 
the best blessing that an erring child of God can have?  To be brought 
back to the Lord.  Are you so angry with them that you don’t want 
them to come back to the Lord?  You say, “well no, but Lord drag them 
back over a few roots as you get them back.”  No, no.  We’re too ugly 
in our spirit yet to decide how it is done.  Let’s just leave it up to the 
Lord how He brings them to himself.  I’ve had people, they’ve got that 
gleam in their eye when I said that.  They thought, “yeah, that did 
good.  Slam them around good, scare the daylights out of them and 
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then bring them back to yourself.”  You just see it written all over 
them.  No, No.  We just leave it to the Lord how He blesses them.  
Okay?  That would be better.  

I know when I was teaching school we always had rules in the 
classroom.  The first week I told them I was the dragon.  That was my 
nick name.  That was because I ate children.  You ought to see those 
little sixth graders sit there with their eyes popping.  And they’d go 
hee hee hee.  And I didn’t laugh and they had a little smile that just 
went [Worley makes a face].  I told them I was old, ugly, cranky and 
mean and that it took me years to get that way and that if they got 
me upset I would just be absolutely impossible to live with and they 
were gonna have to live with me nine miserable months.  And if they 
got me upset enough I would have a nervous spell.  Right in the 
classroom.  Now they didn’t know what that was, but they looked me 
over and decided they didn’t want me to have that, whatever it was.  
And I had beautiful order in my classroom. 

One time the principal came down to see us.  We had rented a church 
basement for a class, they had overflow class, and I was down there 
with some 4th and 5th graders.  So the principal came down to see how 
we were doing.  He was sitting at my desk and we were talking.  Some 
of the kids were busy when he came in.  But you know how kids will 
do.  They got chirping around and a couple of them got up and got 
moving around.  They were talking and having a good time.  I didn’t 
even look up.  I said, “I feel a nervous spell coming on,” and I just 
went on talking to the principal.  And boy those boys jumped the desk 
and got in there and all the books went up.  And I just went on talking 
to the principal.  That’s all I said.  I didn’t even look up.  I said, “I feel 
a nervous spell coming on.”  And he said, “what in the world is a 
nervous spell?”  And I said, “well, they don’t know but they don’t want 
me to have one, whatever it is.”  Oh we had a ball in school, but the 
kids learned. 

God is trying to teach us to enter into the grace of forgiveness.  One 
way he does this is to cause us to follow his example in forgiving those 
who hurt and disappoint us.  Now you say, “yeah, that sounds real 
nice, but I don’t want to.”  Okay then you will develop arthritis and 
cancer eventually.  Boy it’s always gets quiet when I announce that.  
Those particular spirits are drawn to that kind of atmosphere where 
there is unforgiveness which results in bitterness and resentment.  
When those spirits grab hold of you friend, you are setting yourself up 
for many hurtful things.  It’s not worth it.  Believe me.  Anybody who 
comes to us with cancer or arthritis, the first thing we do is take them 
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through forgiveness.  And the first thing they tell us is “I don’t have 
anything in my heart against anybody.”  And then we know for sure 
they do.  Not that they’re lying.  They really believe they don’t have 
anything in their heart.  But you keep digging and you will find, oh 
boy, a whole nest of disappointments.  But I’ll tell you, of course, in a 
place like this people say, “well wait a minute, I know dear old sister 
so and so, she was the sweetest little Christian, would do just anything 
for anybody, this dear old man loved everybody, would give you the 
shirt off his back, the sweetest little Christian man and you mean to 
tell me that cancer and that arthritis was rooted in that kind of thing?”  
Well, of course, people who are kind and giving of themselves get hurt 
more than other people because they do things for unworthy and 
wicked people who turn around and hurt them.  But because of the 
way that person usually is, the person who is doing the giving, they 
say, “it’s all right.  I don’t mind.”  But inside they are hurt.  And they 
don’t know how to deal with it and because they haven’t been taught 
how to deal with it, it builds up and it lays the groundwork for the 
enemy to do a savage attack on them.  I think that’s sad.  I think it’s 
glorious to get to go and rip the covers off and show people how to get 
rid of this mess and how to keep it out of our lives.  Don’t give the 
enemy grounds to operate.  Demons always have to have a ground to 
operate on. They have to have legal holds, legal grounds to operate 
on.  They cannot just jump on you like a bunch of flies.  That was a 
comfort to me when I found that out because when I first got into this 
I thought, “oh my lands we are surrounded by all these millions of 
horrible things and oh my what are we gonna do you know?  Which 
ones are going to light on you next?”  What a blessing it is to know 
they can’t just light on you at will.  They do have to have a reason.  
Now they’ll try to make you think they don’t.  But they do.  There has 
got to be an open door somewhere.  When you and I are hit by curses 
there is a reason.  I am trying to find out more about curses so we can 
learn how to close those doors and become impervious to the darts of 
the enemy and then we will be able to walk in more victory than we’ve 
had before.   

You and I need to close all the legal doors that have been opened.  
And a legal door to attack you is through unforgiveness, bitterness and 
resentment.  Now other things other than cancer and arthritis can and 
will come.  But those are two of the horrible ones that are almost sure 
to be there.  What you have to do is actually forgive the person.  
Because it’s an act of the will and not the emotion, it’s not as hard to 
do as you think.  Some people say, “I will not forgive.”  That means “I 
won’t do it, will not.”  But if you can will not to forgive, you can also 
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will to forgive.  It’s a matter of making up your mind to do it.  You 
don’t have to consult the devil about it.  Just do it.  Did you ever do 
something you didn’t want to do but you just made up your mind you 
were going to do it any how?  Because it was right and it was the thing 
to do?  Did you know that Christians need that kind of discipline in 
their lives?  What a bunch of bandi waste, we have to only do “which I 
feel like.”  Well if you do what you feel like you’re not going to do 
much that’s worthwhile.  Did you know that? God wants some 
disciplined men and women who are willing to put themselves under 
discipline.  Remember what Paul said, if we would judge ourselves, 
God would not need to judge us? Do you know enough to judge 
yourself in areas of your life?  Well certainly.  And if you’ll bring 
judgment on your own sins and present them to the Father and get 
them rectified, God won’t have to come along and knock on your door.  
Now if you have things in your heart against people, or you think you 
do.  You say, “well, I’m not sure.”  Well, if you are in doubt, go ahead 
and forgive them anyway.  It won’t hurt to forgive them and then if 
you do have something against them, it will cancel it out.  And if you 
don’t have, it’s not going to hurt anything.  That’s one of the nice 
things about deliverance and renouncing things is if you don’t have it, 
it’s not going to hurt to renounce it.  But it will hurt if you have it and 
you don’t renounce it.  Amen? 

Renunciation Prayer: 

If you want to take part in this we’re just going to go through a simple 
prayer.  I’m going to ask you to bow your head and close your eyes 
when we start.  You can pray standing on your head, swinging through 
the air on a trapeze, or whatever.  But the reason I ask people to bow 
their heads and to close their eyes is because we are so nosey by 
nature that if we were praying and something moved out of the corner 
of our vision, we would be distracted.  If we close our eyes then we 
are going to concentrate on what we’re doing.  That’s the only reason.  
I don’t want you thinking we have some kind of mysterious formula 
we’re going through.  It’s just a very practical thing to concentrate our 
attention on what we are praying about.  I don’t want you to be 
interested in what other people are praying.  You concentrate on what 
God is saying to you.  And we are going to have a private session right 
now.  This will be just as private as it can be.  Because everybody will 
be tending to their own business and won’t be paying any attention to 
you. 

If you want to take part, you just follow with me: 
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“Father in Heaven, I come to You now, in the Name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ.  I confess to you that in the past, I have not loved but have 
held unforgiveness, bitterness and resentment in my heart against 
certain people who have hurt or disappointed me.  I recognize this as 
sin.  I confess it to you as sin Father, and I claim forgiveness in Jesus’ 
Name.  Specifically, I do now forgive the following people who have 
hurt or disappointed me.”   

Now, I want you to mention their names quietly to the Lord, those who 
come to mind.  And they will pop into your mind just like pop corn.  
You won’t have to strain for them.  The ones the Holy Spirit is 
concerned about will come to mind quickly. 

“I forgive all these people that I can remember and I ask You to bless 
them.  And I promise You Father that in the future, when people hurt 
or disappoint me, I will quickly forgive them in Jesus’ Name and to 
please and honor Him in my life.” 

Now as simple as that may seem, legally this robs the demons of 
grounds to operate.  And if you have deep hurt in your heart, we’re 
finding increasingly that deep hurt is one of the big handicaps to 
getting people free.  Deep wounds in the spirit that have come as a 
result of traumatic mistreatment, psychological, physical or emotional 
at the hands of somebody else.  So this robs them of grounds, and if 
they’re there they won’t come out yet.  We’ll get them right at the 
end.  
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#3 - The Occult 

Excerpt (18:34 to 58:00) 
with Renunciation Prayer from 

“Forgiveness & The Occult” Sermon 
 

June 28, 1979 Sunday Prayer Meeting Arkansas 

By Win Worley 

 

There is another area that is vital for you and me to explore and 
understand as being deadly to our spiritual well being.  It’s called the 
occult.  Most of you are familiar with it to some extent.  Let me 
mention some common things in the occult.  We’re in an occult 
revolution, a revival. It’s on every hand.  Let me say.  Although, I’m 
not going to stop to give you scripture references.  You can look up 
everything I’m going to say and you will find out it’s backed up by 
scripture.  In the Bible every single work of the occult carries the 
death penalty without exception.  That’s what God thinks of it.  You 
just touch it and you could be killed.  God wiped out cities.  He ordered 
men, women, children, babies, even animals slaughtered in cities that 
were ripe, were running over with witchcraft.  The reason for that was 
that the infection from the demonic is so contagious, He wanted no 
source of infection for His people.  If you study the children of Israel 
going into the land, wherever they were disobedient and passed over a 
group, contrary to what God told them to do, those people became 
problems to them.  Because they were constantly getting tangled up in 
their demonic worship services, the demonic was constantly flowing 
back.  Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live was God’s command.  Now 
witchcraft of any kind, white, grey or black, are all the same rotten 
hellish thing.  And they must be rooted out and ferreted out.  And in 
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Christian lives, there is no place for them whatsoever.  We need to 
realize they are teaching everybody.  They are down into the junior 
high schools and even getting into the elementary schools with this 
stuff now.  And they are teaching witchcraft.  We have a young lady in 
our church who regularly requested prayer for her high school.  Her 
English teacher was playing rock music in the classroom and was 
teaching them witchcraft.  This was at a public high school in Indiana.  
And it’s going on people, the kids are being subjected to this.  They’re 
putting out the spells and potions and all of this kind of stuff and 
teaching them to play with this stuff.  The Ouija Board.  Parker 
Brothers sells two to three million of those things every year.  And 
that’s nothing in the world but an old occult device.  Every person that 
plays with this thing comes under occult suppression.  And if you’ve 
got it in your home, you’ve got one in your closet.  There is also a 
demon in every single rock album or tape that has been pressed.  And 
if you want to see how many demons you’ve got, go to your record 
cabinet and count.  You’ve got at least one for every record or tape 
you’ve got that’s done by rock musicians.  The whole thing is demonic.  
The whole scene is demonic.  I know some people don’t like this.  “I 
knew that preacher was going to get ugly.”  That’s right.  You ought to 
hear the spirits talk sometime.  You ought to hear the spirit of Mick 
Jagger tell you what he thinks of Jesus.  I’ve talked with him.  Have 
you?  I’ll tell you another shocker.  You ought to hear what some of 
these Christian rock artists spirits say about Jesus.  Down in 
Mississippi we had a cleaning house.  I didn’t know who they were.  
They had a list of 20 somebody brought in.  I started down the list and 
those things started popping up like pop corn.  Christian rock artists.  
And I said, “what do you think of Jesus?”  They cursed and swore and 
said, “you know Worley but these fools don’t know.  Why did you 
come?  We had them hoodwinked till you got here.”  We got the hood 
off, I’ll tell you that.  There was some album and tape breaking and 
smashing going on.  Some people got free, thank God.  Be careful.  
The devil has infiltrated so much.  You are going to have to walk 
cautiously. 

Okay, sorcery.    And you know that sorcery, of course, comes from 
Pharmakeia which is the drugs, the occult induced by drugs.  
Everybody who has been in the drug scene from grass on into the hard 
stuff, you’ve all been involved in sorcery.  And sorcery, you know 
drugs is instant insanity, instant demonic power over you.  If you want 
to drop the hedges in your mind fast, do it with drugs.  Alcohol will do 
the same thing.  It just takes a little longer.  But with drugs it’s instant 
insanity.  And if you have popped a few pills, smoked some grass, 
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you’ve got them.  It’s like a dog that’s got fleas.  There is no telling 
what all you picked up.  You thought it didn’t make much difference.  
But friend every demon in the country that wanted to jump on could 
jump on when you opened all the gates.  And drugs will do this for 
you. 

Automatic writing, handwriting analysis, fortune telling, card laying, 
tarot, laying cards, you know, where they tell your fortune, crystal 
ball, palm reader, tea leaves, whatever form it takes, it’s all occult and 
every bit of it has the death penalty on it from God.  Astrology and 
horoscopes.  Did you ever read them in the newspaper and laugh?  It’s 
not funny.  You had better confess it as sin and avoid that mess from 
here on.  Signs of the zodiac in your house are loaded with occult 
power.  You had better get rid of them.  While you are at it, throw out 
your frogs and owls.  You won’t need those either.  Hypnosis under 
any pretense or purpose is strictly demonic.  ESP, levitation, you 
know, that’s table tipping, lifting people with your fingers, all that neat 
kind of thing that goes on.  It’s all done by occult power.  When you 
are present when this stuff is going on, you can come under occult 
subjection from this.  A lot of the kids, you know, play this kind of 
levitation and séance.  They play these games at their slumber parties 
and things.  Very dangerous, not funny.  Clairvoyance and if you’ve 
gone to a séance, you’ve got them.  You lay yourself wide open.  If 
you’ve attended Christian Science meetings you’ve probably got them 
too.  Christian Science, you know that Grape nuts is neither grapes nor 
nuts and Christian Science is neither science nor scientific.  Mary Baker 
Eddy’s religion is nothing but an occult science, if you want to call it 
that.  Same thing for Mormonism, Jehovah’s Witnesses, all of those 
are occult religions.  If you’ve dug into those things, you are loaded 
with occult sprits from those powers. 

All right, curses, fetishes, charms, enchantments.  You gals, if you’ve 
got any little crosses with the loop on top, you know the Ankh, that’s 
the fertility goddess of Egypt.  It’s the lust Goddess.  You wear that 
thing, you are opening yourself to spirits of lust to come at you.  
Anybody who knows what that means wonders why you are wearing it.  
You say, “I don’t believe that.”  Look it up in Britannica and see what 
they say.  A-N-K-H.  The Ankh.  And then, of course, the little Italian 
horn means, “I trust the devil for my finances.”  That’s the little wiggly 
horn, cute little thing.  That’s what you ‘re telling people.  I would be 
careful about the five-pointed star, you know, that’s the old 
pentagram.  If you don’t know what that’s used for, you’d better study 
and find out what witches do.  Hexagrams and Star of David, poor old 
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David had nothing to do with that star.  Neither did Solomon.  That’s 
all a lie from the devil.  You use a hexagram to make hexes, that’s 
where we got the word.  I’ll tell you something else that’s occult, that’s 
passed over a lot of times, that’s the Freemasons.  They are not free 
at all.  They’re bound.  And they won’t know they are bound until they 
try to get loose.  Boy, when they pull loose and that noose comes up 
tight on their neck, then they will suddenly realize they are tied.  
Everything in the Freemasons, their symbols and everything about 
their ritual, everything goes right back to the Babylon mystery 
religion.  You need to read Babylon Mystery Religion and some other 
material that’s available.  It will make you knowledgeable.  We don’t 
need to swallow hook, line and sinker what everybody has said.  We 
need to find out where these things are coming from.  And they are 
purely from the devil. 

Edgar Cayce is a witch, you know, and Jean Dixon.  She is a witch.  If 
you study their writings very much, chances are you got their spirits.  
There are spirits in those writings.  Jean Dixon -- some people say, 
“Well, I didn’t know she was a witch.  I thought she was a very 
religious woman.”  She is.  She can be very religious and be a witch.  
If a snake crawled in bed with you, wrapped around you, looked into 
your eyes and said, “look to the east for wisdom,” would you think 
that was God?  Most of you would say no.  Well that’s what she 
thought.  It’s in her biography.  If you were a prophetess of the Lord 
would you lay cards and consult astrological prognostication? Or would 
you gaze into a crystal ball to get your predictions so you could write 
for the newspaper your prophecy?  She does.  That’s where she gets 
them. Isn’t that neat?”  And look at how many people are following the 
witch, and when you do that, you get the spirits. 

Many kinds of eastern religion - transcendental meditation - oh that’s a 
good shortcut to insanity too.  Transcendental meditation -- blank your 
mind, become passive. Let the devil take over.  You can do this with 
mantras, you can do it other ways.  However you slice it, Silva mind 
control, transcendental meditation under the gurus or whatever, all of 
it is the same rotten mess. It’s designed to open your mind to mind 
control which is one of the most difficult spirits to remove, one of the 
most blinding things. 

Now, Yoga.  Yoga is a nice thing.  All of the exercises are designed to 
open your body to demons, especially the lotus position opens you to 
lust spirits like you wouldn’t believe.  They’re teaching this in PE 
classes and also in some natural childbirth classes.  Be careful.  If you 
want exercise, there are plenty of good ones but don’t do the yoga 
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exercises because even the positions of the body open you up to 
demonic infestation.  Don’t ask me how they do it.  I just know they 
do.  I don’t know how many dozens and dozens of demons we’ve 
pulled out of people that came into them through yoga, through the 
positions.  And the demons said, “she didn’t know.  She thought if she 
didn’t do the meditation, it wouldn’t hurt.  She just did the positions.”  
Well you say, “well it feels so comfortable.”  Well, of course, they have 
to give you something, dummy.  You know, I mean if it didn’t relax 
you or give you some benefit, you wouldn’t do it.  Be careful.  The 
devil sugar coats a lot of his pills.  But he doesn’t tell you what that 
bitter inside is all about. 

All right, karate, of course, is purely demonic as is kung fu, Chinese 
karate, jujitsu and all the martial arts.  They will fill you with murder, 
violence and lust.  Those are three of the kingpins that are always 
found in karate.  You say, “are you sure?”  Oh yes.  Delivered several 
black belts.  Got a nice souvenir from one karate chop from a Moody 
Bible Institute preacher but it wasn’t him, it was something inside him.  
Didn’t like me too well.  It was healed on the spot.  Some people 
prayed Jesus and laughed at the devil.  Praise the Lord.  That’s what 
we call getting battle scars and first aid on the battle field.  It 
demonstrates the power of Jesus over anything the enemy can swing 
at you.  You get nicked every once and awhile if you are on the front 
lines.  Nothing serious. 

All right, of course, I Ching, Hare Krishna, Zen Buddhism, astral 
projection or Eckankar, reincarnation, psychic heredity, water 
witching.  Why do you think they call it witching?  Sure it’s done by 
demon power.  Of course Jezebel comes under the witchcraft business.  
All of these things and many more are in the occult realm.  If you’ve 
been involved in any of these, you say, “oh but that was before I was 
saved.”  Well, hip hip hooray.  You know something? God says that 
there is a curse to the third and fourth generation on those who come 
in contact with this stuff.  You don’t have to sleep in bed with 
somebody with smallpox to get the disease.  All you have to do is 
touch the sheets.  You say, “where do you get that?”  Well, the Bible 
teaches very clearly there are only two sources of supernatural power 
and knowledge.  One is the legitimate source, that’s through the Word 
of God, the Holy Spirit, God the Son and God the Father.  That’s 
legitimate.  Other sources are illegitimate.  If they are not empowered 
by God the Father, Son, the Holy Spirit or the Word of God, then your 
source of power and information is illegitimate and it comes from the 
other side.  Satan has the supernatural power and knowledge 
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dispensing station.  And if you want to take a shortcut and you don’t 
want to fool around with that ‘ole Bible, and you don’t want to wait 
around with waiting on the Lord for an answer, you want to push to a 
shortcut?  I’ll guarantee you there is another station broadcasting.  
And if you’re that eager, you will be so dumb you won’t know the 
difference.  When the signal comes through, you will think it’s God 
talking.  You will get an answer, it will be supernatural.  And of course, 
most people are so stupid. They think that anything supernatural is 
from God.  Anything supernatural needs to be checked.  1 John 4:1:  
Beloved, try the spirits to see if they be of God.  You don’t just swallow 
everything that comes along.  That’s what a fish does.  Swallows 
everything that comes along and gets hooked.  Anybody got a hook in 
their jaw?  You swallow everything the devil puts out without checking 
it.  Now God doesn’t mind you checking.  Did you know that? He is the 
one that said, “come now and let us reason together.” (Isaiah 1:18.)  
Everything God does will reason according to the Word of God.  It 
won’t reason according to human standards. It will reason according to 
the way God thinks.  That’s why we need to get acquainted with how 
He thinks.  Then we’ll know how He is working.  But if you turn to the 
occult, you are turning to another god.  And He said, “those who turn 
to other gods, I will curse to the third and fourth generations.”  
(Exodus 20:5; Exodus 34:7; Numbers 14:18; Deut. 5:9]  That is 
dead serious.  That’s bad news.  The minute you play with a Ouija 
board, you are under a curse from God.  Your children are under a 
curse, your grandchildren and your great grandchildren automatically.  
Boom, boom, boom.  It’s not going to be instantly.  When you went to 
the fortune teller, immediately you came under the curse of God.  You 
say, “oh but I’m redeemed from the curse.”  That’s right.  You’ll go to 
heaven, but you sure will have one time down here.  Unless you break 
out from under this.  But isn’t it wonderful that God, in spite of the fact 
that we are so dumb, and we get our cork pulled under so often, He 
has made a way for us to get out free from even our foolish mistakes.  
Thank God.  I would hate to tell you that part and then just stop and 
say let’s go home.  Wouldn’t that be awful?  You would go out and say, 
“Oh, I’m under a curse to the fourth generation.  Oh Dear.” 

But there is good news.  God has a way to get you out of that place.  
The first step, of course, is to confess it as sin.  Every contact with the 
occult is sin.  You say, “but I didn’t know.”  Well, certainly, the devil 
doesn’t let most people know what they are getting into.  He is 
smarter than we are.  Sometimes we are just stupid, sometimes we 
are willful, sometimes we are just ignorant.  Doesn’t matter how you 
got in contact, the contact is the important thing.  And you can break 
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it first of all by confessing it as sin.  You say, “but that was before I 
was saved.”  It doesn’t make any difference.  He didn’t say providing 
you are not saved, or providing you are saved and you touch it. He 
just said cursed to the third and fourth generation.  Confess it as sin.  
That will square it up with God.  But you’ve still got another factor 
involved and that’s Satan.  He is a legal expert.  That’s all right; it’s 
squared off with God.  However (says Satan emphasis added here), ”I 
still have access.  They opened the door.  It hasn’t been closed.”  Well 
what you are going to do is slam the door in his face.  We can do that.  
You are going to do it as a believer because you have authority.  And I 
want to show you how to do it.  It’s good to slam it on his nose and 
“wham!”  Just let him know.  Believers need to start exercising their 
authority from the Lord.  Amen? 

All right, now then I’m going to lead you through another prayer and 
this time we are going to talk about the occult.  And we are going to 
come to a place where we are going to stop, and I want you to put in 
the things that you know of that you have contacted.  Now you say, 
“but supposing I forget something?”  Well if the Lord brings it back 
another time, you’ll know what to do with it.  The Holy Spirit will bring 
up the major things that He wants to deal with tonight.  It’s amazing 
how well He takes care of this.  I don’t have to do it and you won’t 
either.  God will take care of it. 

All right.  If you will bow your heads please.  Father in Heaven, I now 
confess all contact with the occult as sin of seeking from Satan the 
help that should only come from You.  I now confess as sin the 
following occult contacts that I remember. 

Now you just mention to the Lord all those things you can remember 
that I named or that I didn’t name.  If you think it’s in the occult realm 
just include it.  We are destroying legal ground for the enemy to 
operate. 

I confess all these things as sin Lord, and rejoice that You have 
forgiven me.  I also confess any occult sins or idolatry which I cannot 
remember.  I now repent and renounce all these sins of occultism, 
idolatry and any oaths that I have made to any false gods and I claim 
your complete forgiveness.  I renounce Satan and all his works.  I hate 
all his demons.  I count them as my enemies.  Satan, I rebuke you in 
Jesus’ Name and I’m closing any doors that I may have opened to you 
through contact with the occult.  Specifically, I close the door that 
might have been opened through contact with the following things. 
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Now mention again the things you confessed to the Lord as sin a 
moment ago. 

I now close the door upon all occult practices.  I renounce you Satan 
and all your hosts.  I declare you to be my enemy.  I want you out of 
my life completely, and I command all related spirits to leave me now.  
In the Name of Jesus Christ, I now renounce, break and loose myself 
from all soul ties, from all demonic subjection to my mother, father, 
grandparents or any other human being, living or dead, who have ever 
in the past or are now dominating or controlling me in any way 
contrary to the will of God.  I thank you Lord for setting me free.  I 
also repent and ask You to forgive me if I am or have dominated or 
controlled anyone the wrong way.  In the Name of Jesus Christ, I now 
renounce, break and loose myself and all my children from all psychic 
heredity, demonic holds, psychic powers, bondages, bonds of physical 
or mental illness or curses upon me or my family lines as a result of 
sin, transgressions, iniquities, occult or psychic involvement of myself, 
my parents or any of my ancestors, of my spouse, any and all ex-
spouses or their parents, or any of their ancestors.  I thank you Lord 
for setting me free.  In the Name of Jesus Christ, I now rebuke, break 
and loose myself and all my children from all evil curses, charms, 
vexes, hexes, spells, jinxes, psychic powers, bewitchments, witchcraft 
or sorcery which have been put upon me or my family line from any 
person or persons from any occult source, from any psychic source, 
and I command all connected and related spirits to leave me now.  
Thank you Jesus for setting me free. 

I come to you Lord Jesus as my deliverer.  You know all my problems, 
all the things that bind, that torment, defile and harass me.  I now 
refuse to accept anything from Satan.  I loose myself from every dark 
spirit, from every evil influence, from every satanic bondage, from 
every spirit in me which is not a spirit of God.  And I command all such 
spirits to leave me now.  I confess that my body is a temple for the 
Holy Spirit, redeemed, cleansed, sanctified, justified by the Blood of 
Jesus.  Therefore Satan has no more place in me.  No more power 
over me.  Through the Blood of Jesus Christ.  Lord Jesus Christ, I 
believe that You are the Son of God.  You are the messiah come in the 
flesh to destroy the works of the devil.  You died on the cross for my 
sins and rose again from the dead.  I now confess and repent of all my 
sins.  I ask You to forgive me, to cleanse me from all unrighteousness.  
I believe Your Blood cleanses me now from all sins.  Thank You for 
redeeming me, cleansing me, justifying me and sanctifying me by Your 
precious Blood.  
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Now we are ready to pull the net and see what we’ve got.  We’ve been 
busy destroying legal foundations and grounds on which the enemy 
operates.  This does not remove the spirits; however, it removes the 
grounds on which they operate and makes them subject to eviction, 
and that’s what we are moving into now.  The word “demon” means 
spirits or “spirit” means breath and most demons will come in and out 
through the breathing passages.  If an ambulance goes through town, 
you take all the traffic off the street so the ambulance won’t have any 
problem getting down the street.  So we are going to take all the 
traffic off the breathing passages.  I’m going to ask you not to pray 
with your mouth for a season, not in English, not in tongues because 
we don’t realize how powerful prayer is sometimes.  Even the Name of 
Jesus can be powerful enough to knock the stubborn out of the demon 
if it hits him right across.  The demons trying to come up, we don’t 
want anything to stop them.  I don’t want you to stop praying.  I just 
want you to stop praying with your mouth for a season and I want you 
to move the prayers upstairs.  All right?  That will be up out of the 
way.  And then I’m just going to ask you to breathe through your 
mouth.  The word to cast out demons is ekballo which means to throw 
out, to expel violently.  And so from time to time, I’m going to ask you 
to breathe deeply, three or four times. Now please don’t breathe over 
three or four deep breaths, and if you do, you’ll hyperventilate and get 
dizzy and think you’re getting delivered and all you are doing is getting 
dizzy.  We’re not looking for symptoms like that.  We’re looking for 
things out.  So I would like you not to pray with your mouth for a 
time.  Pray in your head, I don’t want you to be passive.  I want you 
to be agreeing with me and when I come across these things, don’t 
stop to say, “well, I don’t have those.”  You’ll say, “Lord if I have 
them.  Let them go.”  Because remember this, demons can come 
through the eyes, they can come through looking.  They can  come 
through the ears, through hearing.  They can also come through 
participation in sin.  You can also inherit them.  So don’t say,” I don’t 
have any.”  You don’t know.  Some people thought they didn’t have 
some that reacted.  It really came as a surprise.  They were really 
down there.  So we just want to get rid of them.  Amen?  We want to 
be clean.  Amen.  “Be ye clean ye that bear the vessels of the Lord.”  
And one of the cleanup things that God is doing, He is using 
deliverance to scrub his people and get them ready for the power that 
He wants to pour out in their lives. 

Now what I’m going to do is I’m going to take authority over Satan 
and I’m going to bind him over the whole congregation and then I just 
want you to just breathe.  That’s all you have to do.  And then from 
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time to time I’ll say take a deep breath and just let them go.  I’m 
going to call out whole families of demons.  I’m going to call out very 
common demons.  I’ve got a list here.  It won’t be exhaustive, but it 
will be typical of demons that are in average people.  And it will be 
whole families of them.  So right now we will attack the enemy in the 
heavenlies. 

Renunciation Prayer: 

Satan, in the Name of Jesus, I rebuke you.  I come against you and I 
put you on notice that the Blood of Jesus Christ is more powerful than 
your hold on the people, that the resurrection victory of Jesus Christ 
has defeated you and every demon in this building is subject to the 
Name and the authority of Jesus Christ and I come against you in that 
wonderful Name and I bind you and remind you that my authority is 
rooted in the third heaven, for I am seated in Christ in the heavenlies 
in Christ Jesus at the right hand of the Father.  This puts me high 
above you, high above kings, thrones, princes, dominions, powers, 
rulers of darkness. Every angelic hierarchy is underneath the third 
heaven, and I am coming against you from the power of the third 
heaven.  And so your demons must obey and I bind you in the Name 
of Jesus Christ.  Every demon, every spirit that I name, if you are in 
the families I name, you must be obedient and you must leave the 
people who are willing for you to leave and they want you to leave. 

In the Name of Jesus, every spirit of laziness, self-hate, impatience, 
pride, irritation, ambition, loneliness, despair, hopelessness, suicide, 
death, confusion, rejection, depression, misery, torment, torture, 
doubt, unbelief, greediness, guilt, shame, condemnation, an evil heart 
of unbelief, all the spirits that I’ve named and all the families that are 
in that family, come out now in Jesus’ Name, everyone of them, 
breathe them out people, just let them go.  Come out of there, come 
out in the Name of Jesus.  Move!  Move, move out in the Name of 
Jesus Christ.  Go!  Go out in the Name of Jesus Christ.  Loose the 
people and let them go.  Loose them!  Come out!  Everyone of you I 
named, and if you are in one of the families I named, you come out in 
the Name of Jesus Christ!  Move, Move!  Every spirit of the occult, the 
Ouija board, sorcery, witchcraft, witchcraft control, automatic writing, 
handwriting analysis, fortune telling, astrology, horoscopes, witchcraft, 
hypnosis, ESP, levitation, clairvoyance, spirits of mediums, séances, 
charms, enchantments, curses, fetishes, Edgar Cayce, Jean Dixon, 
eastern religion, meditation, yoga, karate, I Ching, Hare Krishna, Zen, 
astral projection, Eckankar, reincarnation, psychic heredity, mind 
control, rock music, water witching, Jezebel, the whole rotten mess of 
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the occult, come out of there now in Jesus’ Name.  Move!  Breathe 
them out people, hard, let them go. Come out.  Come out!  In the 
Name of Jesus, move, move, move!  Loose the people land let them 
go.  You have no authority here, just move out.  Come on out!  Just 
keep moving. Keep moving out in Jesus’ Name.   

All spirits of fear, I come against you in the mighty Name of Jesus 
Christ, and I break every curse of fear that may be on the people back 
to ten generations on both sides of their family that have bound them 
and opened them up to fear. Spirits of fear, the fear of giving and 
receiving love, the fear of death, the fear of pain, the fear of falling, 
the fear of the dark, fear of dogs, cats, fear of crowds, fear of the loss 
of salvation, fear of nightmares, the fear of demons, come out, come 
on out, come on out in Jesus’ Name.  Move! Move!  Come on out of 
the people, all of the fear spirits.  Fear, leave! Leave in Jesus’ Name.  
Come out in the Name of Jesus Christ.  Come out by the Blood.  The 
Blood of Jesus Christ has defeated you.  Come out!  Come out! Come 
out in Jesus Name!  Move!  Just breathe them out people.  Come on 
out! Come on out in Jesus’ Name.  Move, move, loose the people and 
let them go.  Loose them and let them go in Jesus’ Name.  Move in the 
Name of Jesus Christ.  Come on! 

All spirits of wrath, anger, temper, contention, fighting, murder, 
destruction, malice, envy, resentment, bitterness, jealousy, pride, 
hysteria, fits, convulsions, spirit of a broken heart, wounded spirits, 
unforgiveness, schizophrenia and paranoia, come out of the people 
now in Jesus’ Name. Move! Move out in Jesus’ Name.  Breathe hard 
people and let them go!  Come out of them now in Jesus’ Name.  The 
Lord Jesus Christ rebuke you, you foul things!  Come out of there! 
Loose the people in Jesus’ Name.  What? Know ye not that their bodies 
are the temple of the Holy Spirit? Him that defileth the temple God will 
destroy.  Every evil spirit is a defiling thing so come out in Jesus’ 
Name.  Come out in the Name of Jesus Christ. 

I come against every spirit of profanity, blasphemy, filthy 
conversation, lying, gossip, slander.  I come against spiritual whining, 
complaining, self pity, criticism, mockery, foolishness, ridicule and 
perversity, come out of the people now, all the spirits I’ve named, and 
all the spirits in those families, come out, come out in Jesus’ Name.  
Loose the people and let them go.  Breathe them out people and let 
them go.  In the Name of Jesus’ loose them.  Let them go in Jesus’ 
Name.  In the mighty Name of Jesus Christ, loose them, loose them 
and let them go! 
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Spirits of addiction, I come against spirits of addiction.  Addiction to 
food, gluttony, addiction to nicotine cravings, and addiction to nicotine, 
alcohol, drugs, marijuana, acid, speed, diet pills, amphetamines, 
valium, heroin, cocaine, tranquilizers, barbiturates, the uppers, the 
downers, all of the drug family, the addiction, the cravings and the 
binding that comes with those addictions, come out of the people now, 
loose them and let them go.  Breath them out, let them go.  Come 
out, Come out in Jesus’ Name.  Move in Jesus’ Name.  Come out! All 
the spirits of addiction and cravings, move in Jesus’ Name.  Your 
power is broken in Jesus’ Name.  Loose them and let them go. Loose 
them and let them go! 

I come against spirits of lust.  I break the curses of lust on the people 
back to ten generations on both sides of the family.  And in the Name 
of Jesus every spirit of lust, masturbation, guilt, shame, 
condemnation, burning passion, homosexuality, adultery, fornication, 
immorality, all forms of sex perversion, oral sex, anal sex, incest, 
uncleanness, filth, sadism, masochism, frigidity, impotence, rape, 
filthy conversation, filthy dreams, pornography, cruelty, incubi, 
succubae, lasciviousness, lewdness, nudity, all the spirits in the family 
of lust, come out of the people now, come out of them right now in the 
mighty name of Jesus.  Move!  Come out!  Come out in Jesus’ Name. 
Loose the people and let them go.  Loose them and let them go in 
Jesus’ Name. By the Blood of Jesus you are defeated.  So leave!  
Leave in Jesus’ Name. 

Every spirit of infirmity, deformity, pain, arthritis, allergies of all kinds, 
hay fever, and all kinds of respiratory problems, sinuses, sinus trouble, 
infection, cancer, tumor, ulcers, hemorrhoids, muscle spasms, 
drowning, asphyxiation, choking, smothering, fainting, suffering, 
swelling, cramps, fits, convulsions, epilepsy, heart failure, heart 
disease, heart attack, and fear of all of these, psoriasis, eczema, acne, 
warts, hernia, blindness and all kinds of eye trouble, paralysis, all 
kinds of trouble with the ears, glaucoma, cataracts, deafness, all kinds 
of spirits of the bone breaker and the back breaker, come out now in 
Jesus’ Name! Loose the people and let them go.  Loose them and let 
them go.  Move in Jesus’ Name. Spirits of accidents come out of there 
now in Jesus’ Name.  Loose the people and let them go.  In the mighty 
Name of Jesus, come out.  Come out!  All the way, come on! By the 
Blood of Jesus Christ you are defeated.  Come out in Jesus Name. 

Now this will not remove all of the demons, but it does do a lot of 
clearing of the underbrush. Some of you have gotten some relief in 
some area.  Some of you are still feeling uncomfortable and you may 
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have some strange pains or some funny feeling somewhere in your 
body, or you are not feeling well. By all means don’t leave without 
prayer because if the demons are manifesting and they are not dealt 
with tonight, then you could go home and you may not sleep tonight.  
So by all means seek prayer before you leave. Have somebody pray 
for you.  If you do have to leave, right away let somebody know so 
they can pray and bind the things up.  But if you want the things out, 
and there are still some manifesting or stirring some strange things 
going on inside, by all means seek help tonight. There are workers 
here who can help you.  Let’s stand.  Perhaps we could sing 
“Something About That Name” because it’s the Name of Jesus that 
defeats the enemy and drives him out.  And you come if you need 
further prayer.  Something about that Name.  The Name of Jesus is 
stronger far than anything the devil has got.  Praise His Name. 
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#4 - Soul Ties 

Transcribed from Audio “Soul Ties” with Renunciation Prayer 

By Win Worley 

 

I want us to think today about the subject of soul ties. I’ve been in 
deliverance for a long time, and it was only a few months ago that we 
became aware of the area of soul ties because of the deliverance work 
of some people in California.  We thank the Lord for the interchange of 
information and since we received this information we’ve been digging 
further and we immediately tried it out, put it into practice, and it 
works, and it breaks the enemy’s barriers. There is such a thing as ties 
between the souls of people and soul ties can act much as do curses in 
keeping people from becoming free of demonic powers.  Now you say, 
“well where did you dig up a thing like that?”  Well there are a number 
of references.  I’m going to mention three that will give you the 
background of the idea of a soul tie. 

In I Samuel 18:1-5.  Let’s take a look at the mention of a soul tie. In 
I Samuel, Chapter18:  “And it came to pass, when he had made an 
end of speaking unto Saul, that the soul of Jonathan was knit to the 
soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.  And Saul took 
him that day, and would let him go no more home to his father's 
house.  Then Jonathan and David made a covenant, because he loved 
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him as his own soul.  And Jonathan stripped himself of the robe that 
was upon him, and gave it to David, and his garments, even to his 
sword, and to his bow, and to his girdle.  And David went out 
whithersoever Saul sent him, and behaved himself wisely:  and Saul 
set him over the men of war, and he was accepted in the sight of all 
the people, and also in the sight of Saul's servants.”  Now notice the 
significant thing is that before David and Jonathan made a covenant, 
one with the other, the soul of Jonathan was knit to the soul of David 
and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.  There was a soul tie 
established between these two men.  Now soul ties can be good and 
they can be bad.  The bad ones are a bondage.  The good ones are 
strengthening and edifying, and you would expect that if God had a 
good thing in a soul tie that the devil would immediately counterfeit it 
with something evil, and that’s exactly what he has done.  And we’re 
going to be concerned primarily with the bad ones today, but I will 
point out there are good soul ties.  This soul tie is a good one.   

The word “knit,” if you look up the word that is translated “knit” both 
here and over in Colossians 2:2 where it says, Christians that have 
their heart knit together in love, and Colossians 2:19 talks about 
Christ from whom the whole body fitly joined together and built up in 
love.  The joined together is again the word “knit,” and the word “knit” 
means to unite by association of sections compacted, if you want to be 
technical about it; to cause, to collect mutuality, branches to branches, 
and to bind mutuality of love and fellowship.  And so we are talking 
about an extremely close tie that can come about between people, and 
we have run across soul ties to Lucifer even.  There can be, in the case 
of witchcraft, and submission to witchcraft, and things of this sort; just 
recently we ran across a soul tie that ran straight to Lucifer.  It didn’t 
run to a human being, so this is a whole new area, and we’re just 
exploring it, but it is producing unbelievable results in freeing people 
who previously have not been able to be freed in certain areas of their 
life.  And so I want to pass this information on to you, that you who 
are in deliverance might be aware of it and begin to use it.  It is a valid 
and a very helpful bit of truth in the deliverance fight that is going on.  
And every bit of truth that you discover needs to be passed on to other 
workers who are in the field, to be checked, to be cross-checked, to be 
scripturally undergirded.  Many times others will come up with a 
scriptural foundation for a truth that you have discovered in the 
battlefield.  I don’t have any patience particularly with theological 
theories up on Cloud 9.  There’s not too many people who have a 
stepladder to get up that high.  So even if it was true, nobody could 
get up there and enjoy it.  I like the things that are right down here in 
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the nitty gritty where we’re living and that will actually work and 
produce results and get people free and get them close to the Lord 
Jesus and get them on a functioning basis, so they can walk in the 
power of the Spirit of God.  Because every bit of information we can 
get against the enemy will help to destroy him. 

I mentioned earlier I’m planning to go to California, to have a 
conference in which I’m hoping to get some keys to breaking mind 
control which is the controlling echelon of witchcraft.  It also controls 
the Illuminati.  If we can break the witchcraft and the Illuminati 
controls from the top downward, we will be in a position to really 
destroy the works of the devil.  And you had better pray for the 
protection of the man who has the information and me because I’m 
going after it, and the demons have tried repeatedly to keep me away 
from people who had information that needed to be disseminated.  I 
know the information is written down because demons have revealed 
this in the past.  Early in the game when I began to deal with demons, 
they told me that there were many things that I was looking for trying 
to find the answers to that were written down but that they had the 
books well hidden, that I would never find them.  I said, “well, where 
are they?”  I couldn’t get them anyway.  He said, “Win Worley, you 
would cross the ocean to get to it and you know it.  No way will I let 
you know where it is.” 

But I think God is going to reveal the hiding place of some of this 
information.  So just pray, because the more information, the devil 
fears information.  He fears informed Christians.  He fears believers 
armed with the authority of the Word of God and the resurrection 
power of Jesus Christ.  He fears those who are clothed with the badge 
of the Blood of Jesus Christ for the Blood is the thing that destroys him 
over and over again. 

Now, back to soul ties.  There are soul ties established with close 
relationships of all kinds.  They are not necessarily bad things.  They 
can be very edifying when a church is supposed to be knit together in 
love.  Now that’s a good soul tie, isn’t it?  Knit together in love and 
certainly the soul tie between Jonathan and David was not an evil 
thing. It was a strengthening thing for both those men.  

Now there is a soul tie formed between a child and a parent.  There 
are soul ties formed between husband and wife.  Any sexual partner 
that you have, you have a soul tie with them.  Sex establishes an 
extremely close soul tie, and if it’s an evil soul tie, it needs to be 
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renounced and broken in Jesus’ Name.  Before the end of this session, 
I’m going to show you how to do that. 

But strangely enough, wouldn’t you believe that there are religious 
soul ties, and everyone who is connected with any kind of a cultic 
religion has soul ties to those people in those things.  We have come 
across recently people who have been flowing into us from various 
cults that have been saved, and they are being set free from these 
bonds.  And one of the things they have to do is sever all the soul ties 
between the leaders and all of the people in those cults.  We got this 
information about soul ties, I passed it on to some workers in 
Southern Indiana, and within a week I had a phone call.  And they 
said, “praise God for the soul tie information.  We had been working 
with this lady, and working with her, and we couldn’t get her free, and 
couldn’t get her free, and then after we got the information about soul 
ties, the next time we met, she came again for prayer, the demons 
manifested, and we came and broke soul ties.”  It turned out she had 
been in a religious group where they joined hands, and they let their 
souls flow out to other people.  And she had soul ties with every 
member of that cult, and they had to go and deliberately break 
everyone of those soul ties.  When they did she came free, and the 
demons left.  And over and over again this has been repeated across 
the country.  Where the soul tie information has been released, people 
are being set free of demons that formerly had resisted every effort to 
dislodge them.  So this is a very valid area.  Religious soul ties. 

Any relationship that brings about an interplay of your mind, will and 
emotions with another person will develop a very tangible and an 
intangible soul tie.  And that soul tie will remain in place many times 
long after you have even forgotten about it.  It may be back in the 
past somewhere.  And when we are coming against soul ties, if we are 
not sure whether this is an evil thing or not, we will just say, “Lord we 
want to break any ungodly soul tie that may be here, between 
husband and wife, between parent and child.”  We don’t know.  Some 
of the soul ties are strengthening, and God is not going to break up 
that which is strengthening and edifying to his children.  But you are 
on safe ground when you specify, we are breaking any ungodly soul tie 
between this person, and if there exists an ungodly one, we are going 
to cut it in Jesus’ Name and by the power of His resurrection. 

Now psychic bonds and involvement in the occult, of course, establish 
tremendously strong soul ties, and this is one of the things that gives 
the occult such a tremendous hold because the psychic bonds are 
tying those people together.  Soul bonds are created by one soul 
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submitting to another in the bondage, and if you submit yourself to 
another person who is in bondage, then you are double bound.  The 
soul tie becomes an extremely strong thing.  Now the soul tie, if you 
come into this, there are case after case history of people in occult and 
psychic involvements where they submitted to hypnosis, they 
submitted to other kinds of witchcraft, and all this time and they 
deliberately submitted themselves to some psychic leader.  Because 
that psychic leader was energized and controlled by psychic powers, 
and themselves was in a terrible bondage, when they submitted to 
this, the soul tie was an extremely evil thing and a thing of great 
bondage to this person.  So be careful to whom you submit.  Nothing 
wrong with submitting to authority.  Just be sure your authority is the 
Lord Jesus Christ, and be sure the person you are submitting to is not 
in a horrible bondage because all they can do is give you what they’ve 
got.  If they have bondage, you’ll get that, only it will be compounded 
if it comes through a soul tie.  A soul tie acts just like an umbilical cord 
tying you in your mind. And it can affect you across the continent.  
There have been cases where people who had psychic bonds with 
somebody across the country, that person could feed things to them 
across the continent even.  They would even move to relocate trying 
to get away and break the bondage.  Distance has no effect on 
spiritual matters.  I mean prayer doesn’t know anything about miles, 
does it?  You don’t pay mileage charges on prayer, do you?  I like Ma 
Bell, you know, so many miles on every mile you pay.  But when it’s 
prayer it will work if you are sitting right in front of the person, or it 
will work over in California, and it works just as fast.  There is no time 
or space binding. 

Now soul ties can be extremely dangerous and can result in severe 
emotional damage to the person.  It depends on the depth of that tie 
and the nature of it.  David wrote in Psalm 41:4, “Heal my soul.”  He 
wouldn’t have needed it healed if it hadn’t been injured.  Now 
remember that every occult involvement, every involvement with any 
kind of a religious cult will affect your mind, your will and your 
emotion, and will damage or imprison your soul.  And it will put you in 
a degree of bondage.  Some people are greatly bound, others are 
slightly bound and others somewhere in between, but believers need 
to be free, free, free of all bondage.  We need to be bound only as love 
slaves for the Lord Jesus Christ.  Amen?  And anything that hinders us 
from being that way is a hindrance to our spiritual growth and 
progress.  It should be regarded as an enemy. 
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Now in the occult you are seduced into passivity.  If you have not read 
Jesse Penn-Lewis’ classic book, by Evan Roberts’ book, it came out of 
the Welsh revival called “War on the Saints.”  It’s a very difficult book 
to read.  The devil will fight you a great deal reading it.  But it is a 
classic, and you cannot read it too much.  It explores religious 
passivity, which is one of the strongest areas in which the devil is 
working today.  Passivity is a dangerous, dangerous thing.  Do not 
become passive.  God never expects it, and He doesn’t desire it.  Our 
God wants your active cooperation with Him.  Even when the scripture 
says, “Be still and know I’m God, It doesn’t mean become a glob.  It 
means wait expectantly, quiet in your spirit but waiting expectantly for 
the Lord.  A lot of religious things that are going on are engendering 
and creating passivity in people and then, whoppo, they get hit with a 
religious demon.  In all the occult, in all the religious cult systems, the 
cultic systems, of whatever nature they are, everyone of them makes 
strict requirements that you blank your mind, that you become totally 
passive, that you receive without question anything that comes from 
the top.  Supposedly the top is right.  Well that’s great if the top 
happens to be God, but most of the time, well any time it’s preaching 
that kind of stuff, the top is not God, because God has never 
encouraged nor taught passivity in His people.  He wants active 
cooperation with Him. 

When you speak in tongues or when you go to receive the baptism, it 
amazes me sometimes that people ever receive tongues in some 
places.  Did you know that?  The Holy Spirit is represented as a dove.  
He is a very skittish bird.  He won’t land where there is any noise.  You 
need a place that’s nice and still and quiet if the dove is going to make 
his landing.  Some places I’ve been I’ll tell you I marvel at the power 
of God.  How He could baptize somebody in the Holy Spirit in the 
middle of that hubbub, I couldn’t imagine.  He did it in spite of what 
was going on instead of the cause of it I think.  You know what I’m 
talking about, “hold on, let go.  Scream out, be quiet!”  Coming at 
them from every direction.  Nothing but disorganized confusion. 

God works with active cooperation.  For example, you don’t passively 
receive the Holy Spirit to be baptized into Him.  No way.  You actively 
wait expectantly for Him and even then, He doesn’t override you.  He 
uses your breath, your tongue, and you decide to speak, that’s your 
part.  He gives you the word, uses your breath, your tongue, but you 
decide to start and stop.  I get scared about these people, “I couldn’t 
stop speaking in tongues.”  I’ve thrown that kind out of some people. 
My Bible says the spirit of the prophet is subject to the prophet.  Yes 
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you could.  Either you’re lying or you’ve got the wrong kind.  You can 
shut it off, you just didn’t want to, if you’ve got the real thing.  “But I 
felt the spirit.”  So did the Corinthians, and boy Paul whacked them 
across the knuckles, “whack!”  Naughty, naughty.  Of course, you can 
control it.  Don’t blame God for what you’re doing.  That’s our part.  
We’re not passive.  We are active cooperation with God. 

Soul ties come about very readily and very strongly through passivity.  
Everything, witchcraft, Satan worship, the occult, any kind of wicked 
things, and even religious things called “Christian” will teach passivity, 
because passivity is the field in which you can sow any kind of wild 
seed you want and it will sprout.  And of course if it’s supernatural, 
anybody knows it’s from God.  You would be surprised how many 
people in the average church think that if something is supernatural it 
be of God.  Why if the devil walked in here, dressed up real nice and 
religious, and he said, “in the name of the Lord let the fire fall,” and 
three big balls of fire fell down here and rolled on the carpet and didn’t 
burn anything up, half the people would fall on their face and say the 
Lord he is God.  But he didn’t specify which lord, did he?  Did you 
know the devil can do things like that?  Did you know he is doing it?  
The most fertile field of endeavor is the church of Jesus Christ.  
Because there is so little discernment of spirits in the average church, 
the devil and his crowd are running most everything that’s happening.  
I didn’t say that he has most of the people in the sense that they 
belong to Jesus.  They’re just eager little sheep going “Baa, Baa, Baa.”  
It’s even sprinkled with Bible verses.  That makes it alright doesn’t it?  
Unless you remember that the devil knows a great deal more of 
scripture than you do.  Oh, we’ve got to be on our guard, we’ve got to 
get our red lights flashing, we’ve got to check and cross-check what 
God is saying. 

Don’t be seduced into passivity, because when you do, the will will be 
bound by Satan as soon as that happens.  First thing he does, he binds 
your will to operate.  There are times when we have to attack and try 
to bind up the spirits that keep that person from being able to will to 
want to be free.  They are so deeply bound and pushed down that well 
of bondage.   

Now this kind of bondage results in much of the physical and mental 
illness that are plaguing our land today.  This is where much of it is 
rooted -- is in evil soul ties that are binding the people, and these are 
very much at work in present-day movements of the Lord.  Did you 
know that?  Whenever God builds a house of prayer, the devil always 
builds a chapel there, and it will be found upon examination the latter 
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has the largest congregation.  That’s sadly true, and the reason for 
that is because people have not been taught to be on their guard to 
check everything by the Word of God and to regard the check in their 
own spirit.  

Did you know that when you got born again God put a wonderful 
trigger in your mechanism called a check in the spirit.  That means 
that sometimes you hear some fellow speak, or some lady hold forth 
on something, and all the words sound right.  It seems to be sweet, it 
seems to be lovely, it seems to be scriptural, but inside there is 
something in you that goes, “ding, ding, ding.  Watch it, watch it, 
watch it,” and you can’t figure out what’s the matter.  

It will work in the secular field too.  You’ll go in and deal with 
somebody, and what they say seems to be right, but somehow inside 
of you there is some indefinable something that says, “watch it, watch 
it watch it.”  God is warning you.  Sure enough you find out they’re a 
crook.  Sure enough you find you’ve been dealing with a religious 
racketeer.  Watch out for that check in your spirit and let God develop 
that sensitivity.  You say, “well I don’t want to be a nervous Nelly.”  
Well, I’d rather be that than a dumb door of it that gets caught in 
everything that happens.  We’ve got to learn that God has built in 
safeguards for His people.  The Word of God, the Holy Spirit, direct 
prayer, and also that wonderful thing called our spirit, that check in 
our spirit which can warn us to at least check something out, to take it 
easy, to watch it, watch it watch it, something is not quite right. 

Now there are soul binding forces at work operating openly in many of 
the present day Christian movements.  I don’t say that to try to make 
you suspicious or critical, but only to make you aware that the devil is 
working.  Wherever God is working, the devil moves in right alongside.  
He is working at this tent.  He has from the beginning.  All that means 
is that God is working, and this would be true anywhere you go -- 
where God is moving, you can expect the devil to move alongside and 
try to do something as well. 

Now let me give you some things to be warned about.  Beware of 
those who call for your will and your mind to be brought into total 
submission to them or to some group that they are working with.  
Beware of this.  Beware of those who call for the minds and wills of the 
people to be brought into total submission to them or to some group.  
Beware.  If you submit to this type of thing, you are laying yourself 
wide open to an extremely powerful and hurtful soul tie.  God does not 
call for this kind of thing.  That’s a soulish appeal.  Now those who 
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teach absolute authority such as this and submission will only produce 
bondage and robots who cannot think for themselves.  By the way, all 
who resist this kind of teaching or question it in the group will be 
branded as rebellious and stubborn.  So I mean if you are in a group 
like that, this will be your name tag because you will not submit totally 
your mind and your will.  There are people who call for you to submit 
sight unseen to whatever they are going to tell you to do.  Incredible, 
and the most incredible part is that a lot of people do it.   

Beware of those who seek control of private lives of the people.  Let 
me repeat that.  Beware of those who seek to control all the details of 
the private lives of the people.  The good shepherd leads.  He never 
drives, and He leads primarily by example, and His main force of 
authority comes from the trust that the people have in Him and in the 
love that He has for them.  If they trust Him and believe that He loves 
them, then they will go to Him for counsel, believing He would not do 
anything knowingly to hurt them.  But over and over in some of these 
groups, you’re going to find these who are working through soul ties 
and mind control, who are exercising cruel pressure, you must submit.  
Your private life is something you need to work out with God.  Didn’t 
you know that?  Counsel you may need, dictation you will not.   

You will never grow up until you learn to make many decisions for 
yourself.  When you’re a young Christian you will need a great deal of 
counsel and advice from the side because you have not had time 
enough to absorb scripture, you’ve not had experience enough to seize 
on perhaps the things that the Lord would have you to do, and you’ll 
need advice and counsel from those who have been walking the way.  
But if that person is a leader led of God, they will not bind you to a 
course of action.  They will rather discuss with you the pros and cons 
of it.  If it is forbidden in scripture, they will tell you, “this is what the 
scripture says,” so there is nothing to argue about, it’s over, that’s it.  
But if it’s a course which you may decide, “this, or this or this,” they 
will the best they know how discuss each thing with you and tell you, 
“if I were you, this is what I think is wise.”  Then they will tell you, 
“now you go and pray, and see what God says to you.” 

Be careful even when you are working in counseling.  In counseling so 
often the emphasis shifts to the counselor.  “How wise he is, how 
wonderful she is.  I can get all my answers.”  Well what are you going 
to do when he or she is out of town?  Hmm?  The wise counselor will 
shift over and teach you how to find answers from the Lord and from 
the Word as rapidly as possible.  He’ll get that umbilical cord clipped 
and get you on the bottle and from there get you to the place and 
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encourage you to feed yourself.  This will avoid the harmful soul ties 
that are existing in so many places. 

Beware of those who teach that the leader alone can hear the voice of 
God.  Do you want that repeated?  Beware of those who teach that the 
leader alone can hear the voice of God.  It is true that if a person is a 
God-called leader, they will hear the voice of God loud and clear, and 
they will also have much information other people don’t have simply 
because God is leading through them.  But if you are tied down with 
the bondage of the idea that only the leader under all circumstances is 
able to hear, what are you going to do with, “my sheep hear my 
voice?”  What are you going to do when the devil subverts the leader?  
It happens you know.  Leaders are prime targets for the enemy, and if 
he subverts the leader, unless the sheep are free to hear the voice to 
correct the situation, you see what will happen?  It simplifies the 
devil’s work considerably if all he has to do is knock the leaders off.  
But if he’s got a bunch of intelligent sheep who, though they follow a 
leader, if the leader seems to be going the wrong way and it’s not like 
the Bible, they begin to say, “wait a minute, that doesn’t sound right.  
Lord, what’s happening,” and they begin to go directly to the source.  
What a mess the devil’s got on his hands then.  Then he’s got to fight 
the chief because then the first thing they will do, if they believe their 
leader is being led astray, and they believe he is a man of God, what 
will they do?  They will begin to pray for him, and God can pressure 
him back into the way or take him out if he is not going to move.  You 
see, isn’t God’s plan better?  

God-called leadership will teach the sheep carefully to distinguish 
between the voice of God and the voice of the enemy.  They will teach 
them to cling to the Word of God as the supreme authority above 
every man, above every word that is said or spoken by man.  For the 
written word we know, we don’t have to worry about whether it’s right 
or wrong.  The spoken word that comes forth may be of the Lord or 
may not be.  It may be practically all the Lord and a little bit of error.  
It may be mostly error and not much of the Lord.  It may be religious 
garbage, but it can be weighed and considered in the light of the Word 
of God.  See what a mess the devil has got on his hands when you’ve 
got some intelligent sheep that are not rebellious sheep. They are only 
intelligent sheep who check the Word of God. 

I would hate to lead a bunch of flock that’s full of mindless robots.  
Wouldn’t you?  You know the punch button church?  Punch the button 
and everybody says, “wee!”  Punch the button and everybody sits 
down and says “hee!”  Punch the button and everybody runs around 
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the church, you know, wouldn’t that be silly?  God’s people have never 
all been alike before.  There have always been a few who had too 
much and some who didn’t have enough, and all the phases in 
between?  We are all becoming.  We are not there yet.  We are on the 
way. 

All right.  Now it must be taught to follow the Lord, to hear the voice of 
God, to follow the Holy Spirit and the Word of God.  Now those who 
teach this doctrine of absolute submission have the doctrine of the 
Nicolaitans, Revelation 2:15, which Jesus said, “I hate.”  He didn’t 
say He hated the people.  He hated the doctrine they have.  The 
doctrine of the Nicolaitans, where “Nicolaitans” means ruler of the 
people, and that’s what you’ve got moving in the guise of holiness in 
many places today.  This doctrine subdues the minds and wills of 
people into passivity, opening a door for a spirit of deception to take 
place, to lock in.  They want the minds and wills of the people to be 
like putty so they can be shaped.  God doesn’t want that.  He wants 
his people to develop and to lovingly follow those He sets in authority 
over them.  But the authority of God’s leaders is mainly vested in the 
fact that they love the most and they serve the hardest.   

The spectacle we have today is something else, of leaders who are 
being carried around on pillars.  I go into places, deep all across the 
country, and I become aware of what prima donnas some of these 
preachers must be.  I mean the attitude that people come to me with, 
dear, sweet Christian lay people.  They are so anxious, “is everything 
all right,” and here they’ve put me in lovely places.  I couldn’t ask for 
anything more, maybe not luxurious, maybe plain, but quite adequate.  
I mean a sleeping bag on the floor would be adequate.  God didn’t say 
you were going to sleep on a king size bed and have air conditioning 
everywhere you went, did He?  I mean, to me, I just leave it up to the 
Lord, whatever comes that’s fine.  But I know from the attitude of the 
people, they must have had some prima donnas through, because the 
people are so nervous for fear it won’t suit me and I’ll be angry.  Well I 
didn’t go there to be angry at anybody but the devil.  I really get on 
the high horse for him sometimes, and I just look in amazement, and I 
think, “Lord, what have we got running around,” and I come across 
the trail of some of these great ones.  Thank God I’m not great if 
that’s what it takes.  You wouldn’t believe some of the things they’ve 
done, some of the stunts they’ve pulled.  Some of the requirements 
they’ve made of these good people.  I think, “my, my, my.”  Those are 
the kind of people who build soul ties, who’ve gone about making a 
name for themselves.  Jesus said the greatest among you will be the 
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one who serves the most, is the servant of all.  The one who loves the 
most and serves the hardest is the greatest.  You measure that up 
against the next one you run across who is supposed to be great. 

By the way if you have ambitions to be great, I just gave you the 
formula.  Work your toenails off, doing what nobody else wants to do, 
and I have a field that I could suggest that’s not crowded.  The 
deliverance field will offer you plenty of hard work and opportunity to 
pour out love without measure, and you’ll get very little remuneration 
as far as the world is concerned.  You’ll get a lot of hard knocks out of 
it, but you’ll also get the approval of Jesus Christ, because He is the 
one who ordered it done and said, “Well done, child, at least one of my 
young ones is listening when I talk.”  

The spirit of deception comes through in these open doors of absolute 
submission.  If a teaching implies that the head of the man is another 
man, you are on the road to deception.  My Bible says the head of the 
man is what?  Christ.  And if it teaches or implies, some people are 
smart enough not to teach it because they know somebody is liable to 
know enough Bible to hang them on that, but they imply it, and they 
teach it roundabout that the head of the man is another man, and 
you’re on the road to deception.  Now it will be a gradual process.  It 
won’t happen quickly.  If it happened quickly you’d be scared off.   

They tell me you can take a frog and put him in a pan of water, cold 
water and put it on the stove, and turn the heat on, and he’ll just sit 
there, and the water will just gradually get hot, and that frog will cook 
before he realizes the water is getting hot.  Hello frog.  Be sure the 
devil doesn’t make you a frog sitting in a pan.  We need not to be 
rebellious; not to be lone rangers.  We need to be under the counsel 
and the authority of others who are wiser in the ways of the Lord or 
whom the Lord has given special help for us to receive.  We don’t need 
to be rebellious, and we don’t need to be stubborn, but in other words 
we don’t need to be the gullible ones that just swallow everything that 
comes along as from the Lord.  Because when we do we are 
establishing a soul tie and that thing, because it’s invisible and 
because it’s intangible, will have extremely powerful and hurtful results 
in our lives to bind us away from the Lord.  It’s just another deception 
of the devil.  You can have soul ties, and of course, I’m spending all 
my time on the bad ones, so you might get the idea that I don’t want 
to have anything to do with soul ties, “forget it, yuck!”  But there are 
good ones and it’s fine to cultivate soul ties with people who are 
genuinely walking with the Lord.  That is an edifying type thing.  Just 
don’t let it become a bondage.   
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Don’t get hooked on this gradual process of emphasizing God’s 
delegated authority of men over men until it can increase to the point 
that it produces guilt and drives to obedience.  Now the devil always 
drives and harasses.  God, working through the Word and the Holy 
Spirit, always gently leads and encourages.  And if you’ll watch, the 
devil is always pushy, and God is always saying, “come on, come on.”  
There is a difference.  Watch out when you feel driven to do this.  
Chances are it’s not coming from the Lord.  There might be an 
exception or two, but usually there isn’t.  Most of the time, God is 
gently leading.  He also gives you time to reason something out.  It’s 
God who had the Holy Spirit write, “Come now and let us reason 
together.” 

God is a God of reason.  You can sit down and reason things out. 
Some people say, “oh, I don’t want to talk about it.  You just ought to 
do it!”  Wait a minute, unless I’m already convinced I should do it, I 
ain’t gonna, and he just fixed it so I’m not about to.  Now all my 
hackles are up.  All my defenses have raised when he said, “you’ve 
gotta do it.  Don’t think about it, just do it.”  I’ve seen too much havoc 
in Christians’ lives because they were stampeded into doing something 
without thinking about it.  And if they had sat down and thought about 
it, reasoned it out of the scriptures, they would have never done it.  
It’s right for believers to have time to reason things out, to learn to 
think.  It takes longer for some folks to think than others.  Their brain 
wheels are rusty.  They move slower.  But that’s all right.  God has 
patience, so we ought to too.  We should do all we can to encourage 
one another.  Wrong soul ties will invariably bring about deception and 
seduction.  Don’t be the frog in the pan of water, amen? 

Now there are many kinds of soul ties.  I have a renunciation I picked 
up getting ready to go to meet, and it works very well.  I’m going to 
read it off with you.  It’s a group thing we can do together.  It may not 
break every soul tie you have, but it will sure sweep the cobwebs out.  
It won’t hurt you, that’s the truth, all right? 

If you would like to take charge over some of these soul ties and 
exercise your authority as a believer, then we will break some of these 
soul ties that are over you.  I repeat, there may be still remaining 
some after this that need to be broken, but now that you’re aware of it 
then God can begin to speak to your mind.  That’s one of the good 
things about getting information out, amen?  Then people begin to 
think, they begin to pray and God begins to point out where they need 
it.  If you want to take part, it won’t hurt you.  It could help you a 
great deal. 
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Renunciation Prayer: 

Repeat after me please.  “In the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I 
choose to put off all of the old, all that is connected with the old 
creation.  I put off any remaining soul ties with persons in the past 
which would bind or hinder my Christian growth and walk.  I come 
against any such soul ties now, and I reject them and put them off in 
the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ.  Jesus Christ is my victory, my 
sanctifier, separating me unto the Body of Christ, unto liberty, unto 
freedom.  Praise the Name of Jesus.  I declare every evil soul tie to be 
broken.  I renounce each one in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ.  I 
declare any such bondage to be over because I am cleansed by the 
shed Blood of Jesus and born again, and His resurrection victory over 
the grave gives me power and authority over all such things.  Satan, I 
declare myself to be loosed from you and your demons.  I declare 
myself to be bound only unto the liberated Body of Christ, to be knit 
together in love in the glorious liberty of the children of God.  I praise 
You dear Lord.  For you are the lion of the tribe of Judah.  You break 
every fetter, you let the oppressed go free, and open the prison house 
of the captives.  Hallelujah.  

Now legally you have severed a great many things and swept out a lot 
of cobwebs.  As I said earlier, there may be other stronger, specific 
ties that did not yield to a general sweeping, but now that you know 
about it, you can do that.  By the way if you have a divorce in your 
background, you do have a soul tie with that former partner which can 
be very strong and hinder deliverance.  I would encourage you to 
break that as soon as possible.  You as a believer have the authority to 
do this.  No other believer can do that for you, but I would encourage 
you to break soul ties as you are reminded of them.  

Now we are here this afternoon, and I’m sure there are those who 
have come needing ministry.  If you are driven, harassed, tormented 
by things that you can’t seem to handle.  If it produces compulsive 
behavior, then in the Name of Jesus Christ I would encourage you to 
seek what He told His church to do, “those who believe in my Name 
shall they cast out devils.”  

So if you have a need today, by all means come and seek prayer.  I’m 
here and I have some workers from my church, and there are other 
workers here at the camp who are capable, trained deliverance 
workers who can help you.  say, “well I don’t know if they can help me 
or not.”  Well it won’t hurt to try.  If they get stuck they can always 
ask somebody else.  If I get stuck, I have somebody help.  You say, 
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“you get stuck?”  Oh very often.  A lot of times some of the babies in 
my church come along and untangle something I get stuck on.  You 
would be surprised how God works.  He doesn’t just work through one 
person.  He works through a lot.  One person may be the 
acknowledged leader in something, but there are still things that God 
is going to use the babies for, and if you are a baby I would encourage 
you not to be hanging back.  You just get in the battle and you would 
be surprised what God will do with you.  So these things will operate 
through sovereign gifts anyway, and you need to exercise those 
things, amen? 

If you need help, by all means come.  Workers you come up as soon 
as you can please so we can get the people started praying right away.  
Let’s stand and sing “Something About That Name,” and if you have a 
need, you come. 
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#5 - Ancestral Sins and Curses 
(Audio Time 10:33 -56:40) 

By Win Worley 

 

If you have your Bibles turn, open them please to Exodus 
Chapter 20.  Tonight we’re going to talk about ancestral curses and 
the sins of the fathers.  I was recently in Hawaii on the Island of Oahu 
and I received a letter from the big island of Hawaii from a young man 
who had gotten hold of some of the books and tapes and both he and 
his wife had had very extensive deliverance listening to the tapes and 
following the instructions in the books.  There was nobody else to help 
them get delivered, so they just delivered each other, and it worked 
very well.  Praise the Lord.   

This man wrote me from Hawaii when I was in Oahu.  I began to read 
his letter.  He said, “Pastor Worley, we received some marvelous 
deliverance and a great deal of freedom but then we ran into some 
areas that still were not yielding, particularly in my life.”  He said, “we 
fasted and prayed and read the word searching and asking the Lord for 
an answer why certain areas had not yielded.”  He said, “I’m going to 
share with you three different things that happened to me that really 
to us were startling and have been completely life changing.”  The first 
answer he said, “we came up against the thing” – he said, “all my life I 
asked the Father what was causing the blockage, why no more 
deliverance.  Why had it stopped when I still needed some help in a lot 
of areas.”  He said, “Finally, after we fasted and prayed, the Lord said, 
‘It’s the sins of the fathers.’”  They didn’t know what that was, so they 
dug their concordance out and started looking and sure enough it was 
in the Bible.  You know, God will never direct you to something unless 
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it’s in the Word.  The sins of the fathers, they began to look it up and 
they discovered some strange things.  They discovered that the 
iniquity of the fathers will pass four generations onto the children.  
That’s 160 years! 

Now of course some dear saintly lovely person always says “but that 
isn’t fair!”  Now where were you when the rules were made up.  That’s 
what God asked Job.  “Where were you when I formed the worlds?”  
Who are you to ask and question God about whether He is doing 
things right or not?  He made the rules up.  The rules are just, they 
are fair, they are infinitely wise, and when we get to Heaven and have 
enough sense to understand it we’re just going to have a fit when we 
see how fair and wonderful God’s laws were.  “Even though I’m doing 
something right? I don’t understand that.”  Oh we wouldn’t do it on 
the outside because that wouldn’t be very religious.  We have to be 
very careful to be religious.  Otherwise we wouldn’t be sacred would 
we?  The sins of the fathers.  They found over in Leviticus 26 and also 
it was in Nehemiah, where the command was in Leviticus 26 that they 
should confess the sins of the fathers.  “It’s beginning to sound like the 
Catholic Church.”  Not really.  No connection whatsoever, just biblical 
acts. 

Now I’m going to leave it hanging there and don’t worry and don’t go 
hunting, I’m going to give you where the scriptures are.  I’ll have 
mercy.  I’ll let you have the references in a moment.  I want to tell 
you the incidents and then we’re going to go back and nail it down to 
the scripture.  Because when I first read it, I thought uh oh he’s taking 
me off the track here.  Now wait a minute that’s kind of off base.  I 
spent an entire day in Hawaii with my Strongs concordance and my 
Bible and Brother, it checks out right down the line, verse after verse 
after verse and I thought Praise the Lord.  God has opened another 
door.  I felt like writing, “I’m the pastor.  Don’t you try to instruct me.  
You’re just somebody I’ve never heard of before.”  This is what I mean 
about this move of God.  It’s going to come through His people.  A lot 
of people say, “well I couldn’t accept that because I didn’t see his 
seminary degree.”  But I’ve got news for you. He may not have had 
his seminary degree, but he had his prayer degree.  Amen?  And a lot 
of these things that we’re going to learn from God as He pours out his 
power, as He can trust us to manifest these things.  Do you realize 
that what’s holding God back is us?  Are you aware of that?  I’m not 
blaming your church.  I know it’s dead.  Couldn’t have been much 
deader than this one was when I first got a hold of it.  It wasn’t too 
much better after I had it awhile.  But it’s breathing now anyway.  It’s 
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kicking a little now and then.  Kick the mean ones out , that’s good 
exercise to get you breathing and get your exercise going.  But it’s 
basically us.  John Bunyan wrote one time, “you can lock me up but 
you can’t stop me.  You can’t imprison my soul.  I’m free.”  So it’s not 
going to be our circumstances that is going to hold us back.  It’s our 
belief in God that God can do what the impossible things are. 

This man wrote and said, “I always had trouble with my landlord.  All 
my life I would try to be a good tenant.  I paid my rent, I was careful 
when I rented a place with everything, to keep it up and every 
landlord I ever had got mad at me and threw me out.  They evicted 
me.  They didn’t want me.”  He said, “for example, in the first five 
years of our marriage we moved 12 times, and we were forced to 
move each time and I couldn’t understand that.  So I asked the 
Father, ‘what is it?’  He said, ‘it’s the sins of your father.’” 

Sins of his father?  He got to thinking back.  His dad had been involved 
in his making a living, among other things that he did, he had been 
involved in quite a bit of real estate deals.  And some of it was on the 
shady side, what I mean by that, that the people he dealt with got 
scammed.  He made money but they got cheated.  And he said, “oh, 
my dad cheated people in real estate so every time I come in contact 
with a real estate deal I get scammed.” 

So he said, “we took the scripture literally out of Leviticus.  I said, 
‘Father, (here is 1 John 1:9 over here) I confess the sin of my father 
in cheating people out of money and being dishonest in real estate 
deals and I ask You to forgive him and I claim forgiveness on the basis 
of I John 1:9 and I accept that forgiveness for my father and I break 
the curse that that action put on me as his child.’”  He said, “Brother 
Worley, no demons manifested, nothing screamed, we didn’t writhe, 
we didn’t twist, we didn’t do anything we had done before when we 
came out of it, but my whole lifestyle changed.  It was a complete new 
ball game.”  He said, “it was amazing!  I couldn’t believe it.  
Something so simple, so easy should make such a radical difference.”  
He said, “so we got more interested and we plunged in and began to 
pray further.”  He said, “I always had trouble with those who were in 
authority over me and when I went to work, boy the boss always came 
down on me.  Every time I would turn around, anybody that was in 
authority they jumped on me.  They ignored the other guy and they 
got me and I got chewed out.  I was always the fall guy.  I was the 
whipping boy and I couldn’t figure out why.  I’d do my best, I’d work 
hard and I would try to be honest and bang, I would always get it.”  
So he said, “I’m going to ask the Father about this.”   
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So he went to the Father.  He said, “what’s the trouble?”  After they 
fasted and prayed and sought the Lord, the Lord spoke to them and 
said, “your ancestors lived in the southern part of the United States 
and were involved in the slave trade.  They mistreated the people they 
had authority over.  They abused them, they mistreated them, and 
this was passed from your ancestors on to you.”  Well by this time 
they were quite confident and they immediately, he said, “I confess 
the sins of my ancestors in oppressing and abusing those that they 
were in authority over,” and he said, “I claim forgiveness in Jesus’ 
Name.”  “On the basis of I John 1:9, I accepted that forgiveness and I 
immediately broke the curse on me,” and he said, “Brother Worley, 
you wouldn’t believe the difference.  It’s totally different.  Everything is 
different, it’s a new world.  My whole lifestyle has been altered by 
this.” 

Then he mentioned one other area.  He said, “the third thing I want to 
tell you, I know I’m writing a long letter but I just felt like I had to 
share this.”  Of course, it was a blessing he did because I’ve been 
strewing it across the country now, and people have been getting free 
all over the place.  I’ll tell you I’m going to accept information any 
time it comes.  Some people say, “well I don’t know if I can accept 
that or not.  If it was a PhD from seminary that said it, I might believe 
it.”  Well you would have been in trouble in Elijah’s day because when 
the raven express arrived with your dinner from the cafeteria you 
wouldn’t have liked it, and I wouldn’t blame you because a raven is a 
first cousin to a buzzard.  If I was picking a delivery boy I wouldn’t 
pick a raven, but that’s what God picked.  Listen, if the raven brings 
you good food that may be meaning you’d better eat it.  You may 
starve to death if you don’t.  That old bird that you don’t like may be 
the only bird travelling.  Amen?  So take good things wherever you 
can.  Don’t just swallow it whole.  Check it out. 

I spent a whole day wresting with this thing in Hawaii.  I spent the 
entire day in the room and I went round and around this thing, and I 
checked and cross checked.  The more I checked and cross checked, 
the more excited I got.  And finally I said, “Hallelujah it’s another 
break through like the spirits of God.  Praise God.”  We’re going to see 
thousands more set free because of the sins of the fathers. 

He related a third incident.  He said, “always all my life I had to live in 
small undersized apartments and tiny little trailers.”  He said, “I never 
was able to afford a car so I had to walk everywhere I went and that 
limited where I could go.”  With the people in authority over him you 
see he had a hard time holding a good job.  So he was very limited.  
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He said, “my life was very circumscribed inside a very small area.  I 
lived in a little tiny place, overcrowded, jammed up.  I couldn’t go very 
far.  I had to walk everywhere I went.”  And he said, “I wonder could 
this be…”  Again, he laid it out before the Lord.  And again, the Lord 
answered. 

Did you know the Lord likes to talk to us as a kid?  Yeah, you’ve all got 
to get accustomed to His voice.  Be careful of the hiss of the serpent.  
He can talk like God sometimes too, but he doesn’t sound like Him 
when you get your ears trained. 

But he said, the Father told him, He said, “Son it’s the sin of your 
father.”  He said, “But what on earth would that do?  How could that 
affect the way I’m living in these cramped quarters all the time?”  He 
said, “your father was married before he married your mother.  They 
had a son, their eldest son.  When he was a toddler the doctors said 
he is hopelessly retarded.  Your father took him and had him confined 
in an institution and that little boy was confined, he had just a little 
bitty room to live in.  He was never allowed to go anywhere.  You were 
the eldest son of his second wife and this passed on to you and you 
are operating inside a small confined space.” 

Well by that time he knew what to do and so he said, “Father, I 
confess the sin of my father in confining that half brother of mine.  I 
confess it and ask forgiveness and claim it in Jesus’ Name according to 
I John 1:9.”  He said, “I broke all the curses on myself that would 
have come because of that conduct,” and he said, “Brother Worley, it’s 
hard to believe the change, the new life that I’m in because it’s just 
perfectly beautiful.” 

Well now let me go through the scriptures with you.  When you get to 
exploring this, when this thing begins to expand in your mind, it will 
just blow it apart almost.  It’s just almost limitless, the area that can 
be affected because of the sins of the fathers. 

Let’s pick up some scriptures.  Jot them down please because I’m 
going to go through them rather rapidly and then we’re going to go 
back and tie them together if we could for you. 

In Exodus, chapter 20, a very familiar verse, verse 3:  “thou shalt 
have no other gods before me.  Thou shalt not make unto thee any 
graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or 
that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth:  
Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the 
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LORD thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers 
upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them 
that hate me;” 

Iniquity – you’ll have an interesting time when you take your Strongs 
concordance and check out iniquity too. 

Go to Exodus, chapter 34 and look at verse 7:  “Keeping mercy for 
thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, and that will 
by no means clear the guilty;” 

Did you notice that?  He will by no means clear the guilty: 

“…visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children, and upon the 
children's children, unto the third and to the fourth generation.” 

As I began to research these verses, I kept remembering there was 
some verse over there that a child would not be held guilty for his 
father’s sin, and that’s the thing that worried me about the whole 
thing; but if you’ll check that closely, I think you’ll find that the child 
was not to be executed.  Capital punishment for his father’s sin.  
That’s what I found.  It doesn’t really affect this at all.  This is in a 
totally different ball game. 

Turn to Numbers please.  Numbers 14:18:  “The LORD is 
longsuffering, and of great mercy, forgiving iniquity and transgression, 
and by no means clearing the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the 
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation.” 

By the way let me stop here to mention that the word “fathers,” as 
used here, means fathers, grandfathers, great grandfathers, great 
great grandfathers and great great great grandfathers.  All right? 
Because in the Bible it’s used in a generic sense.  For instance in 
Daniel, Daniel said to Belshazzar, “you knew how your father 
Nebuchadnezzar did so and so and was judged of God.”  But 
Nebuchadnezzar was really Belshazzar’s grandfather.  That was 
perfectly proper usage because it was quite common.  When they said 
father it could mean your father, it could mean your grandfather, your 
great grandfather, on back. 

Now I got a little annoyed too when I thought, “hey this is pretty 
rotten.  How about the women?  Don’t they do anything bad?  How 
come the poppas get it all, you know?”  Did you ever feel that way 
sometimes when you’re reading scripture?  I felt that way when 
brother Steve was preaching. 
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But you know I thought, “why no mention of the mothers when there 
are mothers and grandmothers, so forth who do get involved in 
things?”  And the Lord said, “well dumb dumb, don’t you know” (or 
something to that effect).  He said, “the husband is the head of the 
house.  I charge everything off to Poppa.”  “Oh.”  In other words, he is 
responsible for what momma does, or what grandma does.  Therefore 
it all comes through.  It’s the same thing.  It’s still the channel, comes 
together and when God deals with it, He goes to the head as brother 
Steven has already pointed out.  I thought for sure he was gonna steal 
my sermon the way he kept going.  But the iniquities of the fathers 
pass on to the children. 

Now let’s look a little further.  We’re going to pick up a few more 
scriptures just to meditate on.  There are a lot more.  I just picked 
these out being some of the plain ones.  In Jeremiah 32, look down 
to verse 18:  “Thou shewest lovingkindness unto thousands, and 
recompensest the iniquity of the fathers into the bosom of their 
children after them: the Great, the Mighty God, the LORD of hosts, 
is his name.”  The iniquity of the fathers into the bosom of their 
children. 

I can see some of you are doing a quick review of your daddy, your 
grandpa and you’re beginning to wonder, “oh wow.”  You see, isn’t 
God wonderful?  When I was studying this I would think, “oh Lord, 
you’re opening this up so Your people can get even freer!  This is 
another gate swinging open where there has been bondage, where we 
haven’t known what to do and this is going to be just another step 
forward to get Your people freer and another area loosed.”  And I 
believe, do you know what He is working toward?  Do you realize what 
He is working for?  He wants to get those chains and shackles off so 
He can pour His power, unbelievable power into His people, and they 
will do those exploits we read about.  That’s what He wants and He is 
dealing with a bunch of folks like us that don’t know much.  If you 
don’t think we don’t know much, ask anybody in your town.  “Huh?  
Oh those people, don’t get mixed up with them!  They’re the ones with 
the vomit buckets!”  Over in Hawaii, Loretta, a little Chinese woman 
who came here, and she is spearheading the drive across the island, 
bless her heart.  They call her the brown bag lady.  Loretta is a very 
economical person.  She is right after my own heart.  So she decided, 
you know it was common for sometimes they had need for more than 
just paper towels.  So she gathered up grocery sacks and you might 
want to use this, I’ll just pass it on to you.  She put newspaper in the 
bottom of those grocery sacks and rolled them down about like this, 
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and they would make real nice vomit bags, just in case you would 
need them.  And it was funny because really, when I would go in a 
meeting, I would look and in the whole front pew Loretta had them all 
lined up, all the bags.  She was expecting results! 

But back to the scriptures again.  The sins of the fathers – God is 
wanting to set us free, freer than we have ever been, freer than we 
ever dreamed it was possible to be.  Don’t you realize that we are 
entering into areas where people never even dreamed because they 
didn’t know it was even possible!  Thank God for Jesus. 

In Lamentations chapter 5, verse 7, Lamentations, right behind 
Jeremiah:  “Our fathers have sinned, and are not; and we have borne 
their iniquities.”  It’s really scattered through the scriptures, isn’t it?  I 
was amazed how there was so much of this, and I’m only giving you a 
few of the scriptures.  There is a lot more. 

Go to Ezekiel please, chapter 18, look at verse 2:  “What mean ye, 
that ye use this proverb concerning the land of Israel, saying, The 
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on 
edge?” 

Did you ever eat sour grapes?  Your teeth feel like “eeeew.”  But He 
says, the proverbs says, “the fathers eat the sour grapes, and the 
children’s teeth are set on edge.”  You see why I wanted Norman to 
share with you about this thing about the parents?  You see how this 
all ties together?  God had all this planned.  He wants us to see the 
connection. 

It does matter how you live.  I’ve never been so impressed in my life 
the deeper I get into the deliverance ministry, the more I learn about 
what God is saying and has said and what He is doing.  I’ve never 
been so impressed with the idea, you know it talks about in Proverbs, 
“a good name is better than riches.”  Do you know what a good name 
is?  That’s a godly heritage.  That godly heritage is unbelievably 
valuable because you miss out on a lot of the garbage.  You say, “well 
that’s nice but how about me?  Wow.  My family was a mess.  My 
family tree was like a buzzard roost, everything was in it, and me I 
wasn’t much better until I got saved.”  Well this is the good news.  
Though you had a bad family tree, God is showing us how to clean her 
up, and how to get you on sound ground, and how to get it fixed so 
your children don’t have to go through this mess and your 
grandchildren and your great grandchildren.  And you can give to them 
what you didn’t have.  And you’re liable to say, “poor me, I didn’t have 
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a good heritage.”  You can say, “well I’m too busy to whine and cry.  
My I’ve got to break those curses, I’ve got to dump all this stuff, I’m 
getting rid of all this garbage out of my life, I’m going to give my 
kids… .”  If you really love them, you want to give them the best, don’t 
you. 

One of the most startling things that is going to come forth is to see 
what this generation of kids that are coming up in deliverance, who 
have come up with being delivered, their momma being delivered 
while she is carrying them under their heart.  Listen when a gal gets 
pregnant around our household here, I really got myself in a corner on 
that one.  When anyone of our young ladies is expecting, the first 
thing she and her husband do, they make a bee line up here to the 
front for prayer.  Why?  They say, “we’re expecting.  We want to be 
sure that nothing is in that baby.”   We’ve even had unborn babies 
speak out, through the mouth of the mother.  Oh yes.  The spirits 
were already in there.  They went on vacation. 

But you see, we can give our children what we didn’t have.  Through 
knowledge, see God’s people perish for lack of knowledge.  You may 
not be able to give your kids a lot of money, but you can give them a 
godly heritage.  That’s the easiest thing to do, did you know that?  
What a blessing.  Rejoice! 

I had a lady that came up to me at one of the meetings recently.  She 
said, “Win, I’d like you to pray for me for deliverance.  I’ve had two 
sessions already.”  She was so righteous, she squeaked when she 
walked.  She was squeaky clean.  I said, “oh what you need to do is 
bind and loose.”  She said, “well for goodness sakes, how long does 
this go on?”  I said, “as long as necessary.”  Amen?  I said, “look, 
sister, it took you years and a lot of work to get in the mess you’re in.  
What difference does it make if it takes you a few weeks or months to 
get this thing unraveled and to get you on the line.  Don’t you believe 
it’s worthwhile to walk with Jesus?  Would you rather be like you 
were?”  “Oh well no,” she didn’t want to be like she was.  I said, “well 
then quit griping.”  Amen?  

But it isn’t an endless thing.  It’s just an unfolding thing and when you 
take care of one thing, then you’re ready for the next step and that’s 
when God begins to unfold it.  What a blessing!  Amen?  And we’re 
expecting tremendous breakthroughs even the rest of this year, and 
into next.  Praise the Lord.  We’re expecting you and other believers 
that are involved in this to find these things and feed them back.  
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We had a tremendous truth come in from up in Wisconsin.  People up 
there battling the enemy.  They found a soul breaker spirit, a soul tie 
breaker spirit.  This spirit cuts godly soul ties and causes dissension 
among the people of God; and they got to working in that group, in 
that little church, and they found that about eight or ten of the people 
had that thing hidden in them.  It was a hidden spirit, they had to 
ferret it out and it was discerned.  That’s the only way they could 
locate it, and it had several powerful spirits working under it.  Praise 
the Lord, He gave me all the information, we’re getting it all 
assimilated and put up.  It will be printed up and we’ll shoot it out to 
workers everywhere so everybody can attack the soul breaker spirit, 
the soul tie breaker.  It cuts good soul ties.  Makes sense, doesn’t it?  
There was a marvelous change in the woman, in her marriage and in 
the church, her relationship to the people in church when the soul tie 
breaker was out. 

Back to these scriptures again, Ezekiel 20, verse 27:  “Therefore, 
son of man, speak unto the house of Israel, and say unto them, Thus 
saith the Lord GOD; Yet in this your fathers have blasphemed me, in 
that they have committed a trespass against me.” 

Verse 30:  “Wherefore say unto the house of Israel, Thus saith the 
Lord GOD; Are ye polluted after the manner of your fathers? and 
commit ye whoredom after their abominations?” 

Look up whoredom, I don’t have time to go into that but whoredom is 
another ballgame too that passes down the line.  Now, turn back to 
Exodus 21 for a moment.  I want to tie something down.  Exodus 
21, verse 23.  This is talking about God’s rule. 

“And if any mischief follow, then thou shalt give life for life, 
Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot,  
Burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for stripe.” 

Did you know that’s God’s law?  Everything must be paid for.  The 
books must be balanced.  Now, if your father, grandfather, great 
grandfather, great great grandfather or any of your ancestors 
committed something and God didn’t settle it then, that’s where the 
iniquity passes.  Eye for an eye, tooth for tooth.  It must be exacted.  
You say, “well then hey, what do I do?  This is a runaway avalanche 
coming at me!  Aaaah!”  We have the answer in I John 1:9: “If we 
confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to 
cleanse us from all unrighteousness.”  Don’t you see?  When you do 
that, you pay off the debt.  The debt collector cannot come around 
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anymore.  The bill is paid.  Who paid it?  Jesus Christ, and again we 
stand in awe and wonder at the power of the Blood of Jesus and the 
far reaching effects of the forgiveness He gives in His Name.  Wow.  
What could be simpler?  You say, “oh that’s too easy.”  Have you 
noticed that every tremendous truth in God’s Word is that way?  
Haven’t you noticed that?  Salvation you know.  “Oh how complicated.  
Oh how, difficult!  I’ll never understand this!  I’ll never be able to read 
enough to be good enough!”  You remember all those contortions 
some of you went through?  And people kept saying, “just ask Jesus in 
your heart, just believe.”  “Oh but it couldn’t be this simple.”  But it 
was.  When you got saved you said, “oh yeah, that’s the way you do 
it, isn’t it!  That’s great!  Oh Wow!  Here I was trying to do it and it 
was already done.  I just had to accept the finished work of Jesus.  
When I did that, He did His job.” 

Then you remember the baptism of the Holy Spirit.  “Oh wow.  How 
complicated.  Oh I’m not holy enough, oh I’m not this, oh I’m not that.  
Oh I’ll never attain such greatness.”  Well if somebody convinced you 
of that, well be glad you didn’t catch what they’ve got.  Kind of like the 
itch, you don’t want it.  It’s religious itch.  But do you remember when 
you received it, it was so simple?  You thought, “oh wow, how did I 
miss this so long?  It is so clear and plain now.  Looking back it’s so 
simple!” 

Everything, when the Holy Spirit teaches us, when He reveals from His 
Word, when He backs it up with our experience, it becomes simple, 
easy to assimilate, easy to understand.  This is the same thing.  What 
could be simpler than to block off these iniquities following down the 
way.  “Now why would we have to do that?”  You wouldn’t believe the 
outcry some of these whiny Christians make.  You tell them they need 
to go and confess it: “Well why do I have to do that?”  You know like 
you were asking them to earn a million dollars and then bring it in. My 
my, you know what I think about?  I think about Naaman.  Seven dips 
in a muddy puddle?  Remember him?  He didn’t want to go in that old 
muddy river and he went off in a snorting rage.  He was so furious he 
went on, “I’m not going to do it,” and one of his friends got to him and 
said, “Master, if they told you something hard…I’ve seen you go 
through some real contortions with those priests and doctors.  My 
lands at the nasty medicine he had taken, at the awful things he had 
gone through and subjected himself to trying to get cured of that 
leprosy.  Do you realize what some of the cures of witchcraft are like?  
He had gone through all that stuff trying to get help and he couldn’t 
get any.  And he said, “you know really, you can’t lose anything.  Why 
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don’t you just try it?  It’s real simple.  All you are going to do is get 
wet.  You can’t do any worse than that.”  All he lost was his pride and 
his leprosy. 

And this is the same thing.  These things are so simple, so easy, so 
plain.  Until you see them, “oh there’s so much here,” but once the 
Holy Spirit shows you, you think, “oh wow, open and shut, easy to 
understand, easy to share.”  Because it is simple and the great thing is 
you don’t have to line up and wait for some high powered preacher to 
do it for you.  You have authority.  Don’t you have authority to confess 
sins?  You say, “well I don’t know about this confessing the sins of 
your fathers.  I confess sins of my own.  I know about that but I don’t 
know about this other.” 

Okay, let’s go to Leviticus 26.  He was telling them about all the 
judgments He was going to put on them for being disobedient.  He 
started off saying they’re running contrary, early on in the chapter.  
Verse 36, he said, “I’m going to send a faintness into their heart.”  
That’s what disobedience to God brings, a faintness in your heart.  And 
He said, “the sound of a shaken leaf will chasten.”  You know you’re 
getting pretty bad if you run every time a little old leaf rattles off a 
tree.  Rattle rattle and you just take off running and screaming .  Did 
you know some people get actually that frightened?  If you go contrary 
to God, that’s where you’ll end up.   

He goes on and says, “they’ll flee when none pursue.”  They’ll run off 
when nothing is after them.  Verse 37, he says, “they’ll have no 
power to stand before the enemy.”  Oh boy I want power to stand 
before the enemies, don’t you?  And then in verse 39, “they that are 
left of you.”  After most of you are wiped out he says, “the ones that 
are left will pine away in their iniquity in the enemy’s land.”  You are 
going to be captive in the enemy’s land.  You’re going to pine away.  
This is people that are contrary and also, “in the iniquities of their 
fathers, shall they pine away with them.”  Here we are again, the 
iniquities of the fathers.  “And if they confess their iniquity…”  Wait a 
minute, who is going to confess?  The ones who are pining away.  If 
they’ll confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their fathers with their 
trespass, “which they have trespassed against me and if they have 
also walked contrary to me that I have also walked contrary to them.”  
See God says, “if you walk contrary to me I’ll walk contrary to you.”  
He said, “but if you’ll confess your trespass and your contrariness and 
you confess that of your fathers,” look what He is going to do.  He 
said, “if your uncircumcised hearts be humble, and if they then accept 
the punishment of their iniquity,” then he said, “I’ll remember my 
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covenant with Jacob.”  Confessing the sins of the fathers can bring 
amazing results. 

Now, what kinds of sins would be involved in sins of the fathers?  Let’s 
think about it a minute.  What in the world could our fathers, now let’s 
see, 160 years you are talking about.  One hundred and twenty or one 
hundred and sixty years ago.  You say, “I don’t even know what my 
people were into.”  We can assume that some of them got off track, 
right?  Momma, poppa or somebody.  Somebody in our lineage got off 
track.  It’s an easy thing to believe they could have gotten off into 
idolatry and idolatry is covetousness.  Lust is very prevalent, greed, 
selfishness, probably marriage breaking, divorce and, of course, Ahab, 
Jezebel, witchcraft.  The list just goes on and on, doesn’t it.  As a 
matter of fact, the little old nasties that have been peaking up in you 
might be good clues to what’s lying under the surface.  I mean the 
weeds that are growing in your garden might give indication of what’s 
trying to feed the plants, and if you run out of steam, you can always 
do like the fellow in Hawaii did, and you can just seek the Father and 
go directly to the source and see what it’s all about. 

And I would encourage you as believer-priests to take authority over 
yourselves and the sins and start confessing the sins of your fathers 
and ask the Lord to bring to mind those and don’t think that just 
because it’s easy it doesn’t have to be done.  We found out that 
demons work on legal grounds.  They have to have legal reason to be 
where they are doing what they’re doing.  They don’t just pop up for 
no reason.  I tell people in the meetings and a lot of times, bless their 
hearts, this is the first time some of them ever heard of demons.  Well 
they knew they were there in the Bible, but they’re safe when they’re 
in the Bible, and you know they won’t get on you when you just read 
about them.  And they knew this over in Africa, that’s a good place for 
them, that’s a long way off and over in the Orient and those heathen 
countries you know, they know there are demons there because the 
missionary said, you know they ran across a demon possessed person 
and they said, “well that’s nice; well that’s too bad.”  Of course you 
know when I go into a meeting, and I talk about demons being right 
here, you just watch the shock come over some of those dear people’s 
faces.  “huh!”  You know it’s almost as if, “oh no!”  And of course some 
of them say, “I don’t believe it,” and then they stick around.  And you 
know, I tried, I guess it’s because I don’t know much, I just thought I 
was having the same kind of services everywhere I go.  In our church 
we don’t have special services.  We just have the same old thing all 
the time.  We sing, and we like to sing, you can tell that, can’t you?  
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We sing, and then we have testimonies, this is our regular order of 
service, and then I preach and then we have kicking, screaming, 
hollering and fighting.  That’s the order of service.  Actually we have a 
quiet, devotional type service because we’re Baptists, and Baptists 
have to be careful to keep everything nice.  And we’re very particular 
about that, and if the demons would be quiet the whole thing would be 
quiet.  They just get noisy.  Oh you might hear people laugh every 
once in awhile like they’re having a good time because they are.  You 
know, people coming to those meetings, it’s incredible, poor things 
they come in and they look just like this (makes a face).  “We’re going 
to a deliverance meeting.  I don’t know what it’s like, but it must be 
awful.  They’re going to talk about demons.”  The poor things, you 
know, they come in and they’re just in a bind, you know.  You can just 
tell, they’re almost like this (makes face) you know, and they’ve never 
been to anything like that, but they thought, “well I’d better find out 
about that,” and then they almost pray, they wish they hadn’t come.  
Then I get up and I laugh and I talk, and I just have such a good time 
and you see them looking at me.  “What’s the matter with that goof, 
that big old preacher?  Good night!  I’d be scared to death if I was 
talking to demons and heard them talking like these but he just 
laughs!”  Well my lands, if I got as uptight about demons as most 
people, I’d have had a nervous breakdown every couple of weeks at 
least.  The Lord told me a long time ago if your army is going to fight 
all the time, and the war is all the time isn’t it, and if the army doesn’t 
enjoy the battle, they’ll burn out.  See that’s what happened to 
deliverance in the past.  You had to be so proper.  You must do it just 
so.  Either that or you must scream louder than the demons.  I’ve 
been in places where you couldn’t tell which was manifesting, the 
worker or the person being prayed for.  I mean I’ve actually gone over 
to try to help somebody, and I laid hands on the wrong person.  
They’d turn around and say, “oh I’m delivering them,” and I’d say, 
“oh!”  
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You know if you just stop and think about it for a minute, how would 
Jesus deliver people?  Would he scream His lungs out at them, or 
would he just talk to them?  A lot of people you know that they don’t 
like manifestations either.  “You don’t have to put up with that.”  Why 
not?  Remember when that little boy was brought to Jesus, and they 
said your disciples couldn’t cast them out.  They were over there, you 
know the experts were over there, demon experts.  Boy they sure left 
their hair out of their bloom that day.  That’s when they hit one of 
those that wouldn’t budge, oh it wouldn’t budget at all.  It didn’t know 
they were in charge.  Remember when they said, “well bring him to 
me,” and they brought him to Jesus and the boy went into 
convulsions.  Now Jesus didn’t say, “now stop that.  We’ll not have any 
of that.  You’re not going to disturb this service.”  Know what He did?  
He turned to the father and said, “how long has he been like this?”  
Just the most everyday thing in the world, you know.  He knew how to 
stop the manifestations, and it didn’t bother him.  He knew what it 
was. You won’t be bothered with that stuff when you know what it is.  
What difference does it make?  Let them kick, let them scream. 

People are always telling me, “well they try to put on help.”  They 
want to put on baloney.  I’ve had demons tell me from coast to coast, 
“Worley we hate you, blanket blank blank, you and those stupid people 
and those ignorant books.”  He said, “you make us manifest and 
everybody sees and hears.”  I said, “don’t you like to manifest?” He 
said, “you know we don’t like to manifest.  We’ve convinced everybody 
else!”  I said, “not us.”  He said, “I know.”  And then he called me 
some choice names and made reference to my ancestors.  I won’t bore 
you with the details, but he didn’t think highly of them.  Let’s put it 
that way. 

But anyway.  What am I saying.  People we’ve got to move forward in 
this move of God.  It’s a progressive unfolding and you can be a part 
of it.  Wouldn’t you like to be?  Praise God, every believer can do it.  
The Bible says, “those who believe in my Name shall they cast out 
devils.”  Not those who go to Bible school.  Not those who do this and 
do that and do the other, but those who believe.  And you’ll find that 
deliverance has a cleansing effect on you.  Of course, Hegewisch 
shocks people in a lot of ways.  They come in and see somebody 
thrashing around the floor and then about an hour later they see that 
same person up praying for someone else and they get all bent out of 
shape.  What’s wrong with that?  They got help they needed and are 
helping somebody else.  Amen? Help everybody you can.  You never 
know when you’re going to need help.  Amen? 
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#6 – How to Bind and Loose 
(1983 Video Sermon) 

By Win Worley 

 

I’m going to speak this morning on the subject of binding spirits and 
loosing spirits.  This is binding evil spirits and loosing the spirits of 
God.  Some of you have heard the message before.  It may be new to 
some, but for those who have heard it, it will be good to review.  For 
those who have not heard it, it will be a real revelation and an 
understanding into a deeper walk with God.  The business of binding 
and loosing spirits came to our understanding some few years ago now 
I guess it is.  We’ve been walking in this truth, and it has been such a 
blessing.   

There are so many things people that come to me with problems 
about, especially things concerning demonic problems and say “what 
can I do about this situation or that situation.”  A lot of times I look at 
them and I say the best thing you can do and the same thing, the only 
thing you can do is to bind and loose.  It’s wonderful that the remedy 
is the best thing you can do and at the same time it’s the only thing 
you can do.  Many things you can’t do.  Binding and loosing will work 
at any distance, and it is a tremendous step of authority for the 
believer and once you move into this realm of authority the devil will 
try his best to get you to forget it.  There may be some listening to me 
now who have been in this realm and have kind of let it slip and have 
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said, “oh well I used to do that but I kind of slipped off.”  We have a 
booklet called “Warfare Prayers” which will help you get into it and 
give you some model prayers to go by.  They are not to be repeated 
by rote necessarily.  They just give you some guidelines to go by.  
Then we also have a little booklet pulled from the books called 
“Breaking Curses and Binding & Loosing” which will give you a 
condensed version of binding and loosing -- what we are going to talk 
about this morning. 

You know when we first got into deliverance, people were always 
telling me, they say, “well we don’t know much about it.”  You couldn’t 
know much less than we did at Hegewsich when we first began with 
binding and loosing, because we didn’t know how to stop when we got 
started.  We had to stay and stay all night a lot of times because we 
had a tiger by the tail, we had him out of the cage but we couldn’t get 
rid of him, and we had to wait until we got rid of him.  So we just had 
to wear him out and sometimes we were pretty worn out before it was 
over too.  Because as you remember when we started in deliverance 
we didn’t even speak in tongues.  That may come as a shock to some, 
but the Bible doesn’t say that you have to do all of these things.  It 
just says you do what God says and He’ll do His thing.  You start 
commanding demons to come out and they will in Jesus’ Name if you 
take your authority over them. 

Well, at any rate, somebody came along one time, after many weeks 
or months into deliverance that we were in, and there are some here 
that can remember those days, and they said, “well you can bind 
those things.”  That’s in Matthew 18:18 which says whatever you 
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven.  Wow what a relief!  We began 
to get a little sleep.  Up to then you know it was once we stirred a 
demon up, once we had him on the run, we had to stay with him until 
we got him out.  That’s all we knew how to do.  Now that we found a 
way where we could stop, bind him up, get the person that was in 
deliverance rest, get the workers rest and come back with everybody 
rested up and go after him again and this was really great.  This was a 
great step forward.   

So we began to bind the evil spirits that we dealt with and we also 
found it effective in hindering their activity even while we were 
working with them, and we used this verse, “whatever you shall bind 
on earth shall be bound in heaven.”  Boy that was a good verse.  Of 
course there was another part of that verse I noticed, it said, 
“whatsoever you shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven,” and I 
didn’t know what to do with that, because I liked binding them, but I 
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didn’t care too much for the idea of loosing them.  I was more 
interested in choking them down than letting them loose – that didn’t 
appeal to me too much.  Well I didn’t understand how that fit in the 
scheme of things, so we began to use the first part of the verse and 
we bound them in Jesus’ Name and, of course, the binding worked and 
it will work for you.  And that’s good and most people, most believers 
who know anything about, I’ve talked to them across the country, and 
I say, “do you know about binding and loosing,” when they are telling 
me about a problem.  I say, “do you know how to bind and loose,” and 
they say, “oh yes, I bind Satan every day.”  Well I doubt that does a 
whole lot of good.  I mean that’s like saying I bind the sun to keep it 
from rising almost.  I doubt that we can bind Satan.  He is a pretty 
good sized adversary in the first place and besides that if we just bind 
him we’re just kind of scatter shotting.  We need to get more specific 
and bind the agents through whom he works.  He’s off up in the 
heavenlies running his universe and directing it.  He does this through 
principalities, powers, thrones, dominions, world rulers, kings, princes, 
thrones, dominions, all of those sort of things.  And you remember 
Paul said we wrestle not with flesh and blood but with Satan.  Did he?  
No he didn’t.  He said we wrestle not with flesh and blood but we do 
wrestle with principalities, powers, thrones, dominions, world rulers, 
kings and princes, and so I think when you start binding, start binding 
on that level and I think you’ll get some results and rather quickly. 

Now the demonic world does not want the truth of binding and loosing 
to get out, that’s for sure, and a lot of people when they talk about 
binding and loosing, they’re just talking about binding Satan.  “Oh yes, 
I bind Satan every day.”  I’ve seldom seen anybody who got much 
help that way.  Then others have gone a little further and they say, 
“well I bind the demons every day.”  Now you’re getting close, now 
you start binding specific spirits, then you’re getting close to the heart 
of things and that will work.  But you’re only doing half of it you see.  
That’s good as far as it goes; it’s just not the whole show. 

Well we went along for months, I don’t know, maybe years, and we 
were battling the enemy and successfully binding these spirits, 
hindering or choking off their activities, to the place where people 
could get relief and help and even deliverance by using the binding 
powers that we had and yet we pondered about “whatsoever you loose 
on earth shall be loosed in heaven.”   

Then there came a day when I was studying, and I ran across, I was 
reading a book on deliverance.  It was a rather poor book so I won’t 
even mention its name.  It’s not worth reading.  I read a lot of books 
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that are not that good, but I look through them anyway.  But the book 
did say one thing that was of value.  This one thing was that they were 
talking about evil spirits and not the spirits of God, although there 
were spirits of God.  And for some reason when I read it that day, that 
rang a bell in my mind.  That’s the only thing I remember about the 
book.  The rest of it was really off the wall, but at any rate that 
particular statement rang a bell in my mind, spirits of God. 

I remember that when I was in seminary we asked the professor about 
the spirits of God.  Because they are mentioned -- seven spirits of God 
are mentioned twice in Revelation around the throne.  Then in 
Isaiah 11:2, it names seven spirits of God.  They go to and fro 
through the earth, and I began to wonder about these seven spirits of 
God again.  Now when we were in seminary, we asked the professor, 
and so he gave us a nice theological explanation that seven was the 
number of God and completeness, and so of course everything was in 
sevens, and the seven represented the completeness of the Holy 
Spirit.  Well that sounded pretty good.  I didn’t know any reason why 
it wasn’t all right.  It just didn’t thrill me that much, but I put it away 
and never thought too much more about it. 

By the way, back to this verse 18 [Matthew], when we found this 
“whatever you bind on earth,” we found that worked, and that 
“whatever you loose on earth,” I didn’t know what it meant, so I did 
what I learned many years ago as a baby Christian.  Some older, wiser 
Christian told me, “When you run across a scripture and you don’t 
know what it means, don’t throw it away, don’t deny it, and don’t 
worry yourself to death about it.  Just tell the Lord, “I believe this 
scripture.  I have no idea what it means.  I don’t know, and because I 
don’t know what it means, I can’t apply it to my life, but I believe it 
because You said it, Father, and You’ve never said anything that 
wasn’t right; and when I understand it as you want me to, I’ll know 
how to apply it in my life and where it fits.  In the meanwhile, I’m 
going to put it in this cubby hole right here.  I’m not going to throw it 
away.  I’m just going to store it, and if You want me to use that 
scripture, You’re going to have to show me what it means and how to 
use it and then I’ll do it.” 

That’s what I did to the last half of that eighteenth verse.  That way I 
didn’t have to sit around every day and wonder and go, “oh I can’t go 
any further in my Bible study until I know what the last half of that 
verse is!”  I find people stalled out all over the country, “well I was 
studying the Bible you know, and then I struck this verse and I 
couldn’t understand it so I just quit.“  The devil would like nothing 
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better than for you to stall out.  Listen, there are things in this book 
that you and I will never understand until we get to heaven, but there 
are a lot of them that we are going to understand if we pursue God, 
and if we’ll just use what we have and keep on moving and ask the 
Lord for more.  Haven’t you found that to be true?  But don’t sit 
around and stall out on your scriptures trying to understand every jot 
and tittle.  It’s good to have an enquiring mind.  It’s better to have 
one that keeps moving; and you can come back to these puzzlers 
every once in awhile and say, “Hey Lord, you know I’m still wondering 
about that verse, exactly what that means.  If You would tell me what 
it meant, I sure would appreciate it,” and one of these days when it’s 
time He will tell you. 

Now we went a long for months and didn’t know what this last half of 
this verse was, and I remembered when I read this book and it 
triggered my mind, the spirits of God, there are spirits of God.  I 
thought I’d been meaning to look that up sometime.  For years I had 
thought I’d go and look that up sometime in the concordance and I 
never had.  So I just went to the concordance, picked old Strong’s up 
and when I get to heaven I just want to hug old Augustus Strong’s 
neck.  He sure has saved me a lot of headaches and solved a lot of 
problems for me.  I don’t know how he kept from going crazy writing 
that thing.  Have you ever thought how much work there is to that?  
My word, that man.  At any rate I looked it up in Strong’s 
Concordance, and the first thing when I looked up spirits, I was 
stunned at the number of scriptures that were in there that had to do 
with spirits, and they weren’t all holy spirits.  Why there were all kinds 
of spirits -- I found funny spirits in there.  I found spirits of peace, joy, 
longsuffering.  I found all kinds of spirits.  Spirits of singing, spirits of 
this, that and the other, that I’d never even thought about being in the 
scriptures.  It’s a long, long list in fine type, and I began to go through 
these scriptures.  I was like a bird dog that’s on the trail of some birds.  
I haven’t seen them yet but I’ve heard the whir of their wings.  I know 
they are around there somewhere.  And I was getting excited, I felt 
like, “Lord I believe You’re going to give us a breakthrough.”  I just 
sensed we were on the verge of coming to a breakthrough in 
deliverance to give us even more power over the enemy, more ability 
to defeat him, more ability to set people free, and above all to teach 
them to set themselves and their friends free.  

So finally I landed over in I John 4:1 when I was running references.  
I John 4:1 says, “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits 
to see if they be of God.”  Now, I had read that verse no telling how 
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many times when I was a baby Christian because I John was one of 
my favorite books.  I used to read and re-read it.  When I went 
through it, this time though, it jumped at me:  “Believe not every 
spirit, but try the spirits {plural}, to see if they be of God.”  These 
plural spirits.  Now if there was only a Holy Spirit and then a bunch, a 
horde of evil spirits, when you ran across a spirit when you knew it 
wasn’t the Holy Spirit, all you would do is cast it out, but he’s not 
talking about that.  He says try them, check them to see if they be of 
God.  In other words there are evil spirits and there are spirits of God.  
I said, “Lord I need more than that.”  So I kept running references and 
I finally ended up, I really hit pay dirt when I got to Hebrews 
chapter 1, again a chapter I had read and preached from many many 
times and yet this time something strange happened.  When I hit 
verse 7, it said speaking of God, “who maketh His angels to be 
spirits,” and I felt like I ought to receive dumb dumb award of the 
year.  There it was in print, plain English, God makes His angels to be 
spirits.  They are the spirits of God.  Now that may seem very 
elementary if you’ve been moving in this truth, but listen it hit like a 
bomb shell in my head.  I went on down to verse 14, and clued in on 
another use of spirit, and it said these angels, who are the spirits of 
God, shall be the ministering spirits for those who shall be the heirs of 
salvation.  Are there any heirs of salvation here?  Oh yes, I’m an heir 
of God, a joint heir with Jesus Christ.  I’m interested.  When it speaks 
of heirs, I want to see what it’s talking about, don’t you?  It says, “He 
makes His angels to be spirits, ministering spirits for those who shall 
be the heirs of salvation.”  When that was written I was one of those 
“shall be’s.”  I was down the road a piece, weren’t you?  Several 
hundred years.  And now, I find out that part of my inheritance as a 
child of God, part of the thing that God has promised to me, is that I 
have angels who will minister for me.  The angels of God, the spirits of 
God, will minister on my behalf.  Now I knew from previous studies 
that one third of the angels of God in time in the past had joined with 
Lucifer the super angel and had fallen and been cursed by God and 
were cast into the earth eventually.  This is their particular habitation, 
the second heaven and the earth, and I knew this, and I always liked 
the fact they we had a two for one majority when we went to fight 
with the enemy because there were two of God’s angels for every one 
of the evil spirits.  That’s a good majority in anybody’s game, 
especially when the angels of God are armed with swords, and 
according to what our “demonic friends,” quote unquote, have 
complained about, they were disarmed when they fell.  God removed 
their swords, and so they’re no longer armed, and they are at a great 
disadvantage when they engage the spirits of God. 
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Now, the angelic spirits of God then are ministering spirits for those 
who shall be the heirs of salvation.  Now, of course, you will 
immediately run into problems with people saying, “hey you can’t fool 
around with angels, that’s dangerous business.”  Now I wonder who 
started that.  “Well we don’t want any angel worship.”  We certainly 
don’t, but I’ll tell you this.  Who had command over angels when he 
was on earth?  Did Jesus have it?  Could He command angels?  
Remember in the Garden of Gethsemane, when that soldier took a 
swipe, reached out and grabbed Jesus, and then Peter grabbed his 
sword and tried to chop his head off and the guy ducked, and he got 
his ear.  You certainly didn’t think he aimed for his ear, did you?  Peter 
was a better shot than that.  But at any rate, remember what Jesus 
told Peter is so significant.  He said, “put away your sword because if I 
had wanted to I could have called the Father.”  And what would have 
happened?  He would have sent angels.  So the Lord Jesus had 
command over angels.  Did they minister to Him?  Remember in 
Gethsemane after the tremendous trial he went through where He 
almost died in the Garden, and He prayed for strength to make it to 
the cross.  Do you remember, it said and angels came and ministered 
unto Him. 

Now Jesus had command over angels.  Now, who did He give this 
command to when He left?  He is at the right hand of the Father.  
“Behold I give you power (delegated authority, power of attorney) 
over all the delegated authority of the enemy (over all the power of 
the enemy).”  And that power includes the authority to command 
angels.  Now we never under any circumstances worship angels.  Don’t 
forget that.  There is never any occasion to worship an angel of any 
rank.  There is never any reason to pray to an angel.  You say, well I 
remember a few times in the Old Testament when men fell down 
before the Angel of the Lord.  Yes, and they were not rebuked for it.  
Do you know why?  Because when that happened, that was Jesus 
preincarnate.  “Pre” means before and “incarnate”-- in the flesh, 
before He came in the flesh, He made appearances.  The Angel of the 
Lord was the one who appeared to Joshua and took charge of the host.  
The Angel of the Lord was the one who wrestled with Jacob, and you’ll 
find the Angel of the Lord making appearance, and when He does, 
men will pay homage to Him and not be rebuked.  You remember 
Abraham fell down before some angels.  They came and said, “get up, 
we’re just servants.”  The angels of God will not accept worship.  The 
other kind you don’t want to fool with.  Amen?  Now don’t think that 
the devil’s angels haven’t forgotten how to dress up and look pretty.  
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They can certainly look beautiful, and they will if that’s what it takes to 
get you. 

But at any rate, we do not pray to angels, we do not worship angels, 
but we as believers have a power of attorney left to us by Jesus who 
came back from the grave saying, “all power is given to me on heaven 
and earth.”  That means we can call for these who are the ministering 
spirits, the ministering spirits for those who shall be the heirs of 
salvation.  I have power in Jesus’ Name to pray to the Father in Jesus’ 
Name for angels to come and minister to me, or for me in whatever I 
need.  Now that’s a pretty wide scope, isn’t it?  You say, “well I don’t 
know, I’d be a little afraid to do that.”  Well, then you won’t ever get 
anything done.  You’ve got to move off your do nothing and begin to 
reach out and believe the promises of God if God is going to help you 
and do something for you.  If He is going to help me we’ve got to 
believe what He says. 

Now, we ran into this binding and loosing thing.  If you back up to the 
sixteenth chapter of Matthew, in verse 19, you’ll find out this 
binding and loosing is the keys to the kingdom.  You hear a lot of talk 
about the keys to the kingdom.  The Catholic Church doesn’t have it.  
They never have had it.  The keys of the kingdom are given to 
believers who take their authority to bind and loose.  Now let’s see 
what binding and loosing means. 

Bring it back to (Matthew) 18:18 again.  All of a sudden verse 18 
and Matthew 18 begin to take on a new significance.  “Whatsoever 
you shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven.”  Now I like that one 
and we’ve been using that.  Basically all that verse means is whatever 
you bind on earth, I’m down here on earth -- in the Name of Jesus I 
bind the spirit of lust in me, in somebody else or across the country, or 
in the heavenlies.  See angels can travel in any direction.  One reason 
they were made spirits -- they can go down inside of you where the 
trouble is.  Isn’t that nice.  You go to a deliverance preacher or a 
deliverance worker and they can’t reach down your throat and pull the 
demon out by his heels, but an angel can go down there and get them.  
Aren’t you glad?  You say, “yeah, you have an awfully big hand there.”  
You may feel like somebody has reached down your throat when they 
start coming out, but the angels of the Lord can do what we cannot 
do.  That’s not the only reason God made them spirits, but that’s one 
reason  They go down inside where the spiritual problems exist. 

Now whatever you bind on earth -- I say, “Father, in Jesus’ Name, I 
bind this wicked spirit down here.”  So what does God do?  The 
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request is made on earth.  It’s bound in heaven.  Heaven says, 
“request approved.”  It’s stamped approved, and it goes through and 
instantly the binding takes place.  I may not see it, but the spirit world 
recoils before it.  All right? 

Now, look at the second part of it, “whatsoever you shall loose on 
earth shall be loosed in heaven.”  I’m down here on earth again, still 
here, haven’t gone anyplace.  Whatever I loose on earth – “Father, in 
Jesus’ Name, I want You to loose some angels, some spirits of God up 
there to go and minister to John over there.  I want to send some 
spirits of encouragement, some spirits of consolation, some spirits of 
joy, some spirits of peace, send them to him now in Jesus’ Name, to 
help him out.”  Whatever I ask on earth, whatever I shall loose on 
earth shall be loosed where?  In heaven.  I say, “Father, would You 
loose those angels,” and heaven says, “approved.”  See it comes 
through the right channels.  You go to the Father in Jesus’ Name and 
He releases those angels immediately to do it.  Now they can go to 
China as quickly as they can go right here.  You have to understand 
that time does not bind them.  The space problem doesn’t exist for 
them.  Quicker than you can think, they’re on the job doing what you 
requested in Jesus’ Name.  It’s part of the believer’s inheritance to be 
able to bind evil spirits and to loose the spirits of God.  

Now this is a stupendous thing, and we have not even yet plumbed the 
depths of all that this means, although we’ve been using it for months 
now, we have not yet come to an understanding of how much is 
involved and how much disaster happens in the spirit world when we 
use these weapons of our warfare by binding evil spirits and loosing 
the spirits of God.  By the way you can loose angels by the legion.  
There is only six thousand in a legion, and God has millions and 
millions and millions of angels so you’re not going to deplete heaven.  
I mean this is one time you don’t have to be stingy.  You can just 
launch enough to do the job.  I mean you don’t have to be careful 
about this, you can just let them fly. 

Now we had been doing this for a good long while, and the warfare 
prayers had gone out across the land.  I guess there is 100,000 copies 
scattered through the land already, and people across the land were 
using these as models to go by to bind and loose for themselves, for 
their home, for their children, for their nation, for their business and 
everything else, using these pattern prayers, and this had been going 
on for a couple years I guess.  I had a demon cornered one time, a 
rather high ranking demon in another part of the Country.  He looked 
at me with great hatred and he said, “you’ve got to stop teaching 
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binding and loosing.  This is the most horrible thing you’ve ever done.”  
He said, “you’ve done a lot of terrible things Worley, but this is one of 
the worst, this is one of the rottenest.”  He said, “we’ve not had this 
much trouble in centuries.” 

Do you know why binding and loosing is so deadly?  Because the 
average believer can pick it up and do it.  You don’t have to go and 
take a course in Bible school.  You can just take a few simple verses, 
begin to move in your authority, and things will begin to happen within 
a week to two weeks.  If it’s a difficult case, but you’ll begin to start 
noticing changes, and if you’ll be more persistent than the demons, 
you’ll win.  I find that believers are incredibly lazy.  They give up.  You 
know on the plains of hesitation bleats the bones of millions, who at 
the dawn of victory sat down to rest, and while resting died.  And I 
find a lot of believers bleaching their bones, and just when they’re 
about to win, they say, “well I’ve gotten so tired of binding and loosing 
so I just quit.”  When we get to heaven we’re going to find out you 
probably quit just in the nick of time.  The enemy was about to be 
smashed completely. 

My encouragement to you is to keep on binding and keep on loosing.  
It does an incredible amount of damage to the spirit world.  There is 
no way we can even gauge the deadly inroads made by our being 
obedient and binding evil spirits and loosing the spirits of God. 

This demon told me that the plans of the Illuminati were now ten years 
behind.  They were falling behind not at a chronological rate but 
faster.  Instead of falling behind a month in a month’s time they would 
fall behind six months, and they said it was mainly because of binding 
and loosing.  Binding and Loosing.  You know, you remember that here 
at Hegewisch we had prayed against the witches and the witchcraft 
things many months back?  I just got a testimony out of a witch who 
was the second-in-command to LaVey, Anton LaVey, the Church of 
Satan.  By the way the Church of Satan is just window dressing.  The 
depths of the wickedness that LaVey is in does not emerge in the 
Church of Satan.  That is just mild compared to what he is really into.  
But this guy was the second honcho.  Guess what?  He is saved and 
he’s in Peter’s church in New York right now, and he gave a rundown 
on lists of demons that will knock your eye off the prevailing of the big 
high mogul.  He also gave me a list of people who have been saved 
and baptized in the Holy Spirit out of those high ranks.  It’s been 
working people.  We thought maybe we hadn’t done any good, but 
God’s been snatching those people and saving them, and that’s the 
best way to tear down somebody’s operation, isn’t it, to take their 
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leaders and change them over to your side?  Hmmm?  God is a good 
strategist, and he has been raiding the fold of the enemy, so step up 
your binding and loosing concerning the witches and warlocks.  They 
want out.  Many of them want out -- they just don’t think there is any 
possibility.  Well if they went to the average church, do you think they 
could find the way out?  Knowing what they do about the demonic. 
Knowing what they do about demonic activity, if a witch or a warlock 
were to go, or if a Satanist were to go to the average fundamental 
Bible church thundering out against sin, well now that person doesn’t 
need convincing they are in sin, they already know that, but the ones 
that want out, can they find help there?  They need help, and here 
they find them denying the fact of the supernatural, explaining it away 
–- just imagination, superstition.  They can’t find help.  Why?  Because 
there is little faith in that church in the real verity of spiritual reality.  
But they’re coming out, and God is moving.  Isn’t that encouraging?  
So keep pressing on.  

Whatever you bind on earth is bound in heaven and whatever you 
loose on earth is loosed in heaven, and this demon told me.  He said, 
“the Illuminati has been so messed up, the principalities that guide all 
the wicked movements of the new age movement, the economic block, 
the political and the financial maneuverings and meanderings are 
guided by principalities and powers who work through thrones, 
dominions and all these other various step-downs.  They issue orders 
and power going down through the channels to arrange the disaster 
that gets down here.  The bottom line is the human dupes like 
Rockefeller and the others who are highly demonized who are running 
around doing their bidding.  They are so demonized they don’t even 
know what they’re doing, but they’re following the dictates of the 
master plan of Satan.  But this demon said, “things are in so much 
confusion because those stupid simple minded idiots across the 
country.  They pick up that blankety blank warfare thing.  Every 
morning, hundreds of them!  They pick it up, here they go, ‘now Lord, 
let me see…we bind in Jesus’ Name, we send legions into the 
principalities and powers,’ and they go right down the stupid list and 
here comes legion after legion of angels with chains coming and 
binding.”  And he said, “about the time they get one flight, here they 
come from another direction with some more idiots busy, and they’re 
just sending them from everywhere.  The angels of God are coming, 
and they’re throwing everything into confusion.”  He said, “they bind 
them, they gag them, they put sacks on their heads.”  He said, “It’s 
disgusting!”  He said, “Not only that, they cut down all the 
communication lines and the runners, you might say the spiritual 
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runners that take messages down to the earth, can’t get through, 
they’re blocked and hamstrung and thrown down and hindered, and 
the principalities and powers are busy trying to fight off these hordes 
of angels that come from those idiots.  And it’s all your fault.  You and 
those idiots that are teaching this, you’ve got to stop it.” 

You know something?  You say, “oh you’re just spinning dreams.  
You’re just wandering.”   I don’t think so.  That demon was genuinely 
upset.  Why would he be upset?  If we were just spinning our wheels 
for nothing, why would he even bother to talk about it?  Let them go 
ahead and waste their time, but it isn’t a waste of time, that’s it. 

We’ve found a secret, we’ve found a crack in the armor, and I’m 
convinced there are many many more.  Binding and loosing is only the 
beginning of opening up the whole spirit world so it can be attacked 
with all the power of Jesus Christ.  The early church did it. 

When Paul wrote letters, what did he do first?  He said, “grace and 
peace to you.”  Why?  Because they needed grace and peace to read 
those letters.  They needed it in their daily lives, didn’t they?  He said, 
“I pray that you will have a spirit of understanding of what the will of 
God is.”   He was sending spirits.  Read his epistles again.  It’s 
amazing.  It’s in there.  They used it just routinely.  So what 
happened?  The whole world exploded before them as they went.  
They went like huge bombs blowing apart whole cities.  One small 
party would hit a large city like Ephesus, and it would go into an 
uproar.  In a matter of days, the whole city would be in an uproar.  
You can have a meeting in a big metropolitan area now and most of 
the people never know you’ve been there.  There is no uproar, hmm?  
But you know why?  Because they went binding and loosing.  They 
went armed with this knowledge and understanding that God is 
bringing back into the church in full force, and that which has been 
seen dimly, if at all in the past, is coming into bold relief.  It says, 
“whatever you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven and whatever 
you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.” 

Those are positive promises.  You can loose spirits into yourself.  You 
can bind spirits in yourself.  You can reach out and loose and bind 
spirits in other people.  You can reach across the country.  You can ask 
the angels to go and minister for you.  Ministry covers a great deal of 
territory.  You can send ministering angels ahead of you to that 
interview.  You can send ministering angels to take care of a difficult 
situation that you’re facing, to create favor with you with the people 
that you need favor with.  Will this solve all your problems?  No, but 
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it’s certainly worth trying.  It doesn’t cost anything, does it?  It’s been 
paid for.  You’re only out the praying if it doesn’t work, but what’s 
happening if it works.  You’re way ahead, and you’re going to find out 
that this will work if you combine it with intelligent prayer and Bible 
study so that God can guide you into the places He’ll throw you in the 
forefront of the battle, and as you bind and loose, and as you send the 
spirits of God to others, to bless them, to encourage them, the spirit of 
adoption, to draw people to Christ. 

Now you know after I got a hold of this thing, I brought it to the 
church, of course, and I was really steamed up about it.  I was 
excited, and I brought it and dropped it in my church’s lap.  So they 
were busy writing notes and everything.  I think it was on a Thursday 
night probably when I shared it.  The following Sunday morning as I 
recall, we were in deliverance, and I was over here on this side, and 
there were people all over being delivered, and I heard a demon 
scream out right over here, “no, no, I’m not coming out!  I will not!”  
Well that wasn’t too unusual.  I’ve heard that before, but about five 
minutes later I heard that same demon hollering out and he said, “now 
why did you have to do that!  Now I’m going to have to come out!”  
Well I’m always interested in that.  That sounded good!  So I just 
simply got somebody else to cover me over there, and I slipped over 
here, and it happened to be Dennis over here working with that thing.  
I said, “Dennis.”  I said, “what did you do to that thing to make it give 
up so quick?”  He looked up at me grinning like a goat eating briers, 
and he flipped his big old Bible open.  He said, “well,” he said, “you 
know Pastor, after you preached that sermon,” he said, “I just went 
home, and I got my concordance down and I wrote down all the 
references to all the spirits in the concordance.”  I felt like telling him, 
“shut up!  I would have told you to do that. I’m the pastor.  You’re 
supposed to wait for me to tell you to do those things,” but I didn’t say 
anything.  And he said, “so I went down my list here when that demon 
wouldn’t come out, and I just loosed burning, destruction and 
judgment on him.”  Now when I was looking for them I never thought 
about that.  But I would have!  You understand.  I would have, but he 
had already latched on to it. 

Praise the Lord for people who search the scriptures to see if these 
things be so and learn how to put them in practice.  I tell people when 
I go across the country in meetings, I tell them I’ve got a church full of 
smart alecks.  They’re always walking up to me saying, “pastor, you’ve 
probably already seen this scripture, but it sure did help to get this 
demon out.”  And they read me a scripture and I feel like telling them, 
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“I would have thought of that.  You’re supposed to let me tell the 
people about all these good things!”  No I think it’s a wonderful thing, 
a testimony that when people move into deliverance and into ministry, 
they begin to search the scriptures, and God begins to unveil to him 
wonderful truths that they can share with one another.  That’s why I 
keep saying all the time there are no stars in deliverance.  It’s only 
workers.  Some have been at it a little longer, but it’s only workers, 
and everybody is in a growing process, and if you’re not growing, well 
just get started.  All you have to do is kick her in gear and get on the 
way. 

So that’s how we moved into binding and loosing, and it proved to be 
a tremendous asset both here at the church and across the country, 
and everywhere it’s gone, it has worked miracle after miracle after 
miracle because the average person can do it.  It’s my joy to tell 
people across the country. 

You know we get a lot of people saying, “oh yes!  Oh you’ve got a 
great ministry!  I see it all!  Oh yes, it’s becoming clear, oh yes, Lord, 
yes, yes, I’ve got it, Yes, sister, God has got a great ministry for you.  
You’re going to go across the seas and carry this glorious message 
God is thrilling in your heart, sister! “.  She never heard anything like 
that in her life, and, “Go sell your house!  Sell your car and give me 
half of it!  Go to Bible school!  It’s worth it all!” 

I’m so sick of these religious racketeers fleecing God’s people.  May 
God grant us enlightened believers who open their minds and shut 
their pocket books to these robbers.  They are nothing but thieves and 
robbers.  They are hustlers.  They are religious hucksters.  God does 
not finance His work that way!  People going around and begging and 
pleading and have got the hand out all the time.  We don’t raise 
money around here that way.  There has never been a pledge card 
signed here.  What good would a pledge card do?  It would just take 
up time and space in a file cabinet.  If you’re going to be honest with 
God, you’ll be honest.  If you won’t, you won’t.  Signing a card is not 
going to make you any more honest. 

You ever go to one of these places where they have a “wave offering?”  
Where they say they want a “quiet offering?”  Don’t make any noise.  
Get that paper stuff that doesn’t make any noise.  Have a wave 
offering, put the money in your hand, and wave it you know at the 
Lord.  “Now get it ushers quick before they put it away.” 
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All this seed faith stuff is completely abomination.  There is no 
scripture for that.  You plant money for seed faith, and somebody else 
will get it, I’ll bet you.  Where do you reckon that money went?  Why 
it’s building a building!  Better wake up. 

There is a lot of shenanigans going on in the religious world.  A lot of 
fundraisers decide the religious field is a good place to operate, and a 
lot of religious people started out, and they might have even had a 
vision in the beginning, but they overstretched.  They tried to enhance 
and make the vision come to pass.  They got overstretched and they 
found out that friendly banks would loan them any amount of money, 
but then they found out the friendly banks also want a friendly 
payment every month, and so then they have all these bills to pay.  So 
then they have to run and they have to use the fundraising squeeze.  
They get beg-a-thons and all this kind of stuff going on.  I think I shall 
throw up if I hear another beg-a-thon.   

I mean it’s bad enough when the secular people do it, but when people 
get on and advertise that poor old God is broke, help poor old God pay 
His TV bill.  Why not let it go unpaid and clear the TV waves.  Hmm?  
Some of it couldn’t be worse. 

Binding and loosing is a tremendous weapon that God has put within 
our grasp.  Go back to Matthew 18 again and let me call attention to 
something else.  The 18th verse talks about binding evil spirits and 
loosing the spirits of God.  The 19th verse is tied right to it.  “Again I 
say, if any two of you…”  Which two?  The two that have been binding 
and loosing.  This promise is not for everyone.  It’s for those who are 
binding and loosing.  “If any two of you shall agree on earth as 
touching anything they shall ask it shall be done of them by my Father 
which is in Heaven.”  See why some people haven’t been able to cash 
this check?  They had nothing in the account.  If you are a binder and 
a looser, you get to claim this.  Verse 20 is also tied into the same 
verse, “for where two or three who are binding and loosing are 
gathered together in my Name there I am in the midst of them.”  Now 
am I twisting the scriptures?  Or is that what it really says?  I don’t 
think you can separate those three verses.  The three verses are 
talking about the same crew.  If two of you, whatever you bind on 
earth shall be bound on heaven, whatever you loose on earth shall be 
loosed in heaven, if two of you who are binding and loosing shall agree 
touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be done of them by my 
Father.  It’s good to get with binding and loosing folks if you want your 
prayers to get answered. 
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Now you say, “oh well then that means everybody will come to 
Hegewsich.”  No that means everybody will learn how to bind and 
loose.  We have no interest in being the center of anything. We’re 
interested in finding out what God does and then sharing it with every 
believer who will listen to us.  So they can become a center 
themselves, amen?  I get tired of these people who have the exclusive 
truth.  “You’ve got to come to us to get it.”  How about truth that can 
be shared with the Body of Christ so they can do it themselves?  Isn’t 
that better?  I’d much rather sit down and pray and get a preacher 
delivered and instructed on how to deliver people and send him back 
to his own congregation and let him go to work on them than for me 
to have to go over there.  For one thing it’s too slow, it’s too hard, and 
it will take too long.  We’ll never get the job done.  God’s plan is for 
the truth to be shared among the body of believers and let them learn 
how to do these things.  That’s why we print the books.  That’s why 
we send out the tapes and the videos.  It’s to help people learn what 
we’ve learned.  Then they can start where we are and go forward.  
Because what we’re talking about will work  It’s been tried and cross-
tried and it will definitely work. 

Angels of God have been sent to locate people that have been lost, or 
contact has been lost with them.  I remember a mother who had a 
sixteen-year-old daughter.  She came to a deliverance worker and 
said, “would you pray for my daughter.  I don’t know whether she is 
alive or dead.  She ran away about six or eight months ago, sixteen -- 
seventeen years old.  Haven’t heard from her.  I don’t know whether 
she is alive, I don’t know whether she is dead.  Would you pray with 
me?”  He said, we’ll do better than that.  He said, “Father, would You 
send an angel to go find that girl if she is alive.  Have her call, write or 
come see her mother.”  A week later the phone rang, and this girl was 
in California, and the phone rang half a continent away.  And she said, 
“Momma, this is so and so.”  She told her where she was, what her 
phone number was, what her address was.  She said, “I’m alright, I’m 
working, got a job,” and she said, “but this week,” she said, “all day 
long and every night I could hardly go to sleep because I just kept 
feeling like I have to call Momma.  I really ought to call Momma.  Just 
really, oh I’ve got to call her.”  That angel was nudge, nudge nudge.  
Now if you want somebody to nudge you, send an angel after them.  
The angel never gets tired of nudging, and he kept nudging that girl 
for seven days and nights, and finally she picked up the phone and 
called Momma.  The angel never gets tired of nudging.  This has been 
repeated time and time again. 
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You can bind spirits of slowness and dullness and lack of concentration 
and other things that interfere with children being able to learn in 
school.  You can loose spirits of retentive mind and other things that 
are listed in the booklet,  and suggested things of concentration, 
ability to concentrate, ability to remember and so forth.  You can loose 
all those things into your children.  You can do this everyday, and 
mothers and fathers who have done this daily have seen children who 
are making D’s and F’s come to A’s and B’s and whole in as little as 
two weeks, and the kids were not studying any more.  Many times the 
kids were just bringing them back and studying at home.  But the 
praying, the binding and loosing does it. 

We have cases that we know about where I.Q.s have definitely been 
changed.  I have a letter on my desk, a man who took some civil 
service tests.  He took them and he made low grades.  He went back.  
He had come here for a workshop.  He learned about binding and 
loosing, started binding and loosing and got some deliverance.  And 
after the deliverance and binding and loosing, he went back and took 
them over, and he made a tremendously improved grade.  I’ve got a 
copy of both sets of grades, the ones before and after deliverance and 
loosing. 

It will work people.  You see the thing is we’ve got to stop being so 
lazy and so passive and saying, “ok God hit me with it.  You got 
something?  Let me have it!”  You know what you’re going to get?  
Nothing.  But God has good things, wonderful things for those who will 
cooperate with Him.  And this binding and loosing is a mighty offensive 
weapon, and if you don’t have one of the Warfare Prayers and one of 
the little Binding and Loosing booklets, that’s an investment I’d advise 
you to make.  Stick it in your Bible, study them and ask the Lord to 
show you that, what those mean and then take you even further. 
When you make new discoveries by all means let us know and we’ll be 
glad to share it with other believers.  Already we’re getting feedback of 
material that you wouldn’t believe that’s coming in from other people 
across the country on various phases of spiritual warfare. 

This is war.  It’s all out war, and binding and loosing is one way that 
we can whip the enemy.  It’s also a way that in the coming days of 
crisis that are coming on the world, you and I are going to be able to 
survive when the world goes under. If we learn how to use our 
spiritual warfare, our spiritual ammunition, and all this, we’re going to 
be able to float when the world sinks.  Now God is giving us time to 
get our basic training now.  It may be critical in days ahead.  God is 
giving us time to learn how to have Jesus as our healer, because there 
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are going to be times, if the crisis times come that they’re predicting, 
everybody is predicting, we’re going to have times when there is going 
to be no access to any kind of help except spiritual help and Jesus 
knew these things.  It will be a lot easier to pray with faith if you’ve 
seen it work.  Right? Haven’t you noticed that it’s easier when you 
pray for somebody’s leg to be lengthened, you see it grow out, the 
next time it’s not hard to pray for at all, is it?  You look expectantly to 
it because you’ve seen it work.  You know it works.  It’s the same 
thing with healing, it’s the same thing with binding and loosing, it’s the 
same thing with stopping the enemy’s attacks against us.  So I would 
encourage you to get your basic training in now.  Don’t sit around and 
wait, but rather learn now. 

You say, “well I planned to do that, you know I’ve been thinking about 
it, and several weeks ago I decided now I’ve got to get into this thing 
and really get with it and have it be a daily program.”  But you haven’t 
done it yet, have you?  See you’ve got to get cranked up and go with 
it.  You’ve got to get with it and stay at it.  That’s the way it works. 

It is worthwhile because it will cause the enemy to be blown out of 
their socks and isn’t that what we want?  You can either choose to 
fight the enemy and whip him or he is going to whip you.  You say, 
“well, when I fight him he whips me anyway.”  Well, if he is going to 
whip you anyway, you might as well whip him too.  Hmmm?  The thing 
is, you see, he is trying to make you give up and just passively take all 
his blows and not strike back.  I’m urging you to arm yourself with the 
weapons of our warfare and get with it so that you can be in the war, 
and that God can use you as a soldier against the enemy.  Whatever 
you bind and loose.  He says, “I give you the keys to the Kingdom.”  
You want people saved?  The keys to the kingdom, whatever you bind 
on earth, bound in heaven.  Whatever you loose on earth, loosed in 
heaven.  Loose the spirit of adoption.  The spirit of adoption will draw 
people to Christ.  Draw him up close enough, the Holy Spirit will hit 
him with conviction of sin, righteousness and judgment, pull him right 
to Jesus. 

How often do you do it?  Do it every day.  You know we’ve got a lot of 
these “one-timers.”  You know, “oh I just pray once and it’s done.”  
Well that would be lovely if it worked that way it just simply doesn’t 
seem to work so good.  What I’d like you to see you do is rather than 
to pray and speak and have it done, speak until it’s done.  I think 
God’s people ought to be persistent enough to outdo the devil. 
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I had a demon one time look at me and very honestly told me, 
unfortunately I knew it was the truth, he said, “Worley you’re pretty 
stupid.”  Well now if you had been around, I wouldn’t have admitted it, 
but I told him, I said, “yeah, I guess that’s right.”  He said, “you don’t 
know a whole lot.”  I said, “that’s true.”  He said, “but you are so 
blankety blank persistent, and we hate your guts for it!”  But maybe 
you’re not real smart, and maybe you don’t know very much, but if 
you can be persistent and use what little you know against the enemy, 
you will win people, and you’ll see startling and staggering victories.  
And you’ll be able to pass it on to other people who will also be able to 
win, and won’t that make it all, won’t that make it worth everything? 

(Singing hymn)  “It will be worth it all when we see His blessed face, 
when He calls us for his own.  We’ll have ten million happy years to 
sing of amazing grace.  It will be worth it all when we get home.“ 

So if this doesn’t seem to be worth it right now, take a look ahead 
what’s coming.  And you see when we get to heaven, one of the things 
we are going to learn is that everything, everything we’ve done in this 
life is counting up and even that which we don’t know about is going to 
be revealed.  All the battles in the heavenlies that were won by prayer, 
all the angels we send into conflict are carefully numbered, and God 
will say, “why you shot down the enemy over there that day.  “Oh I 
forgot all about that!”  Yet that was the day you were discouraged, 
remember? 

Let’s stand.  (end of sermon) 
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Self Deliverance Manual for Breaking Curses 

 
Taking away legal grounds demons have through renunciation and claiming 
forgiveness. 

Exodus 34:6-7 - "And He [the Lord] passed in front of Moses, 
proclaiming, 'The Lord, the Lord, the compassionate and gracious God, 
slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness, maintaining love to 
thousands, and forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin.  Yet He does 
not leave the guilty unpunished;  He punishes the children and their 
children for the sin of the fathers to the third and fourth generation.'"  

Deuteronomy 11:26-28 - "See, I am setting before you today a 
blessing and a curse - the blessing if you obey the commands of the 
Lord your God that I am giving you today; the curse if you disobey the 
commands of the Lord your God and turn from the way that I 
command you today by following other gods, which you have not 
known." 

Generational curses are judgments that are passed on to individuals 
because of sins perpetuated in a family in a number of generations.  
Generational curses are similar to original sin curses because they can 
be passed down generationally.  They differ in that generational curses 
do not impose eternal judgment.  They bring judgment or bondage 
during an individual's life, until that individual addresses the sin issues 
that put the curses into place. 

Moses addressed this issue when the Israelites were preparing to enter 
the promised land.  He told the new generation that was preparing to 
enter in that they would not enter unless the dealt with their own 
personal sins and also the sins of their fathers.  The account can be 
found in Leviticus 26:39-42. 
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"Those of you who are left will waste away in the lands of their 
enemies because of their sins; also because of their fathers' sin they 
will waste away.  But if they will confess their sins and the sins of their 
fathers - their treachery against me and their hostility toward me, 
which made me hostile toward them so that I sent them into the land 
of their enemies - then when their uncircumcised hearts are humbled 
and they pay for their sin, I will remember my covenant with Jacob 
and my covenant with Isaac and my covenant with Abraham, and I will 
remember the land." 

As I have said in other writings, curses take away the quality of life.  
They can bring failure, shame, sickness and even physical death.  They 
are temporal in nature, causing much grief.  They are administered to 
get our attention and encourage us to turn back to God.  Those who 
are humbled by them, repent and find restoration and renewed 
freedom from the Lord.  Those who become angry, self-righteous and 
rebel against what God has permitted go deeper into bondage and 
darkness. 

The Scriptures reveal a two prong approach for dealing with 
generational bondage.  We have to address (1) Personal sins and also 
(2) Generational sins (in the family). 

At this point, I know that many Christians will reason, "I thought that 
all the past is under the Blood when I received Jesus as my Savior!"  
As far as your salvation and eternal destiny is concerned, that is true.  
But our enemy loves to cause us grief when there is sin connected to 
our lives (personally or generationally) that has not been addressed 
through repentance and confession.  Do you remember that time when 
you received Jesus into your life?  You acknowledged your sin in a 
general way and asked Him to be your Savior and forgive you and 
cleanse you.  The Lord was very gracious with your general confession, 
but later on the Holy Spirit began to convict you of sins in your past.  
You were led to repent of them and confess them specifically to the 
Lord.  Why did the Spirit do that?  He wanted you to be free of any 
legal claims of the enemy upon your life.  It had nothing to do with 
your salvation, but the quality and freedom of your new life in Christ. 

Why does God permit the enemy to do be such a hindrance?  Because 
the Lord, in His sovereignty, can use even the enemy's activities to 
accomplish something good in our lives.  Some of the effects include 
chastisement, testing of faith, a guard against complacency, humility, 
and the motivation to pursue a sanctified life. 
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How do we begin to address the problem of generational curses and 
bondages?  First, you must develop two sin lists - one personal and 
one for your family (including parents and the members of each of 
their families).  You must be specific and thorough.  Take your time.  
Go before the Lord and ask Him to help you prepare those lists. 

Heavenly Father, in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth I come 
before you and humble myself to confess the sin of 
________________, I ask forgiveness of this sin for myself and any of 
my family members on both sides of my blood line going back 4 
generations.  I loose the precious Blood of Jesus on this sin and it will 
be washed from me.  Please forgive me Father so I may be loosed 
from the bondages of Satan that have been placed upon me from this 
sin.  I ask this in the name of Jesus. 

The following is a list of sin categories to help you prepare your lists.  
Check the following: 

IDOLATRY - Eastern Religions (list) - Meditation - Chanting/mantras - 
Cults (list them) - Secret Orders/Lodges - Material things - Money - 
People  

OCCULT - Astrology - Fortune telling (types) - Ouija Board - Séances 
- Dungeons & Dragons (or similar games - board or computer) - 
Hypnosis/Self-hypnosis - ESP - Crystals - Psychic healing - Occult 
literature - Occult beliefs - OOBE (Out of body experiences 
attempted/experienced) - Spiritism - Parapsychology - Psychic beliefs 
and practices 

WITCHCRAFT & SATANISM - Incantations - Spells - Dedications - 
Rituals - Ritual abuse - Blasphemy/Mockery - Literature - Beliefs - 
Murder - Perversions - Magic - Santeria - Voodoo - Powwow healing 
witchcraft (Pennsylvania Dutch) - Maloike (Italian witchcraft)- Wicca - 
Druidism 

SEXUAL SINS - Fornication - Adultery - Pornography - Rape - Incest - 
Lust - Masturbation - Homosexuality - Abortion - Bestiality - Pedophilia 
- Exhibitionism - Abuse - Fantasy - List other perversions 

DRUGS/ADDICTIONS - Illegal (list them all) - Alcohol abuse - 
Smoking (abuse of body) - Prescription drug dependency - Food 
dependency 

BELIEVING SATAN'S LIES - Regarding self-image - Regarding God - 
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Regarding religious beliefs - Regarding people - Regarding behavior 

FEAR - Fear of failure - Fear of success - Fear of Rejection - 
Miscellaneous fears (list) - Anxiety - Worry - Despair - Hopelessness 

UNBELIEF - Lack of trust - Double-mindedness - Doubts - Skepticism 

DECEIT/DISHONESTY - Lying - Stealing - Exaggeration 

PRIDE - Self-righteousness - Self-focused - Vanity - Arrogance 

REBELLION - Disobedience - Disrespect - Self-willed - Stubbornness 

ANGER - Hatred - Bitterness - Resentment - Unforgiveness - Rage - 
Revenge - Slander/Gossip - Critical/Judgmental - Blame-shifting - 
Prejudice/Bigotry  - Malice 

WISHING DEATH - For self - For others 

VIOLENT ACTS - Attempted suicide - Abuse - Murder 

VULGAR LANGUAGE - Cursing (Lord's name in vain) - Off color 
stories and jokes 

MUSIC - (Regarding content of message or performers' lifestyles) - 
Occultic, - Satanic, - Trance - Sexual - Drug oriented - Rebellion - 
Focus on Death 

UNSCRIPTURAL SEEKING OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS & EXPERIENCE - 
Priming the pump to receive tongues - Accepting any personal 
experience without testing it - Receiving personal prophecies without 
testing them and having them confirmed by God. 

This is only a guide to aid you in preparing your sin lists.  It is not 
comprehensive.  Not every sin is listed.  Add whatever is applicable to 
your situation. 

Make sure that you are truly repentant as you confess these sins. 
Otherwise the confession means very little.  It is important to be 
repentant on behalf of your family.  If you continue to be angry and 
bitter towards your family, your prayers will not be effective.  Ask God 
to give you a spirit of forgiveness. 

After you have confessed all sins on each list, renounce any claims of 
Satan upon your life in the name of Jesus Christ.  Declare that you 
have placed all his claims against you under the Blood of Jesus Christ, 
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your Savior. 

Then spend a time of worship and praise to the Lord.  Thank Him in 
advance for the deliverance and healing that He is going to bring into 
your life. 

Don't expect everything to come at once.  The Lord will unfold to 
you new freedoms in the days that follow.  Don't compare yourself 
with anyone else.  His work in your life will be different than in other 
lives.  He knows what you need and when you need it.  Keep close 
accounts with the Lord.  Stay in His Word and in prayer. Stand against 
the enemy. When you have new freedoms, remember that the enemy 
will visit you trying to steal them away from you.  Keep your eyes on 
the Lord. The Lord loves you and He is faithful.  

NOTE:  If family members continue to sin in the present, their sins 
should be confessed each day, on their behalf, until they repent of 
their sins.  Doing this will continue to bring grace into their lives and it 
will also hinder the efforts of the enemy.  

"Father, I now cover myself and my family with the precious Blood of 
Jesus, I ask you first to forgive me for my sins and cleanse me from 
any area where I have allowed Satan and evil spirits into my life.  I 
renounce any involvement with the works of darkness. In the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I now cancel every curse and demons that 
have been assigned to destroy me, and Father, I ask you to forgive 
the people who have spoken them against me.  I thank you that those 
curses will no longer operate against me.  In Jesus' name, they are 
broken right now, by the power of Almighty Living God of Heaven.  I 
cancel every evil that was spoken against me and ask you to cover me 
and my family with your protection according to your Word in 
Psalm 91."  
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Proper Names of Demons 

 

Excerpt from Smashing the Hosts of Hell 
by Win Worley, pp. 94-137 

Compiled by Mary Lester 

The information in the following dictionary of proper names of demon 
spirits was mainly derived from The King James Version of the Bible; 
Demolishing the Hosts of Hell by Win Worley, pp. 21, 39; Annihilating 
the Hosts of Hell, Book I, by Win Worley, pp. 88, 92; Annihilating the 
Hosts of Hell, Book III by Win Worley, pp. 35, 109; Pigs in the Parlor, 
by Frank Hammond, pp. 113-115, 126, 127; Young's Analytical 
Concordance; The American College Dictionary.  

"Many of the names occur in spiritualist and other occult literature and 
perhaps it would be helpful for deliverance workers to at least be 
aware of them.” 

"Keep in mind, however, that in many cases the exact name of the 
demon is NOT required for his expulsion. In every case I have known 
about, words describing the activities of the demon were sufficient to 
rout him.” (Demolishing the Hosts of Hell p. 166). 

However, as we are not to be ignorant of Satan's devices 
(I: Corinthians 2:11) this list has been assembled for the 
convenience of the deliverance worker. Hopefully, a perusal of the 
categories and demonic chain of command will give some insights into 
the demonic networks.  

As Satan and his legions are legalists, it can be of some benefit to 
know the exact name of the enemy, so he has no legal excuse for 
staying in his victim.  
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When there is no proper name to match the item in the left column, 
you will find a notation on the right hand column, such as: See 
DEPRESSION, discouragement, despair, etc." When a word is written 
in all capital letters, there is another heading by the same name 
elsewhere in the list.  

Small letters indicate there is no other heading by that name, but it is 
included to show family grouping. These groupings generally follow 
those discovered by Frank Hammond in Pigs in the Parlor.  

If there are Bible verses which seem applicable to the demon or his 
work, the references are included.  

A 

ACCUSATION--ASHTAROTH (Semetic goddess of fertility), 
Judges 2:13; Judging, judgemental; ACCUSATION, CRITICISM. See 
also FAULT FINDING, Projection, self accusation  

ACCUSER OF BRETHREN--SATAN; Rev. 12:10 ADDICTIVE-
COMPULSIVE--See related demons of ALCOHOL, DRUGS, GLUTTONY, 
nicotine, medication, caffeine 

ADULTERY--See SEXUAL IMPURITY 

AFFECTATION--See related demons of PLAY-ACTING, DRAMATICS, 
ATTENTION GETTING, theatrics, pretension, sophistication 

AGITATION--See IMPATIENCE 

ALCOHOL--ALVAIZEITAN: ALCOHOL, DRUGS, MURDER; under 
WASRIDRIANUMCO, controller of DRUGS, ROCK MUSIC. See also 
ESCAPE, ADDICTIVE, COMPULSIVE; Break the curse of Noah and cast 
out spirits of Noah (Genesis 9:24); associated spirits of wine drinking, 
strong drink, mockery, deception, rage, and stupidity (Prov. 20:1).  

ALLERGIES--MERIHAM, a controller; hay fever, sore throat, asthma, 
all kinds of allergies, controller of females 

AMULETS--See OCCULT, WITCHCRAFT 

ANGER--See BITTERNESS, PERFECTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

ANIMALS--INORDINATE AFFECTION FOR ANIMALS; 
See also INSECURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA, SEX WITH ANIMALS  
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DOG: DALMATIAN, a power which enters into dogs 

DOBERMAN: a very vicious spirit  

DRAGON: LUCIFER, SATAN, DEVIL; Rev. 20:2; Isaiah 14:12 

LION - ELIAMOS: lion worship 

OWLS - HULDA: puts demons into idols & owls 

IDOLATRY 

REPTILES - ELDEBOLO  

SEA SERPENT: LEVIATHAN, Isa. 27:1, Job 41:3; King of the children of 
Pride; See PRIDE  

SERPENT: DEVIL, SATAN; Rev. 12:9; 20:2  

SNAKE: SHITON, SHYTON; BACK or SPINAL  

PAIN: Jeanne Dixon's snake  

SNAKES, SCORPIONS: Apollyon, ruling king of fear and destruction  

SCORPION SPIRITS: writhing like a nest of snakes in lower abdomen; 
all kinds of FEARS and VANITY 

WOLF: EL LOBO, werewolf; associated with HUMAN SACRIFICE  

ANTI-CHRIST--TUSCHON: fights against Jesus Christ; always 
accompanied by Power and Strength 
(I John 2:18; 2:22; 4:3; II John 7)  

ANTI-SUBMISSIVENESS--See REBELLION, Jezebel, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

ANXIETY--See WORRY 

APPREHENSION--See WORRY 

ARGUMENT--See STRIFE, COMPETITION, judgemental 

ARROGANCE--See PRIDE  

ARTHRITIS--Often rooted in unforgiveness and bitterness 
(Gal. 3:13-14: we are redeemed from the curse of law which is 
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Deut. 28:15; Job 4:3-4; Psa. 145:14; 146:7-8; Provo 14:30; 16:24; 
Isa. 35:3; Heb 12:12-13  

ASTHMA--MERIHAM, a controller: hay fever, asthma, sore throat, all 
kinds of allergies; a controller of females (Ps. 91:3; Lam. 3:56; Joel 
2:32; Acts 17:25) See ALLERGY  

ASTRAL PROJECTION--a prince: is able to project sixteen minds into 
one; (also KARPAY)  

CAPTAINTTO, a Nephilim; Gen. 6:4, fallen angels, giants in the earth 

GREEN PHANTOM: reincarnation of mind into mind  

TISIPHONE; tessiphon: mind control 

VERONO: mind control  

ALATO; NEGAERA; TYSEL; Ezek. 13:20 

ASTROLOGY: See OCCULT, WITCHCRAFT 

MAZZAROTH: twelve signs, Job 38:32; Isa.47:13-14  

ATTENTION GETTING--VOLAIRE, VOLTAIRE, a prince: emotional 
problems, game playing; see SCHIZOPHRENIA, AFFECTATION  

AUTOMOBILES--CLARPARKAIE: traumatic fear of auto accidents 

CLAREX: hex on car drivers to cause them to drive off the road  

B 

BABYLONIAN SPIRITS--NIMROD: his wife, SEMIRAMIS; their son 
TAMMUZ: founders of Babylonia; see CATHOLIC SPIRITS 
(Gen. 10:8,9; Mic. 5:6)  

BACK--SHITON, SHYTON, a prince, a serpent: causes back pains; pain 
in spine; Jeanne Dixon's snake; also see Leviathan  

BACKBITING--See CURSING, GOSSIP 

BAHAISM--See CULTS  

BARRENNESS--HATRED OF CHILDREN, Masculine spirits (in women), 
Hormone imbalance; Ps. 113:9; Gen. 18:14; Deut. 7:9-14; Ex 23:26  
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BELITTLING--See CURSING  

BED WETTING--Eneuresis, Ps.25:20; 32:6b; 69:15; 144:7; 
Mt. 8:17b 

BESTIALITY--sexual relations human beings and animals  

BIBLE READING--LEVIATHAN: disturbs Bible study or prayer 
concentration; causes sleepiness in spiritual environment; see PRIDE  

MOEONSO: blocks reading of the Word 

CLOSED BIBLE: "won't let him learn" 

BICKERING--See STRIFE  

BITTERNESS--ROOT OF BITTERNESS, Heb. 12:15; cause of arthritis 
(another root is failure to forgive) See HATRED, RESENTMENT, 
VIOLENCE, SCHIZOPHRENIA, MURDER, MIND BINDING, MEMORY 
LOSS, RECALL, (anger, temper, unforgiveness, retaliation, broken 
relationships) 

BLACKNESS, BLACK POWER--PICELL, a prince automatic writing, 
black power 

BLASPHEMY--BAELBERIATH: murder 15:2-3; 24:4, 5; 34:12, 13; 
Pro. 16:24; 21:23; Matt.12:37; I Pet between (Ps. 15:4; 3:10  

CARNIVIAN: profanity; see CURSING 

BLINDNESS--ASMODES: eye trouble; MALCARDIONI, MALCARDIANO: 
causes people to stare into the sun; See EYE scriptures  

BLOOD, BLEEDING--Ps. 138:7; Prov. 3:5-8; Ez. 16:6b; Joel 3:21; 
I Corinthians 3:16  

BLOOD PRESSURE--PINO: high blood pressure; PUNO; TRIANO; See 
BLOOD scriptures, also WORRY and ANXIETY 

BODY FLUIDS--HIAWATHA: Indian spirit: glandular malfunctions, 
swelling, edema; (Ps.32:6; 69:15; 144:7)  

BREAST--DAMULIAS, a prince: right breast 

ARCULIAS, a ruler: left breast 
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AAILE: lymph glands of breast  

MOXIE, MAXZE: power over chest pains; See CANCER, BREASTBONE 

BREASTBONE--LUKOLIAS, LUKOLIDUS: pain in breastbone, sternum 

BROODING--LEVIATHAN: See PRIDE 

BUDDHISM--See RELIGIONS, FALSE 

BURDEN--See HEAVINESS  

C 

CAFFEINE--See ADDICTIVE-COMPULSIVE 

CANCER--TERMINATION, a ruler: in charge of terminal diseases;  

OPTIAS: puts parasites and organisms into the body; also inserts 
cancer cells  

NIMO, a controller: deceives, works with Cancer, Fungus and Self-
Destruction (Annih. Hosts of Hell Book II, p. 37)  

BLOOD CANCER (LEUKEMIA)--YONDACOLA: leukemia;  

BREAST CANCER--CERULIAS, a ruler, controller  

MONROE: under CERULIAS VERICO: mushroom growth type breast 
cancer 

TAILE: lymph gland of the breast 

COLON CANCER---BLARGY: colon cancer; and infection of colon, 
colitis, diverticulitis;  

LYMPH GLANDS--TAILE: in breast 

STOMACH CANCER--BOZO: stomach infection, ulcers  

CATATONIC TRANCE--TRANCE, mind control  

CATHOLIC--Candles, Catholic hymns, saints (by name), Dedication to 
the Saints, Confessional, Confession, Fear of the Priest, Confirmation, 
False Baptism, Saint's Days, Holy Eucharist, Lourdes, Relics, Fatima, 
Incense, Mariolatry, Fear of Excommunication, Our Lady of Mercedes, 
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Our Lady of Lourdes, Black Madonna, Infant of Prague, Mother of God, 
Virgin Mary, Black Virgin, Queen of Heaven, Queen of Peace, Queen of 
Righteousness, Mass, Obedience to the Priest, One Holy Priesthood, 
One True Church, Prayers and Novenas to Saints, Blind Obedience to 
Superiors, Lying in Confessional Box, False Confession, Rosary, 
Purgatory, Fear of Judgment and Hell, False Celibacy, Idolatry, Holy 
Water, Ash Wednesday, Lent, Benediction services, Way of the Cross, 
Lighting Candles, Genuflecting, Religious Spirits  

CHARMS--See OCCULT  

CHEST--MOXIE, MAXZE: a power over chest pains  

LUKOLIAS, LUKOLIDUS: pain in sternum, breastbone  

CHILDISH SELF-WILL--See DOORKEEPERS, SELF-WILL, REBELLION 

CHOREOGRAPHY--PHONIQUE: playacting, dramatics; SENTEMO: 
devilish dancing  

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE--See CULTS 

COLITIS--TAEGY: colitis  

BLARGY: infection of colon, diverticulitis, cancer of colon 

COLON--See COLITIS  

COMPETITION--See PRIDE, driving, argument,  

COMPROMISE--See INDECISION, spiritual growth, Orion  

COMPULSIVE BEHAVIOR--See ADDICTIVE COMPULSIVE, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA  

CONDEMNATION--See GUILT, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

CONFESSION, COMPULSIVE--See SCHIZOPHRENIA  

CONFRONTATION--See PARANOIA, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

CONFUCIANISM--See RELIGION, FALSE  

CONFUSION--See Forgetfulness, INDECISION, Frustration, 
Incoherence, KNOWLEDGE, BLOCK, MIND 
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CONJURATION--See OCCULT CONTENTION--SESILUS: contention; 
see STRIFE  

CONTROL--See WITCHCRAFT, SCHIZOPHRENIA, dominance, 
possessiveness  

COPY, IMITATE--TAEPE, a demon who copies other characteristics of 
behavior  

COVETOUSNESS--See GREED, stealing, kleptomania, discontent 

CRITICISM--ASHTAROTH: criticism; see CURSING, ACCUSATION, 
PERFECTION, IMPATIENCE  

CRUELTY--See RETALIATION, GRIEF, SEXUAL TORTURE, SEXUAL 
VIOLENCE  

CRYING--See GRIEF  

CULTS--See ORION, DECEPTION, FALSE RELIGIONS; RELIGIOUS 
SPIRITS, PRIDE SEDUCTION, Jehovah's Witnesses, Children of God, 
Christian Science, Krishna, Moon's Unification Church, Latiham, 
Rosicrucianism, Theosophy, Urantia, Subud, Armstrongism, Unity, 
Bahaism, Mormonism, Unitarianism, Lodges such as Freemasonry, 
Eastern Star, DeMolay, Rainbow Girls, and the various Societies and 
social agencies which use the Bible and God for doctrine, but omit the 
blood atonement of Jesus Christ  

CURSING--See RAILING ACCUSATION, BLASPHEMY, CRITICISM, 
coarse jesting, backbiting, mockery, belittling, gossip  

D 

DANCING, DEVILISH--SENTEMO, a controller under PHILTYGO 
(HEBREW RELIGION); IDOLATRY, also causes worship of idols and 
jewelry  

DAYDREAMING--See WITHDRAWAL, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

DEAFNESS--UPEEDES, EUPIDES: deafness, ear infection; see EAR  

DEATH--CALI or KALI, East Indian goddess of death, worshipped by 
one of Beatles. BUDDAH, a ruler; connected with curse of death and 
destruction: comes in by reading books on Eastern religions; See 
LONELINESS, FATALISM, DEPRESSION  
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DECEPTION--SATAN, deceiver, Rev. 12:9; 20:10;  
see ABSALOM: deception, pride, vanity, rebellion, seduction, 
treachery; II Samuel 13-19; See LYING, FEAR OF AUTHORITY; 
suicide, false burdens  

DEFEATISM--See DEPRESSION DEJECTION--See DEPRESSION  

DELIVERANCE MINISTRY--See SPIRITUAL GROWTH, ORION  

DE MOLAY--See CULTS 

DEPRESSION--PRADYLIS, a prince who controls neutrinal energy 
from center of earth, promotes excess weariness & fatal loneliness, 
emotional pain, oppression  

LEVIATHAN, a king of the children of pride: See PRIDE.  

VERMO, VORMO: fatigue unto death; excessive tiredness, exhaustion; 
See SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUICIDE, DEATH, defeatism, dejection, despair, 
hopelessness, insomnia, morbidity, discouragement, despondency, 
fatigue,  

DESPAIR--See DEPRESSION; schizophrenia DESPONDENCY--See 
DEPRESSION; schizophrenia  

DESTRUCTION--CARMEL, a prince: controls the will and destroys joy.  

ABBADON: king of destruction, 

OSMODEUS: the prince of destruction; often teams with ASMODEUS, 
prince of lust; see also retaliation 

DISCONTENT--See COVETOUSNESS 

DISCOURAGEMENT--See DEPRESSION; schizophrenia  

DISEASE--TERMINATION, a ruler: in charge of terminal diseases.  

OPTIAS: puts cancer cells, parasites and other organisms into human 
anatomy  

DISGUST--See HEAVINESS  

DISOBEDIENCE--VARRIER, a controller; against obedience; See 
REBELLION, SCHIZOPHRENIA  
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DISTRUST--See JEALOUSY, PARANOIA, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

DIVERTICULITIS--BLARGY: colon cancer; diverticulitis, infection of 
colon, colitis  

DOCTRINAL ERROR--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS 

DOCTRINAL OBSESSION--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS  

DOCTRINES, FALSE--ARMENIOUS: false doctrine  

DOG--DALMATIAN, a power which enters dogs; DOBERMAN: vicious  

DOORKEEPERS--REBELLION: the gate to the temple (of the lord)  

LITIMUS: doorkeeper of soul 

RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION: excellent doorkeeper  

SKEPTICISM: excellent doorkeeper  

CHILDISH SELF-WILL: doorkeeper 

DOMINANCE--See CONTROL  

DOUBT--LEVIATHAN, king of the children of Pride: unbelief; See 
PRIDE, skepticism  

DOUBLEMINDEDNESS-- See SCHIZOPHRENIA 

DRAGON--SATAN, DEVIL: Rev.20:2 

DRAMATICS--PHONIQUE: dramatics, play acting choreography; See 
AFFECTATION 

DREAD--See WORRY  

DRIVING--See COMPETITION, HYPERACTIVITY 

DRUGS--HECATE, witchcraft & sorcery ruler; hallucinations;  

WITCHCRAFT WADREAMUNCO, WATERENONCA, a controller & a power 
over drugs and rock music; See ESCAPE, 

ADDICTIVE-COMPULSIVE; FLUBAIC: under 

WATERENONCA: drugs and rock music 
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CERONIAS: hallucinations & drugs 

AMOLIAS: hallucinations & drugs  

AMONIAS: hallucinations & drugs 

MIGRAINE: hallucinations & drugs 

PAINE, PAYNE: hallucinations & drugs 

VENABLE: hallucinations & drugs 

CANNABIS: hallucinations & drugs; marijuana opens door; combines 
with retardation  

E 

EAR--EARUALIAS: ear infection  

UPEEDES, EUPIDES: ear infection, deafness;  

LEBIO, LIVIO, a power: inner ear; causes hearing of voices 

EASTERN STAR--See CULTS  

EATING, COMPULSIVE--See GLUTTONY EDEMA-- See BODY FLUIDS  

EGO--See MIND IDOLATRY, PERFECTION, PRIDE, COMPETIION, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA  

ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS--BOICE, BOYCE electrical interference; 
causes malfunction in electrical and electronic equipment 

EMBARRASSMENT--See GUILT 

EMOTIONS--REPANEL, controller of emotions  

VOLAIRE, VOLTARE, a prince: game playing, emotional problems; 
attention getting  

COLLODUS: stoicism, no feeling 

CONTRESSIE: flippancy of emotions 

TIAUS: flirtation, seduction, causes changes of personality  

PRADYLIS, a prince over emotions; See ENERGY  
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ENERGY--MOUNTALUKIAS, a controller over all energy forces  

RAOPUNZALE, a controller: energy  

LUNAR ENERGY--ANDROMOMIA: controls tides and affects seasons  

MAGNETIC ENERGY--MARCOLUKIAS: magnetic energy  

NEUTRINAL ENERGY--PRADYLIS, a prince; controlling neutrinal energy 
from center of earth; promotes excess weariness and fatal loneliness, 
depression, oppression, emotional pain,  

PYRAMID ENERGY--SARPOLUKIAS 

RADIATIONAL ENERGY--ARCOLIAS, ARKILIOUS, 
a ruler: radiational force  

ENVY--See JEALOUSY, SCHIZOPHRENIA, PARANOIA  

EPILEPSY--CITCIZAN, SETSIZON: seizures and convulsions  

ESCAPE--See STOICISM, PASSIVITY, ALCOHOL, SLEEPINESS, DRUGS, 
Indifference 

ESP--See OCCULT  

EXHAUSTION--PRADYLIS, a prince; see also DEPRESSION, VERMO, 
VORMO: weariness; tiredness & fatigue  

EYE--ASMODES: eye trouble, MALCARDIONI, MALCARDIANO: eyes & 
vision; causes people to stare into sun  

EYE, EVIL--See WITCHCRAFT  

F 

FALSE BELIEFS--False mental and spiritual beliefs about others or 
oneself; see SCHIZOPHRENIA, PARANOIA FALSE BURDENS--See 
LYING, DECEPTION, false responsibility and false compassion  

FALSE COMPASSION--See SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FALSE DOCTRINES--ARMENIOUS  

FALSE GIFTS--BEELZEBUB, lord of the flies: works in area of all false 
gifts: false prophecy, false healing, false tongues, etc.  
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ORION, first lieutenant of LUCIFER: enters with any compromise of 
Word of God; controls counterfeit gifts, false peace, piety, Prince 
Charming, a host of intellectual, philosophical and religious spirits, 
false gifts to give a veneer of spirituality. Attacks ministers especially 
those in deliverance, uses pride to restrict the ministry to specific area 
or to certain people; will use pressure tactics to lead to abandonment 
or radical modifications of casting out evil spirits. (Annih. Hosts of Hell, 
Vol II - p. 32-36; 109)  

FALSE HEALING--See FALSE GIFTS FALSEHOODS-- See LYING  

FALSE LIGHT--LUCIFER, SATAN  

FALSE LOVE--ROSEMARY: supernatural sex desire; false love under 
witchcraft ROZARE: false love which causes people who are not in love 
to marry  

DIANA, VENUS: supernatural sex desires, witchcraft, false sexual love; 
also Burning Passions  

FALSE PEACE--See FALSE GIFTS  

FALSE PIETY--See FALSE GIFTS  

FALSE PROPHECY--See FALSE GIFTS  

FALSE RELIGIONS--See RELIGIONS, FALSE 

FALSE RESPONSIBILITY--See FALSE BURDENS, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FAMILIAR SPIRITS--See ZEPHIUS, a controller first generation  

CAMEON, a controller: second & third generation  

SIBYLL, a controller: fourth generation  

FAMILY ORDER--JEZEBEL: destroys husband's position as head of 
household and destroys the family priesthood; combines with Fear of 
Jezebel; Destruction of the Family Priesthood  

FANTASY--See WITHDRAWAL, FANTASY LUST, SEXUAL IMPURITY, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA; feeds on cartoons and science fiction  

FATIGUE--See WEARINESS, TIREDNESS,  
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SLOTH, EXHAUSTION, laziness FATNESS--ARCOLIAS: see RAD. 
ENERGY, SODOM and GOMORRAH (See also SEX, Demonic)  

FAULT FINDING--See ACCUSATION 

FEARS--APOLLYON, the destroyer, the angel of the bottomless pit, 
(Rev. 9:11), a ruling prince: over SCORPION SPIRITS of fear and 
vanity. (Bind & rebuke him to prevent him from sending power to 
scorpions.)  

SCORPION SPIRITS: a nest of fear and vanity spirits in abdomen, 
organized in squads with officers up to princes and generals  

LETOE: fear, See WORRY, phobia, hysteria  

FEAR OF ACCUSATION--See PERSECUTION 

FEAR OF AUTHORITY--See DECEPTION, LYING 

FEAR OF CAR ACCIDENTS--CLARPARKAIE: traumatic fear of car 
accidents 

FEAR OF CONDEMNATION--See PERSECUTION  

FEAR OF DISAPPROVAL--FELIX: fear of disapproval, self-pity; see 
also SENSITIVENESS  

FEAR OF FAILURE--OLET, a power: fear of failure & poverty (See 
Mind Control)  

FEAR OF GERMS--See SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FEAR OF GOD--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS  

FEAR OF HELL--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS 

FEAR OF INSECURITY--See SCHIZOPHRENIA FEAR OF JEZEBEL--See 
JEZEBEL under FAMILY ORDER  

FEAR OF JUDGMENT--See PERSECUTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FEAR OF LOST SALVATION--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS  

FEAR OF MEN--ANDROMODA: fear of men, lust for men; see 
SENSITIVENESS, MIND BINDING  
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FEAR, PARANOIA--WESCO: paranoia fear, see MENTAL ILLNESS, 
PARANOIA  

FEAR OF PEOPLE--See SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FEAR OF POVERTY--OLET, a power: fear of poverty & failure  

FEAR OF REJECTION--See REJECTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FEAR OF REPROOF--See PERSECUTION FEMALE--MERIHAM, a 
controller: females; see LUST, SEX WITH ANIMALS, FEAR OF MEN, 
FEMALE DOMINANCE, ALLERGIES, WITCHCRAFT  

FEMALE DOMINANCE--JEZEBEL: destruction of family priesthood, 
family order, witchcraft manipulation; see MALE, YIELDING  

FETISHES--See OCCULT FIGHTING-- See STRIFE  

FLIPPANCY--CONTRESSIE: flippancy of emotions  

FLIRTATION--TIAUS: personality change, flirtation, seduction  

FOOT--See LEGS  

FORGETFULNESS--See MIND, KNOWLEDGE BLOCK CONFUSION, 
INDECISION, BITTERNESS, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

FORMALISM--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS 

FORNICATION--See SEXUAL IMPURITY  

FORTUNE TELLING--See OCCULT 

FREEMASONRY--See CULTS 

FRIGIDITY--ELIMONE: impotence; see SEXUAL IMPURITY, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA  

ORPHIS: blocks out desire & emotions for copulation  

ORGANDA, GOROANDO: same as above 

FRUSTRATION--See GLUTTONY, CONFUSION, PERFECTION, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA, IMPATIENCE 

FUNGUS--NIMO: see DECEPTION  
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FUNK--See PASSIVITY  

G 

GALL BLADDER--DENEMIS: gall bladder 

GAMBLING--CARNIVIOUS: gambling, wheeling and dealing, 
mishandling money  

GAME PLAYING--VOLAIRE, VOLTARE, a prince: attention getting, 
emotional problems, taunting  

BOLETTA: game playing, taunting 

PHOENIQUE, PHONIQUE; game playing, passivity, dramatics, 
playacting, choreography  

GLANDS--HIAWATHA, Indian spirit: glandular malfunctions, body 
fluids, swelling, edema  

LYMPH GLANDS--TAILE: lymph glands of breast  

PITUITARY GLAND--GORATUS: violence, pituitary gland  

REXPAN, REZPAN: pituitary gland 

TESTICLES--See SEX ORGANS  

GLOOMINESS--LEVIATHAN: see PRIDE 

GLUTTONY--WOTEIGE, ruler of OCTUPUS  

(See HEADACHES): gluttony, body illness; see ADDICTIVE-
COMPULSIVE 

FELIS: gluttony; may be related to FEAR OF DISAPPROVAL - FELIX 
(self-pity) See NERVOUSNESS, SELF-PITY, RESENTMENT, compulsive 
eating, frustration, idleness, self reward GOSSIP-- See CURSING  

GREED--See MONEY, COVETOUSNESS  

GREEK ORTHODOX--MEGALOPIS, a prince, ruler: Greek Orthodox 
religion 

GRIEF--related to sorrow, heartbreak, heartache, crying, sadness, 
cruelty  
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GUILT--VERMO; see SCHIZOPHRENIA, condemnation, shame, 
unworthiness, embarrassment  

GUMS--See INFECTION  

H 

HALLUCINATIONS--See DRUGS, MENTAL ILLNESS  

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS--See OCCULT  

HANDWRITING, AUTOMATIC--PICELL, a prince: automatic 
handwriting, black power  

CARMA: automatic writing, blocks will, self- hypnosis: see OCCULT 

HARLOTRY--See SEXUAL IMPURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

HATRED--SOONELTON: hatred APEREPUS: hatred under SONELTON, 
See REBELLION, BITTERNESS, RETALIATION, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

HAUGHTINESS--See PRIDE 

HAY FEVER--See ALLERGIES  

HEADACHES--WOTEIGE, a ruler over OCTOPUS: body illness, 
headaches, gluttony  

OCTOPUS, a power: pain in mind and nervous system, mental pain 

MIGRAINE, controlled by OCTOPUS: headache; See NERVOUSNESS  

HEARING, HARD OF--LIVIO, LEBIO, a power: inner ear, deafness, 
causes hearing of voices, ear infection  

HEARING VOICES--See HEARING, HARD OF 

ELDEMO: hearing sounds, voices; may be associated with EL DIMO, 

ELDIMO: causes itching & irritation, especially in sexual areas 

HEART--HEARTACHE; See GRIEF  

HEARTBEAT, PULSE--TARGA: broken rhythm in heart, rapid 
heartbeat, panicky feeling in heart, (possibly fibrillation)  
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HEART BLOCKAGE--WOEPE: heart blockage 

HEARTBREAK--See GRIEF  

PAINS IN CHEST--MOXIE, MAXZE, a power 

LUKOLIAS, LUKOLIDUS: pain in sternum, breastbone  

HEAVINESS--Related to GLOOMINESS, burden, disgust  

HEBREW RELIGION--PHILTYGO, a controller over religion and also 
over SENTEMO: IDOLATRY  

HEX--CLAREX: puts hex on car drivers to cause them to drive off the 
road; see OCCULT  

HINDUISM--See RELIGION, FALSE  

HOMOSEXUAL--CERVELLO: homosexual, lesbian; see SEXUAL 
IMPURITY 

HOPELESSNESS--See DEPRESSION, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

HOROSCOPE--See OCCULT  

HUNTINGTON'S CHOREA--See PARALYSIS  

HURT--See RETALIATION 

HYPERACTIVITY--Related to restlessness, driving pressures  

HYPNOTIC TRANCE--See MIND CONTROL HYPNOTISM-- See OCCULT  

HYSTERIA--See FEARS  

I 

IDLENESS--See GLUTTONY, SLOTH 

IDOLATRY--BAAL, Semetic & Phoenician god over the productive 
forces of nature, worshipped with much sensuality: over all idolatry  

PHILTYGO, controller over SENTEMO: idolatry, Hebrew religion  

SENTEMO, under PHILTYGO: causes worship of idols, devilish dancing, 
jewelry  
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HULDA: idolatry, puts demons into idols and owls  

BYMAS, PYNAS, TRYMAS: sent by LUCIFER for phallic sex worship 

ILLNESS, BODY--TERMINATION, a ruler: in charge of terminal 
diseases  

WOTEIGE, a ruler: body illness, gluttony; a ruler over OCTOPUS: 
mental pain  

BORISHABA: causes sickness 

IMAGINATION, VIVID--See SCHIZOPHRENIA  

IMITATION, COPY--TAEPE, a copy demon: copies other 
characteristics 

IMPATIENCE--See RESENTMENT, CRITICISM, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
agitation, frustration intolerance  

IMPORTANCE--See PRIDE  

IMPOTENCE--See FRIGIDITY, Inability to Give and Receive Love 
Freely; results from Rejection usually from the parents  

INADEOUACY--See INSECURITY 

INCANTATION--See OCCULT  

INCEST--MOAB, son of Lot and his eldest daughter (Gen. 19:37); see 
SEXUAL IMPURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA.  

AMMON, son of Lot & his youngest daughter, (Gen. 19:37); Spirits of 
Moab and Ammon; see SEXUAL IMPURITY, and SCHIZOPHRENIA 

INCOHERENCE--See CONFUSION 

INDECISION--See FORGETFULNESS, CONFUSION procrastination, 
compromise, indifference  

INDIFFERENCE--See ESCAPE, PASSIVITY, INDECISION  

INEPTNESS--See INSECURITY 

INFECTION--NEMIUS, a controller  
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COLON INFECTION--BLARGY: colon cancer colon infection, 
diverticulitis, colitis,  

EAR INFECTION--EARULIAS: ear infection  

EUPIDES, UPEEDES: ear infection, deafness  

LEBIO, LIVIO: ear infection, inner ear, hearing voices  

GUM INFECTION--TAIPAE: mouth infection, teeth  

MOUTH INFECTION--TAIPAE: infection of teeth and gums  

PANCREAS INFLAMMATION--BOICE: inflammation of the pancreas 

STOMACH INFECTION--BOZO: stomach infection  

TOOTH INFECTION--TAIPAE, mouth & gums 

URINARY TRACT--BUTTERWORTH: infection of urinary tract  

INFERIORITY--See INSECURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

INFIRMITY--See name of disease or sickness  

INHERITANCE--Curses of physical, mental, emotional inheritance, 
see FAMILIAR SPIRITS  

INSANITY--See MENTAL ILLNESS 

INSECURITY--See SELF-PITY, LONELINESS  

inferiority, timidity, shyness inadequacy, ineptness, also See 
SCHIZOPHRENIA  

INSOMNIA--See DEPRESSION, NERVOUSNESS 

INTELLECTUALISM--See MIND IDOLATRY, PRIDE  

INTOLERANCE--See SCHIZOPHRENIA, PERFECTION, IMPATIENCE 

IRASCIBILITY--LEVIATHAN, king of the children of Pride: see PRIDE 

IRRITABILITY--See PRIDE, PERFECTION 

ISLAM--See RELIGION, FALSE  
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ITCHING--ELDIMO, EL DIMO: itching, especially in sexual areas, 
vaginal irritation; may be associated with ELDEMO: sounds, hearing of 
voices  

J 

JEALOUSY--EVIL EYE; see WITCHCRAFT, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
SELFISHNESS, PARANOIA, suspicion, distrust, envy 

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES--See CULTS  

JESTING, COARSE--See CURSING 

JEWELRY--SENTEMO: see RELIGIOUS SPIRITS 

JUDGING, JUDGMENTAL--See ACCUSATION, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
ARGUMENT; See STRIFE, COMPETITION  

K 

KARATE--SUMMERS, a controller with BROMERS and PAUSADA.  

SADAL: feeds KARATE energy 

KLEPTOMANIA--See COVETOUSNESS 

KNEE--See LEGS  

L 

LATIHAN--See CULT  

LAZINESS--See FATIGUE, Sloth  

LEGS--FOOT, CSARBOLIAS: foot pain 

PINTOLIAS: left foot  

PONTOLIAS: right foot  

KNEE: LARKOPIOUS; ROCKALIOUS 

LEGALISM--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS LESBIAN--CERVELLO: lesbian, 
homosexual, see SEXUAL IMPURITY  

LETHARGY--See PASSIVITY, SLOTH  
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LEUKEMIA--YONDOCOLA: leukemia, blood cancer  

LEVITATION--See OCCULT; PRIDE; snakes LION-- ELIAMOS: lion 
worship LISTLESSNESS-- See PASSIVITY  

LONELINESS, FATAL---PRADYLIS, prince: fatal loneliness, see 
NEUTRINAL ENERGY under ENERGY  

LOSS OF SALVATION--ARMENIANISM  

LOVE, FALSE--ROSEMARY: supernatural sex desire false love under 
witchcraft  

ROZARE: false love which causes people not in love to marry  

DIANA, VENUS: supernatural sex desires, witchcraft, false sexual love  

LUST--ASMODEUS, a ruler; works with OSMODEUS, a prince of 
destruction 

HECATE, ruler of female witchcraft & underworld powers: lust, drugs & 
sex  

ASHTAROTH, a controller of lust, month of August  

ANDROIMODA: lust for men, fear of men 

TAMOTHA: lust, See SEXUAL IMPURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

LUST, FANTASY--See SCHIZOPHRENIA 

LUST, MATERIAL--See COVETOUSNESS  

LYING, DECEPTION--PIPYTHEAS, a prince: falsehoods, lying  

BELIAL: lying, deception, cunning, crafty: see SEX ORGANS 

PYTHON: religious lying  

PHOEOVER: falsehoods & lying 

PYTHO: psychopathic lying  

LYMPH GLANDS--See GLANDS  
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M 

MADNESS--See MENTAL ILLNESS 

MAGIC, BLACK OR WHITE--See MALE, YIELDING-- AHAB: JEZEBEL, 
to destroy priesthood  

MANIA--See MENTAL ILLNESS MANIPULATION-- See WITCHCRAFT; 
JEZEBEL  

MASTURBATION--CULDONE: masturbation, erection; see SEXUAL 
IMPURITY 

MEDICATION--See ADDICTIVE-COMPULSIVE  

MELANCHOLY--LEVIATHAN: see PRIDE 

MEMORY LOSS, RECALL--See KNOWLEDGE BLOCK, MIND  

MENTAL ILLNESS--See RETARDATION, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
HALLUCINATIONS, PARANOIA, mania, madness, senility  

MIND BINDING--CONFUSION; MENOS; confusion of the mind  

MECARDIONI, NICARDIANO: confusion of the mind  

MIND CONTROL--OBERION, a commander prince from behind the 
sun: mind control 

MEGARA, a prince: mind control 

TRANCE, a prince: mind control, produces hypnotic or catatonic 
trances  

ARTYSEE, ARTRIZE, ARTYZA: control, body shaking  

JUVART: a power: mind control 

KARATHON, a power: mind control 

VERONO, VERONU, a power: mind control 

VOODOO: mind control by rituals 

LOUVER: mind control 
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ORATORY: spirit used by mind control demons when speaking 

BLACKWELL (not his real name) upper ranks of mind control family: 
has mind blanking, mind racing spirits under him. Third eye may be 
involved. Break curses. Annihilating the Hosts of Hell, Book 2, 
pp 108, 109. See CONFUSION, FEAR OF MAN, FEAR OF FAILURE, 
OCCULT, spiritism 

KNOWLEDGE BLOCK--LEVIATHAN: see PRIDE; memory loss 

SERVILIAS, a controller: human intelligence 

RAPUNZOE, REPNUZAL: blocks mind and brain centers 

MEGANOSIS: blocks all knowledge 

DETIMUS: blocks nerves to mind & retention of knowledge 

ULESES: block nerve centers of mind; See BITTERNESS, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA 

MIND DISEASE--VALIMO: mind disease 

MIND, FILTHY--BEESIMO, VISIMO,BISIMO: pornography 

MIND IDOLATRY--See PRIDE, ego, intellectualism, rationalization 

MIND OPPRESSION--EL COREANO: oppression 

MOCKERY--See CURSING 

MONEY--CARNIVIOUS: gambling, wheeling & dealing, mishandling 
money, OLET--a power: fear of poverty and failure 

MAMMON: greed 

MONTHS--JANUARY--BELIAL: deception, cunning, crafty, uterine pain, 
testes tumor 

FEBRUARY--LEVIATHAN: unbelief, doubt; see PRIDE 

MARCH--SATAN: god of this world, deceiver 

APRIL--ASTARTE, goddess of moon, fertility 

MAY--LUCIFER: false light 
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JUNE--BEALBALIETH: blackness, satanic power, murder 

JULY--BEELZEBUB: lord of the flies, prince of demons 

AUGUST--ASHTAROTH: lust 

SEPTEMBER--TAMMUZ: ritual human sacrifice 

OCTOBER--BAAL: chief male god of Canaanites 

NOVEMBER--HECATE: lust, witchcraft 

DECEMBER--MOLOCH: threatening 

MORBIDITY--See DEPRESSION 

MORMONISM--See CULTS 

MOTORCYLE GANGS--BYMAS: motorcycle gangs, prostitution, 
daytime erections 

MOUTH--TAIPAE: infection of mouth, teeth, gums 

TIEPA: mouth, gums; see Infection 

MOURNING--LEVIATHAN 

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS--AHUSTUSH: multiple sclerosis; see 
PARALYSIS 

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY--See Paralysis 

MURDER--BAALBERIATH: murder, blasphemy 

BALBALIETH: murder, blackness, satanic power, month of June 

KARATE, a power: murder, violence 

ALVAIZEITON, under WADRIDRIANUNCO, a controller: drugs, rock 
music; murder, alcohol. See BITTERNESS, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

N 

NECK--PYCONE: back of neck 

OSMODAUS: back of neck 
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NICKULIAS: pain in neck 

NECROMANCY--MIND BINDING, spiritism; séance 

NERVES--PARALYSIS: very powerful, controls diseases & injuries of 
central nervous system & spinal cord (polio; neuritis; M.S., etc.) 

DETIMUS: blocks nerves to mind & retention of knowledge 

ULESES: blocks nerve centers of mind 

CARPA: stomach nerves, ulcers 

OCTOPUS: pain in nervous system, pain in mind 

NERVOUSNESS--See SCHIZOPHRENIA, GLUTTONY, HEADACHE, 
restlessness, tension, nervous habits, excitement, insomnia, roving 

NEURITIS--See NERVES 

NICOTINE--See ADDICTIVE; COMPULSIVE 

O 

OCCULT--See HANDWRITING AUTOMATIC, HYPNOTISM, 
WITCHCRAFT, Ouija board, palmistry, handwriting analysis, ESP, 
horoscope, astrology, water witching, levitation, fortune telling, tarot 
cards, pendulum, black & white magic, conjuration, incantation, 
charms, fetishes, HEX, spells, amulets, See MIND BINDING 

OPPRESSION--PRADYLIS, a prince: see NEUTRINAL ENERGY under 
ENERGY, see MIND OPPRESSION 

ORAL SEX--JASMINE: oral sex, see SCHIZOPHRENIA 

OUIJA BOARD--See OCCULT 

OWLS--HULDA: puts demons into idols & owls, idolatry 

P 

PAIN--FLEXOLOGY: moves & controls pain allover body  

CONDOR--controller prince: body pain  

ARCHOLIAS--ruler: pain 
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DAMELIOUS: body pain  

WOTEIGE--ruler of OCTOPUS, mental pain: gluttony, body illness  

BACK PAIN--SHITON, SHYTON; a prince, serpent; causes spinal pain; 
Jeanne Dixon's snake  

SUTIAS: back pain  

CHEST PAIN--MOXIE, MAXZE; A POWER: chest pains  

LUKOLIAS, LUKOLIDUS: pain in sternum, breastbone  

EMOTIONAL PAIN - PRADYLIS, a prince: see ENERGY (Neutrinal 
Energy)  

FOOT PAIN--CSARBOLIAS  

MIND & NERVE PAIN OCTOPUS, a power: pain in mind & nervous 
system, mental pain, headache 

NECK PAIN--NIKULIAS  

UTERINE PAIN--BELIAL: see SEX ORGANS  

PAIN FROM OUTER SPACE--ROMULIOUS; NICKOLIOUS; SARKOLIOUS: 
pain energy force from outer space 

PALMISTRY--See OCCULT  

PANCREAS--BOICE: inflammation of pancreas,  

PARALYSIS--See NERVES, Sclerosis, Muscular Dystrophy, 
Spine Scoliosis  

PARANOIA--WESCO: paranoid fear; see FEARS, MENTAL ILLNESS, 
JEALOUSY, SCHIZOPHRENIA, FALSE BELIEFS, distrust, confrontation, 
envy, suspicion, persecution 

PASSIVITY--PHONIQUE, PHOENIQUE; play acting; dramatics, 
choreography, see ESCAPE, lethargy, indifference, funk, listlessness  

PENDULUM--See OCCULT  
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PERFECTION, PERFECTIONISM--See PRIDE, VANITY, frustration, 
irritability, intolerance, anger, also See CRITICISM and 
SCHIZOPHRENIA  

PERSECUTION--See SCHIZOPHRENIA, PARANOIA, unfairness, fear of 
judgment, fear of condemnation, fear of accusation, fear of reproof, 
sensitivity  

PERSONALITY CHANGE--TIAUS: personality change, flirtation, 
seduction 

PERVERSENESS--See SCHIZOPHRENIA 

PHILOSOPHY- - See SPIRITUAL GROWTH, ORION; 

PHOBIA--See FEARS  

PITUITARY GLAND--See GLANDS  

PLAY ACTING--See PASSIVITY  

POLIO--See NERVES, PARALYSIS 

PORNOGRAPHY--VISIMO, BISIMO, BEESIMO: sexual filth of mind  

POSSESSIVENESS--See CONTROL, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

POUTING--See WITHDRAWAL 

PREGNANCY--BUTTERWORTH, works with BEKLIAL in female sex 
organs;  

BELIAL: testes tumors, uterine deception, scheming, pain, crafty, 
cunning  

PRESSURE--See HYPERACTIVITY 

PRETENSION--See WITHDRAWAL, AFFFECTATION  

PRIDE--LEVIATHAN, king of the children of pride: mourning, spiritual 
darkness, arrogance, spiritual pride, using logic, ego, little pride, 
rationalization, justification to know the things of God. It blocks mind, 
hinders spiritual growth, distracts, causes weariness, disturbs 
concentration on Bible study or Prayer, sleepiness in worship services; 
(Job 41; Psa. 104:16; Isa. 27:1) a huge sea serpent coiled in 
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abdomen, dislikes (Psa.74:13,14); causes brooding, melancholy, 
depression, mental dejection, gloominess, irascibility 

RAHAB--dragon, pride, Isa. 51:9, 10 

ORION: see SPIRITUAL GROWTH  

ABSALOM pride, vanity, rebellion, deception, seduction, treachery; 
Ann. Host of Hell, Bk I, pp 92-96 See MIND IDOLATRY, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA, PERFECTION, VANITY, COMPETITION, self-
righteousness, haughtiness, importance, ego, self deception arrogance 

PRINCE CHARMING--See FALSE GIFTS, ORION 

PROCRASTINATION--See INDECISION  

PROFANITY--CARNIVIAN: profanity, blasphemy  

PROJECTION--(Keeps one from looking at self, while accusing 
others); see SCHIZOPHRENIA, ACCUSATION 

PROSTITUTION--BORECHON,  

BORICON: BYMAS prostitution, motorcycle gangs, daytime erection  

PSYCHIATRY--DEMETRIUS, a power: psychology  

R 

RAILING--See CURSING, ACCUSATION 

RAINBOW GIRLS--See CULTS  

RAPE--See SEXUAL IMPURITY, VIOLENCE 

RATIONALIZATION--See MIND IDOLATRY  

REBELLION--SATAN: rebel against God. Rebellion is a gate keeper to 
the temple, opens way for evil spirits to enter our bodies and prevents 
them from leaving  

SOONELTON, SONELTON: rebellion, hatred  

APEREPUS--under SONELTON; hatred, rebellion  

VERTO, VERTON: rebellion  
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VARRIER--a controller: disobedience 

ABSOLAM: see PRIDE, DISOBEDIENCE, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
stubbornness, self-will, anti-submissiveness  

REJECTION--(Prevents one from giving or receiving love from God or 
from other people; see SCHIZOPHRENIA, fear of rejection, self 
rejection  

RELIGIOSITY--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS RELIGIONS, FALSE--
Buddhism, Taoism, Christian Science, Mormonism, Islam, Hinduism, 
Armstrong, Shintoism, Confucianism  

RELIGIOUS SPIRITS--ORION: see SPIRITUAL GROWTH  

PHILTYGO, a controller: Hebrew religion  

SENTEMO, a controller, under PHILTYGO: causes worship of idols, 
jewelry, devilish dancing  

MEGALOPIS, a prince, ruler: Greek Orthodox  

ABBADON, a power: Destruction, church wars  

GEELUNDO, GALENDO: false tongues 

ARMENIOUS: false doctrine, loss of salvation  

PYTHON: religious lying  

TAMAR: all unscriptural religious confirmation  

ST. GERMAINE: "god" in "I Am" cult 

PHILMORE: Founder of the Unity religion  

MARY BAKER EDDY: Christian Science  

BUDDAH: Eastern religions; see DEATH, SEDUCTION, CATHOLIC 
SPIRIT, ritualism, fear of God, formalism, legalism, fear of hell, 
doctrinal obsession, doctrinal error, fear of loss of salvation, religiosity  

REPTILES--ELDEBOLO: reptiles 
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RESENTMENT--ELAND: resentment, sorrow, see SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
BITTERNESS, IMPATIENCE, GLUTTONY, RESTLESSNESS; See 
NERVOUSNESS, HYPERACTIVITY  

RETALIATION--BITTERNESS, DESTRUCTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
HATRED, spite, hurt, sadism, cruelty  

RETARDATION--combines with CANNABIS: marijuana opens the 
door; see MENTAL ILLNESS  

RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION--Doorkeeper for spirits  

RITUALISM--See RELIGIOUS SPIRITS  

ROCK MUSIC--HARPO, a prince: rock music, gives great skill to 
satanic musicians  

WADREAMUNCO, a power: drugs & rock 

LATERENONCA, a controller: drugs and rock 

FLUBAIC, under 

WATERENONCA: rock and drugs  

ROSICRUCIANISM--See CULT 

ROVING-- See NERVOUSNESS  

RULERS, HIERARCHY--LUCIFER: false light 

SATAN: fallen archangel  

EL CONDOR, a throne of all spiritual wickedness directly under the 
spirit of LUCIFER  

EL DIABOLO, god of demons, associated with BEELZEBUB, a prince of 
darkness, prince of demons under LUCIFER  

BAAL: all idolatry  

LUCIFER, bearer of false lights; there are thousands of these spirits, 
not to be confused with the archangel  

ELDAYNO, a nephilim Gen.6; a fallen angel, giants in the earth  
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TUSCHON fights against Jesus Christ; ANTI CHRIST  

S 

SACRIFICE, HUMAN--TAMMUZ, ruler & power: human sacrifice, 
Satan worship; month of September  

EL LOBO, wolf, werewolf: associated with human sacrifice and 
witchcraft  

MYAZOMA--worship of LUCIFER & pagan sacrificial rites 

SADISM--See RETALIATION 

SADNESS--See GRIEF  

SATAN WORSHIP--TAMMUZ, ruler & power: satanic worship and 
ritual human sacrifice; month of September  

MAZOMA--worship of LUCIFER & pagan sacrificial rites  

SCHEMING--BELIAL: see SEX ORGANS  

SCHIZOPHRENIA--SCHIZO, DAMNABLE SEED, a commanding ruler: 
double mindedness; see MENTAL ILLNESS, (REJECTION SPIRITS): 
FANTASY, LUST, PERVERSENESS, JEALOUSY, PARANOIA, SELF-PITY, 
DEPRESSION, SUICIDE, GUILT, PRIDE, VANITY, LONELINESS, 
INFERIORITY, FEARS, ATTENTION, SEEKING, HARLOTRY, REJECTION, 
Self-Rejection, Unfairness, Withdrawal, Fantasy Daydreams, Frigidity, 
Insecurity, Pouting, Unreality, Talkativeness (Motor Mouth), Fear of 
Germs, Timidity, Sensitivity, Shyness Self-Awareness, Chattering, 
Vivid Imaginations, Nervousness, Fear of people, Impatience, 
Frustration, Inordinate Affection for Animals, Intolerance, Insanity, 
Tension, Self-Accusation, Compulsive Confession, Envy, Fear of 
Judgment, False Compassion, Fear of Rejection, False Responsibility, 
Despondency, Despair, Discouragement, Hopelessness, Shame, 
Condemnation, Unworthiness, Ego, Perfection.  

(Rebellion Spirits): FEAR, ACCUSATION REBELLION, SELFISHNESS, 
PRIDE, HATRED RESENTMENT, VIOLENCE, MURDER, MEMORY RECALL 
LOSS, PARANOIA, DISOBEDIENCE, Suspicion, Distrust, Persecution, 
Confrontation, Self-Will, Projection, Stubbornness, Anger, Root of 
Bitterness, Self-Deception, Control, Judgmental, Self-Delusion, 
Compulsive Behavior, Self-Seduction, Self-Pity, Unteachableness, 
Possessiveness, Unforgiveness, Retaliation, False Beliefs, 
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Confrontation, Forcefulness, Mental and Spiritual Deceit, Anti-
Submissiveness  

SCOLIOSIS--PARALYSIS: controls diseases spinal cord and system  

SEA SERPENT--LEVIATHAN: see PRIDE 

SEANCE--See SPIRITISM, Necromancy 

SEDUCTION--TIAUS: seduction, personality change, flirtation  

ABSALOM: see PRIDE, RELIGIOUS SPIRITS 

SELF--BELPHEGAR, BELFAGAR: vanity WHOCARTO: overconcern with 
what others think  

SELF-ACCUSATION--See SCHIZOPHRENIA, self-hatred, self-
condemnation 

SELF-AWARENESS--Also see: SENSITIVITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

SELF-CONDEMNATION--See SELF-ACCUSATION  

SELF-DELUSION--See SELF-DECEPTION 

SELF-HATRED--See SELF-ACCUSATION 

SELF-HYPNOSIS--CARMA: self hypnosis blocks the will, produces 
automatic handwriting  

SELF-PITY--FELIX: fear of disapproval; self pity, see INSECURITY, 
GLUTTONY 

SELF-REJECTION--See REJECTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

SELF-REWARD--See GLUTTONY 

SELF-RIGHTEOUS--See PRIDE 

SELF-SEDUCTION--See SCHIZOPHRENIA 

SELF-WILL, CHILDISH--See REBELLION, SCHIZOPHRENIA, 
DOORKEEPER 

SELFISHNESS--PETRAGRAMMATION; selfishness, see 
SCHIZOPHRENIA, JEALOUSY  
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SENILITY--See MENTAL ILLNESS 

SENSITIVITY--See FEAR OF MAN, FEAR OF DISAPPROVAL, 
PERSECUTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA, self awareness 

SERPENT--LEVIATHAN, king of the children of pride: a huge serpent 
coiled in abdomen, dislikes Psa. 74:13, 14; causes melancholy, 
brooding depression, gloominess, mental dejection; irascibility, see 
PRIDE, SNAKES 

SEXUAL IMPURITY--HECATE, ruler: female witchcraft and 
underworld powers, particularly associated with drugs & sex. See 
LUST, FANTASY LUST, MASTURBATION, INCEST, HOMOSEXUALITY, 
LESBIANISM, FRIGIDITY, Adultery, Fornication, Harlotry, Rape, Sexual 
Exposure  

HOMOSEXUAL--CERVELLO: homosexual, lesbian: SCHIZOPHRENIA  

INCEST--MOAB & AMMON: incest; Gen.19:32-38  

LESBIAN--CERVELLO: lesbian, homosexual; see SCHIZOPHRENIA  

SEX, DEMONIC--ELDONNA; demonic sex with humans INCUBI: 
demonic sexual attacks on females, may be caused by sexual sins, 
witchcraft spells, curses of lust, inherited curses, can attack children  

SUCCUBI: demonic sexual attacks on males, may be caused the same 
as INCUBI above; see SCHIZOPHRENIA 

SEXUAL EXPOSURE: See SEXUAL IMPURITY  

SEXUAL FANTASY: CRYSTELL, CRESSELLE 

FEMUS: night wet dreams  

SEXUAL FILTH OF MIND: VISIMO, BISIMO, BEESIMO, sexual filth of 
mind, pornography; see SCHIZOPHRENIA  

SEX WITH ANIMALS: JAGA-KA-MEECH,  

JADEKAMISH: creates desire in women for sex with animals 

HARRO: animal sex with humans  

SEXUAL IDOLATRY--HUDA: idolize sex relations and worship of sex 
acts  
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SEXUAL LOVE, DESIRE--DIANA, ROSEMARY VENUS: supernatural sex 
desires, sexual false love, witchcraft  

SEX, ORAL--JASMINE: see SCHIZOPHRENIA 

SEX ORGANS:  

PENIS--supernatural erection  

BYMAS--daytime erection, motorcycle gangs, prostitution  

CULDONE: erection, masturbation 

TESTES, TESTICLES--BELIAL: testes tumors, uterine pain, cunning, 
crafty, scheming, deception 

UTERUS--SARTO: spasms of uterine wall and vaginal muscles  

BELIAL: uterine pain, testes, tumors, deception, cunning, scheming, 
crafty 

BUTTERWORTH; a controller: pregnancy, works with BELIAL in female 
sex organs  

VAGINA--PRELLO, a prince; controller: rhythmatic control of vaginal 
muscles  

SARTO: spasms of uterine wall & vaginal muscles ELDIMO, EL DIMO: 
vaginal irritation or itching; may be connected with ELDELMO: sounds, 
hearing voices  

SEXUAL SINS, SODOM and GOMORRAH--ARCOLIAS: fatness  

SEXUAL TORTURE--EMILAYUS: see SCHIZOPHRENIA  

SEXUAL VIOLENCE--BABEL; see SCHIZO 

SHAKING, BODY--ARTRIZE, ARTYSEE, ARTYSA: mind control  

THEEPSIS; under ARTYSEE: body trembling  

SHAME--See GUILT, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

SHINTOISM--See RELIGIONS, FALSE 

SHYNESS--See INSECURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA  
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SKEPTICISM--See DOUBT, UNBELIEF, DOORKEEPER  

SLEEPINESS--LEVIATHAN; REMUS, REMUR: sleepiness in spiritual 
environment; see PRIDE and ESCAPE  

SLOTH--PELANTHOPIS, PHILANFESUS, PHILANTROPIST: sloth, 
laziness, lethargy, idleness, fatigue SORE THROAT-- See ALLERGIES  

SORROW--LEVIATHAN: mourning; see PRIDE ELAND: sorrow, 
resentment  

SNAKES--ASMODEUS; ruler over lust spirits which are like a nest of 
writhing snakes in lower abdomen 

LEVIATHAN: a huge serpent coiled in abdomen; see PRIDE  

SHITON, SHYTON; a prince: causes back & spine pains, a snake in 
spinal area, Jeanne Dixon's snake  

SOPHISTICATION--See AFFECTATION 

SORROW--See GRIEF  

SPEECH--CARRIE DA CARIOUS, voice control  

MEGONCARDIONI, MEGANCARDIANO: confusion of speech, speech 
impediments, see stuttering 

SPELLS--See OCCULT  

SPINAL MENINGITIS--See SPINE  

SPINE--PARALYSIS: very powerful, has control of diseases & injuries 
of central nervous system & spinal cord 

SPIRIT GUIDE--See SPIRITISM, SPIRITUALISM  

SPIRITISM SPIRITS--See MIND BINDING, séance, spirit guide, 
necromancy, SPIRITUALISM  

SPIRITUAL GROWTH--ORION: first lieutenant of LUCIFER, very 
proud, beautiful, intellectual spirit: enters with any compromise of the 
Word of God, controls counterfeit gifts, false peace, piety, Prince 
Charming, a host of religious, intellectual & philosophical spirits, and 
false gifts to give a veneer of spirituality. Attacks ministers, especially 
those in deliverance, uses pride to restrict the ministry to a specific 
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area or to certain people. Will use pressure tactics to lead to radical 
modifications or abandonment of casting out evil spirits. 

LEVIATHAN, king of the children of pride: pride, mourning, spiritual 
darkness, arrogance, spiritual pride, (using rationalization, logic, and 
justification to know things of God), little pride, blocks mind, hinders 
spiritual growth, distracts, disturbs concentration on Bible study or 
prayer, causes sleepiness, weariness, in worship services (Job 41, 
Psalm 104:26, Isa.27:1) a huge serpent coiled in abdomen, dislikes 
(Psa. 74:13,14) causes brooding, melancholy, mental dejection, 
gloominess, depression, irascibility 

CARVAR: spiritual destruction, under demon of LUCIFER  

CARBARE, a ruler: spiritual blockage; blocks spiritual truth 

RESERPCARIAN, RUCIPACERIAN, a controller: spirit and will 

DITIMUS: blocks spiritual truth  

MARKAI, MARKIAH: blocks spiritual understanding, causes spiritual 
blindness  

MORANDO: blocks reading of the Word, blocks spiritual light  

REMUS, REMUR: causes sleep in spiritual environment  

SPIRITUALISM--CARBOLLA; a controller: Spiritualism, human will 
See FAMILIAR SPIRITS  

SPITE--See RETALIATION 

STEALING--See COVETOUSNESS 

STERNUM--See BREASTBONE  

STOICISM--COLLODUS: no feelings or emotions; see ESCAPE  

STOMACH--BOZO: stomach cancer, stomach infection, ulcers  

CARPA: stomach nerves, ulcers 

STRIFE--SESILUS: strife, contention; see CONTENTION, bickering, 
argument, quarreling, fighting  

STROKE--PARALYSIS: See PARALYSIS 
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STUBBORNNESS--See REBELLION; SCHIZOPHRENIA  

STUTTERING--MEGANCARDIANO, MEGONCARDIONI: stuttering, 
speech impediments, confusion of speech CARRIE DA CARIOUS, 
controller: voice, see speech  

SUBUD--See CULTS  

SUICIDE--ASMODAUS: suicide, killing, violence  

NIMO: suicide; see DECEPTION, DEPRESSION, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

SUSPICION--See PARANOIA, JEALOUSY, SCHIZOPHRENIA  

SWELLING--See GLANDS· HIAWATHA 

T 

TALKATIVENESS--See SCHIZOPHRENIA 

TAOISM--See RELIGONS, FALSE  

TAROT CARDS--See OCCULT  

TAUNTING--VOLTARE, VOLARE: taunting, game playing  

BOLETTA: taunting, game playing  

TEETH--TAIPE, TIEPEA: infection of teeth, mouth, gums, Infection 

TEMPER--See BITTERNESS  

TENSION--See NERVOUSNESS, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

TESTES, TESTICLES--BELIAL: see SEX ORGANS  

THEATRICS--See AFFECTATION THEOSOPHY--See CULTS  

THREATENINGS--MOLOCH, month of December 

TIMIDITY--See INSECURITY, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

TIREDNESS--See EXHAUSTION, FATIGUE 

TONGUES, FALSE--ORION: See SPIRITUAL GROWTH; GEELUNDO, 
GALENDA  
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TORMENT--ANCHOR: director of tormenting spirits  

TREACHERY--ABSOLAM: treachery; see PRIDE  

TREMBLING, BODY--See SHAKING, BODY 

TUMOR--BELIAL: see SEX ORGANS  

U 

ULCERS-- BOZO: stomach cancer, stomach irritation, see Stomach  

CARPA: nervous stomach, ulcers 

UNBELIEF--LEVIATHAN: unbelief, doubt; see PRIDE, skepticism  

UNDERWORLD POWERS-- HECATE: See WITCHCRAFT  

UNFAIRNESS--See PERSECUTION, SCHIZO 

UNFORGIVENESS--See BITTERNESS, SCHIZO 

UNIFICATION CHURCH--See CULTS 

UNITARIANISM--See CULTS  

UNITY--See CULTS  

UNREALITY--See WITHDRAWAL, SCHIZO 

UNTEACHABLE--See PRIDE, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

UNWORTHINESS--See GUILT, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

URANTIA--See CULTS  

URINARY TRACT--BUTTERWORTH: urinary tract, infection of urinary 
tract, works with BELIAL: see SEX ORGANS 

UTERUS--See SEX ORGANS  

V 

VAGABOND--PERIERCHOMAI: to stroll, wander, roam, ramble, rove, 
meander 

VAGINA--See SEX ORGANS  
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VANITY--BELPHEGAR, BELFAGAR: all vanity  

APOLLYON & SCORPION SPIRITS: see FEARS  

ABSALOM: see PRIDE 

ORION: see PRIDE, see Spiritual Growth 
See PERFECTION, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

VENGEANCE--ASMODAWN, ASMODAUS: vengeance  

VIOLENCE--ABBADON, a power: church wars  

ASMODAUS: violence, suicide, killing 

ASMODAWN: vengeance  

BAALBERIATH: blasphemy, murder 

BAALBALIETH: blackness, murder, satanic power  

KARATE: a power: violence, murder 

MEAMERANA: destructive violence 

CARVAR: spiritual destruction, under demon of LUCIFER  

GORATUS: violence, pituitary gland 

EMILAYUS: sexual torture 

BABEL: sexual violence 

ALVAIZEITAN: drugs, alcohol, murder; under WALDRIDRIANUMCO; a 
controller; drugs, rock  

EVIL EYE: See WITCHCRAFT; See BITTERNESS, SCHIZOPHRENIA 

VOICES, HEARING--See HEARING VOICES  

W 

WATER WITCHING--See OCCULT 

WEARINESS--LEVIATHAN: see PRIDE, EXHAUSTION, FATIGUE  
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WEREWOLF--EL LOBO, a werewolf: witchcraft, blood sacrifice, 
lycanthropy  

WHEELING & DEALING--See MONEY  

WILL CONTROL--CARMEL, a prince: human will, destroys joy 

CARMA: produces automatic writing, blocks will, self· hypnosis;  

CARBOLLA, a controller: spiritualism 

RESERPCARIAN, RUCIPACARIAN, a controller that blocks human  
will & spirit  

POROX: blocks human will  

WITCHCRAFT--HECATE, who is a ruler: female witchcraft, associated 
with moon, earth & infernal regions, sorcery, witchcraft, underworld 
powers, specially drugs & sex 

DIANA, ROSEMARY, VENUS: witchcraft, supernatural sex desires, 
sexual false love  

CLAREX: hex on car drivers to cause them to drive off the road  

JEZEBEL: witchcraft, manipulation, female dominance, a power that 
manipulates to control people (men use it as well as women) destroys 
proper order in the home  

EVIL EYE, THIRD EYE, EYE OR RA, ATTUOR, HORUS causes injury & 
harm, and is associated with jealousy, witchcraft, mind control  
See CONTROL, OCCULT  

WITHDRAWAL--See SCHIZOPHRENIA" pouting daydreaming, 
FANTASY, pretension, unreality  

WOLF--See WEREWOLF  

WORRY--See FEAR, anxiety, dread, apprehension  

WRITING, AUTOMATIC--See OCCULT, HANDWRITING, AUTOMATIC  

[the end] 

*** 
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Mass Deliverance - Manual  
by Richard Keltner, ministering in New York 

 
Recommended Deliverance Resources/Ministries/Websites: 
 
Watchmen Radio/Mass Deliverance 
Richard Keltner 
P.O. Box 1576 
W. Babylon, NY 11704 
Tel:  1-877-734-6327 
E-Mail Rich_Keltner@hotmail.com 
Websites:  www.nextcrusade.com 
                www.watchmenradio.podomatic.com 
                www.massdeliverance.com 
 
Promised Land Ministries Outreach Centre 
Pastor Jozef Jasinski 
Rear Warehouse, Canada Lands Building 
1371 – 104 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Tel:  780-944-0526 
E-Mail:  promised@jesusdelivers.com 
Website: www.jesusdelivers.com 
 
Agape Bible Fellowship 
Pastor John Goguen 
598 Buffalo Road 
P.O. Box 236 
East Aurora, New York 14052-0236 
Tel:  716-655-5008 
E-Mail: pjservant@aol.com 
Website:  www.agapebible.org 
 
Cody Stromberg Artworks 
Cody Stromberg 
Greenville, Texas 
Tel:  903-413-6697 
E-Mail: codyvision@gmail.com 
Website:  www.codystromberg.com 


